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ABSTRACT 
Expert vs. Consumer Viewpoints: An Organiza-
tional Analysis of the Contrasts in Descrip-
tions of Homes for the Aged by Administrators 
and Indigenous Residents 
Barbara M. Silverstone 
The primary focus of this organizational study of thirty two 
homes for the aged was to explore the degree of difference between 
administrator (expert) and resident (consumer) judgments of the 
psycho-social environment of their homes and to detect organizational 
variables which might account for these differences. It was hypo-
the sized that adequate communication linkages to the homes would be 
negatively correlated with resident-administrator differences in 
viewpoints of the psychosocial environment. Adequate communica-
tion linkages were defined as those which approximated a model of 
linkage adequacy derived from the ''balance theory of coordination" 
postulated by Eugene Litwak. Based on a multi model theory of or-
ganizational structure it calls for mechanisms of coordination be-
tween antithetical organizational substructures to insure sufficient 
closeness for communication but sufficient distance to prevent con-
flict. A secondary focus of this study was the substantive findings 
regarding resident viewpoints of the psychosocial environment irre-
spective of their differences from administrators. The concept of 




Allen Pincus who developed an instrument (HDQ) for measuring the de-
gree of privacy, freedom, social resources, and integration into the 
larger community provided by the psychosocial environment of homes 
for the aged. 
The study hypothesis was not supported by correlational 
findings; however, linkage adequacy ratings did account for sev~n per 
cent of the variation in administrator-resident differences when en-
tered into a regression analysis with variables measuring contacts 
between administrator· and residents -and residEmt .. participation in 
group activities. Of significance at the • 05 level was the age of the 
administrators with the younger ones tending to have fewer differ-
ences from the residents; administrators' ranking of professional 
staff meetings and communications with the housekeeping staff as 
useful sources of information about their residents; and higher mean 
resident HDQ Dimension II (freedom) scores. A multiple regreSSion 
analysis of these variables plus the mean home ratings of resident 
friendliness to staff accounted for 55% of the variation in resident-
administrator differences. 
These findings support the balance theory of coordination in 
that they reflect both distancing mechanisms (indirect linkages; i. e. , 
administrator-staff contacts) and conditi<:ms which promote closeness 
(resident friendliness to staff). The age of the administrator, posi-
tively correlated with resident-administrator differences, reflected 
3 
greater reliance by the younger administrators on their staffs and 
less control by their boards. Neither resident age, health, size of 
home, socio-cultural similarity between resident and administrator, 
nor the degree of informal administrator contact with residents were 
associated with resident-administrator differences. 
Resident scores on the HDQ suggest the psychosocial ~n­
vironments of the homes providing a great deal more privacy than a 
lack of privacy, more integration into the larger community than iso-
lation, slightly more social resources rather than.. a lack of social re-
sources, and as much freedom as structure. Those variables nega-
tively associated with the dimension scores on a home by home basis 
included poorer ratings on resident mental health, mobility, and 
physical isolation. Homes with a greater degree of board control 
less participating activities and where residents tended to take their 
complaints to the administrator tended to have less freedom. Homes 
located in the country, with a resident council and social worker and 
with frequent administrator -resident contacts tended to score higher 
on the resource dimension. 
Implications for social planning include greater confidence 
in the older consumer as a source of informational feedback and in-
creased scrutiny of administrator viewpoints especially as they re-
late to utilization of staff. The study suggests that planning must be 
geared to providing for the needs for the immobile, mentally 
4 
impaired, isolated resident as well as stimulating administrative _ 
and structural changes which allow for a greater degree of freedom 
and social. resources. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Twofold Purpose of the. study 
In recent times the field of social welfare has witnessed a de-
valuation of expert opinion in conjunction with an increasingly high re-
gard for the judgements made by consumers. 1 The explanation for 
this shift has been largely based on public disillusionment with the ex-
pert's ability to effectively deliver social services. Furthermore, 
demonstrations of wide discrepancies between the viewpoints of pro-
fessional experts and client gToups have raised serious doubts even 
about the expert's ability to effectively evaluate consumer opinion and 
need. The "disengagement from the poor" of the family agency has 
been cited as a dramatic example of the contradictory viewpoints of 
the professional caseworker who presumably sees the disadvantaged 
client as psychologically unmotivated and the client who sees the 
lExpert here refers to one with expert status such as an ad-
ministrator or professional social worker and does not necessarily 
imply genuine expertise. Consumer refers to the recipient of welfare 
services who can also be identified by his primary gToup affiliations. 
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family agency as failing to offer meaningful, tan~ble services. 2 The 
viewpoints of experts in the public sector have also been contradicted. 
In a 1967 survey of 766 AFDC recipients the clients reported "very 
little of the hostile, oppressive, moralistic, or prying type of regula-
tion." These findings, the authors noted, ran "contrary to allegations 
in some of the literature (by experts). ,,3 Another case in point is a re-
port of differences in the descriptions of the institutional environment 
by staff and aged inmates in homes for the aged. A questionnaire de-
signed to elicit staff descriptions of the psycho-social milieu was first 
administered to a sample of staff from several institutions and later 
to residents from these same homes. Statistically Significant differ-
ences were found in the responses to more than one half the question-
""t 4 nmre 1 ems. 
To date - at least in the field of social welfare - explana-
tions of these discrepancies have placed much emphasis on the cul-
tural socio-economic, and/or generational factors separating the 
2George Brager, Richard Cloward, and Sherman Barr, 
"Perceptions and Reality: The Poor Man's View of Social Services," 
Community Action Against Poverty, edited by G. Brager and F. 
Purcell (College and University Press, 1967) pp. 71-82. 
3Joel F. Handler and E. Jane Hollingworth, "The Adminis-
tration of Social Services and The Structure of Dependency, " Social 
Service Review, (Vol. 43, No.9, Dec., 1969) pp. 406-420. 
4"A1len Pincus and Vivian wo~, "Methodological Issues in 
Measuring the Environment in Institutions for the Aged and Its Impact 
on Residents," Aging and Human Development, (Vol. 1, No.2, Green-
wood Periodicals, 1970). 
3 
perceptions of the expert from those of the consumer. 5 The major 
thrust of the "citizen's participation" component of the War on Poverty 
was directed at bridging these gaps by giving indiginous community 
groups and/or their mirror image representatives more control over 
policy and the administration of services D 6 Differences have con-
tinued to exist between the expert and consumer and various explana-
tions have been offered." With the exception of Eugene Litwak and 
other sociologists, however, little attempt has been made to under-
standing the organizational factors which might help to explain con-
sumer and expert differences and the organizational components 
which might effectively link the consumer to the J?ureaucracy. 7 Con-
sumer participation as an organizational concept has yet to be" effec-
tively operationalized. 
The primary purpose of this study therefore was to explore 
the differences between one particular type of "expert" - administra-
tors of thirty two homes for the aging - and their consumer 
5Richard A. Cloward aDd I. Epstein, "Private Social Work's 
Disengagement From the Poor: The Case of Family Adjustment Agen-
cies." Brager and Purcell, OPe cit., pp. 40-63. 
6 "" "" " 
" """" J~.alpl;l )VI!!" " "~"~~~, ""Participation of the Poor: Comparative 
Community Case "studies in the War on Poverty:, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1969). 
7Eugene Litwak, Earl Shiroi, Libby Zimmerman and 
Jesse Bernstein, The ""i'heoretica.l"Bases"""for CommiiiiitY"Partici ation 
in Bureaucratic Organizations". The University of Michigan, The 
School of Social" Work, Jan., i970) Mimeo. 
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counterpart, 320 elderly residents of these homes - in regard to 
their descriptions of the psycho-social milieu of the institution and to 
detect organizational variables which might account for these differ-
ences while controlling for cultural, socio-economic, and generation-
al factors. A particular focus was placed on those organizational 
factors which seemed closely related to consumer participation. 
A logical concomitant of this exploration was a substantive 
examination of the administrator and resident descriptions of the insU-
tutional environment and an exploration of some of the organizational 
conditions related to these d~.scriptions. The implications of these 
des.criptions and contrasts 'in descriptions for further research" ·.socfal 
planning and service delivery have been discussed particularly as they 
relate to consumer participation. 
Background of the study 
In recent years homes for the aged have been a popular 
source for sociological and psychological inquiry not only because of 
a heightened interest in the field of gerontology but also because of 
the stability and accessibility of their resident populations. 8 Scien-
tific inquiry has been heightened by the pressing need for protective 
and supportive services for an aging population whose extended 
8Matilda Riley, Anne Foner, et. ale Aging and Society, Vol-
ume I: An Inventory of Research Findings, (Russell Sage Foundation, 
New York: 1968), p. 315. 
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longevity brings with it varying degrees of mental and physical im-
pairments. 9 The majority of empirfcal studies of homes for the aged 
have been carried out for the purpose of studying the aging process 
and/or evaluating institutionalliie and the adjustment of older persons 
to it. Most of these studies, however, while revealing much about the 
institutionalized elderly person, fell short of meeting the require-
ments of organizational research in which hypothesis testing on or-
ganizational variables could be carried out. Most of them were little 
more than case studies of one institution with a focus on the individual 
resident as the unit of analysis not the home. 10 
Some studies have compared institutionalized and community 
groups and found the institutionalized person with a poorer self con-
cept and lower level of adjustment but it was not made clear whether 
the differences were due to the effects of institutionalization or to a 
pre-selection factor. 11 In contrast other studies have shown that in-
stitutionalized elderly have more positive self concepts, a lessening 
9lbid• 
10 Allen Pincus, "Toward A Conceptual Framework for Study-
ing Institutional Environments in Homes for the Aged, " (Unpublished 
PhD D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1968) p. 7. 
lIE. Fogel, et. al., "Problems of the Aging. Conclusions 
Derived from two Years of Interdisciplinary Study of Domiciliary 
Members In a veteran's Administration Center, " American Journal 
of Psychiatry, (Volume 112, 1956), PPo 724-730. J. Lepkowski, "The 
Attitudes and Adjustment of Institutionalized and Non-Institutionalized 
Catholic Aged, " Journal of Gerontology (Volume 2, 1956), pp. 185-191. 
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of general anxiety and an increase in the opportunity for enactment of 
social roles and participation in social interaction. 12 Scott compared 
the personal adjustment level of two samples of an institutional and 
non-institutional elderly population and found the health differential to 
be of importance. 13 On the other hand, Dick and Friedsan found that 
good health is significant for good morale but not necessarily for a 
favorable attitude toward the home. In fact they found the healthier 
residents less favorable toward the home. In this same study it was 
found that morale declined the greater length of institutional resi-
14 dence. 
Although the controversy over the benefits of institutionaliza-
tion versus supportive community living continues, a number of lead-
ers in the field have accepted institutionalization as a viable option at 
least for a small proportion of the elderly with studies focussing on 
the adjustment of elderly to institutional life and on administrative 
practices conducive to successful adjustment.. Participation in 
12M• Pollock, eto al., "Perceptions of Self in Institution-
alized Aged Subjects: Response Patterns to Mirror Reflections, " 
Journal of Gerontology (Vol. 17, 1962), pp. 405-408 0 I. Rosow, 
"Retirement Housing and Social Integration, " The GerontolOgist, 
(Volume I, 1961), pp. 85-91. 
13Frances' G. Scott, "Factors in the Personal Adjustment of 
the Institutionalized Aged and Non-institutionalized Aged, " American 
Sociological Review, (Vol. 20, 1955), pp. 538-546. 
14Harry Dick and Hiram Friedsan, "Adjustment of Resi-
dents of Two Homes for the Aged," Social Problems, (Vol. 12, 
1969), pp. 282-290. 
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activities, the development of informal relationships, obedience to 
rules and a minimum of complaining have been found to characterize 
the norms of behavior expected of residents in homes by administra-
tors and staff. 15 Successful social adjustment as defined by staff 
does not necessarily coincide with the personal adjustment defined by 
researchers. Studies have been conducted in which criteria of adjust-
ment centered chiefly around the integration factor. Donahue, Hunter, 
and Coons, using sociometric techniques, found that the number and 
complexity of friendships increased with the introduction of formal ac-
tivities. 16 In one study personal and social adjustment were found to 
be positively correlated among the residents; and staff-resident rela-
tionships were"found to be an important factor in the satisfactory ad-
justment of the individual to the home. 17 There is evidence 
accumulating, however, of conflicting sets of adjustment criteria for 
the aged, such as that between social workers and nurses, which 
complicate the lives of the elderly in institutions. 18 
15Ruth Bennett, "The Meaning of Institutional Life, " Geria-
tric Institutional Manclgement, ed. M. Leeds and H. Shore, (Putnam, 
New York, 1964), pp. 68-90. 
16 " Wilma Donahue, W. Hunter and D. Coons, "A Study of 
the Socialization of Old People, "Geriatrics, (Vol. 8, 1953), pp. 656-
666. 
17 Harry R. Dick and Hiram J. Friedsan, OPe cit. 
18J • Reingold and Rose Dobrof, "Organizational Theory and 
Homes for the Aged," The Gerontologist, (Vol. 5, 1965), pp. 88-95. 
The most comprehensive study of homes for the aged, a 
sharp departure from the case study prototype, was the survey con-
ducted by Townsend of 3,000 institutions for the aged in England and 
8 
Wales. Like his contemporaries Townsend was chiefly interested in 
contrasting the facilities with community alternatives and concluded 
that these facilities did not meet the physical, social, and psychologic-
al needs of elderly people and that alternate services and living ar-
rangements should quietly take place. In part, his conclusions were 
reached by a direct assessment of the attitudes of the old people them-
selves toward institutional life. While encyclopedic in its detailed 
description of a large number of homes, Townsend's survey in no way 
systematized its measurements of organizational variables. 19 
Recent attempts, however, have been made to conceptualize 
and operationalize organizational variables which could be system-
atically measured in a large number of homes, efforts which have 
paralleled developments in the broader field of organizational re-
search. 20 Beattie and Bullock surveyed eighty homes for the aged, 
ranked these homes on social climate and social responsibility scales, 
and correlated these scales with the size and type of home. The 
19peter Townsend, The Last Refuge: A Survey of Residen-
tial Institutions and Homes for the Aged in England and Wales, (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1962). . . 
20 Allan Barton, Organizational Measurement and Its Bearing 
on the Study of College Environments, College Entrance Examination 
Board, (New York, 1961). 
9 
smaller non-professional homes were found to have significantly low-
er ratings" 21 In another study of three homes, conducted by Taietz, 
the relationship between policies and administrative practices and the 
adjustments of residents were explored. It was found that certain as-
pects of the social structure of a home were associated with the per-
sonal adjustment of the residents. These included equalitarianism, 
homogeneity, and the promotion of the formation of primary groups 
to carry out home objectives. Taietz went so far- as to recommend 
on the basis of his findings that opportunities be provided residents 
for participation in running the home. He also found the following to 
be associated with good adjustment in a home: a length of residence 
between three and five years, good health, participation in ten or 
more leisure time activities, and harmonious family visits of more 
than once a month. 22 Bennett attempted to differentiate institutions 
for the aged according to their degree of permanence and totality: 
i. e., the extent to which the institutions circumscribed the lives of 
its residents. With the proviso that her sample included only five 
homes, she did find that the more total and permanent the home the 
2 ~alter Beattie and Jean Bullock, "Evaluating Services 
and Personnel in Facilities for the Aged," Geriatric Institutional 
Management, OPe cit. 
22phillip Taietz, Administrative Practices and Personal Ad-
justment, (Bulletin 899, Cornell University Agricultural Experimental 
Station, Ithaca, N. Y", 1959)" 
10 
more conforming were the expected norms of behavior. 23 
With the exception of the aforementioned references little at-
tempt has been made in the field of organizational research to opera-
tionalize the variable of institutionalization othe:r;- than to treat it as an 
all or none dichotomous variable. 23 Pincus has made this attempt, 
and it is the results of these efforts which form the background for 
this present study. Like others, Pincus was concerned with a lack of 
a conceptual and methodological foundation for ev'aluating the effects 
of differing institutional and group living facilities for the aged. He 
developed a framework for studying institutional environments in 
homes for the aged, and the development of techniques for emp~ri'cal' 
ly describing the various dimensions or components of such environ-
mentso He defined that "institutional environments" as the psycho-
social milieu in which the residents live, as expressed through and/ 
or generated by (a) physical aspects of the setting, (b) rules, regula-
tions and program which gover.n daily activities, and (c) staff behavior 
toward residentso 23 Four dimensions were proposed by Pincus as 
relevant in. studying such institutions: 
1. Public - Private. This dimension refers to the 
2 ~uth Bennett, and Lucille Nahemo~~ "Institutional Totality 
and Criteria of Adjustment in Residences for the Aged," The Journal 
of Social Issues, (Vol. 21, No.4, Oct., 1954). 
Muriel Obeleder, "Attitudes Related to Adjustment in a 
Home for the Aged, " (Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1957). 
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degree to which the environment allows the resident to esta-
blish and maintain a personal domain which is not open to 
public view or use and into which the institution will not 
transgress. 
2. Structured - Unstructured. This dimension refers to 
the degree to which the resident must adjust his life to im-
posed rules and discipline, and the extent to which he is per-
mitted, required or encouraged to exercise any choice, 
decision making, or initiative. 
3. Resource Sparse - Resource Rich. This dimension 
refers to the degree to which the environment provides op-
portunities to engage in a variety of work and leisure activi-
ties and to participate in soci al interaction with other residents 
and staff in a variety of social roles and statuses. 
4. Isolated - Integrated. This dimension refers to the 
degree to which the environment affords opportunities for 
communication and interaction with the larger heterogeneous 
community (people and places) in which the institution is 
24 located. 
In combining these four dimensions with the three aspects of 
24 Allen Pincus, "The Definition and Measurements of the In-
stitutional Environment in Homes for the Aged," The Gerontologist, 
(Vol. 8, No.3, Autumn, 1968) .. 
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the institutional settings which shape the environment (physical plant; 
rules, regulations and program; and staff behavior) Pincus developed 
what he considered a framework for studying the institutional environ-
ment in homes for the aged. The Home for the Aged Description Ques-
tionnaire (HDQ) was developed as an instrument to measure the 
dimensions of the institutional environment proposed in the conceptual 
framework. This instrument consists of thirty six statements describ-
ing various aspects of life in the Home. (See Appendix A) For each 
statement the respondent is asked to indicate on a five-point scale 
(from "completely true" to "completely false") how true or false that 
statement is about the Home as he sees ito The HDQ was adminis-
tered to about a fifty per cent sample of the staff in three homeso 
Figure 11ists the items grouped to form dimension scores on the ba-
sis of face value guided by a factor analysis. 
F " 125 19ure 
GROUPING OF HDQ ITEMS ON THEm 
ASSIGNED ;ENvrnONMENT AL DIMENSIONS 
Public - Private 
13 
3~ The residents are encouraged to work out problems among them-
selves. 
6. The staff usually knock on doors before entering the resident's 
room. 
12 •... The residents can fix up their rooms the way they want. 
14. The staff use formal terms of address such as "Mr. " and 
"'Mrs. " when speaking to residents. 
20. The residents often partiCipate in activities together without 
staff help. 
24. All residents in the home must keep the doors to their rooms 
open during the day. 
32. Residents are not supposed to keep personal possessions other 
than clothing and toilet articles in their rooms. 
structured - Unstructured 
15. The residents are hardly ever asked what activities they would 
like or how they want to spend their time each day. 
16. The residents must Sign in and out each time they leave the 
building to take a walk. 
19. There is nothing the residents can do about changing the rules, 
regulations and policies of the home. 
29. The staff generally decides what -T. V. programs the residents 
should watch in the day rooms. 
35. staff members generally expect strict obedience from the resi-
dents. 
Resource Sparse - Resource Rich 
13. Most residents sit around all day doing n,othing much except 
watching T • V. 
21. Persons from the outside don't visit much at the home. 
27. Most residents don't have enough things to do during evenings 
and weekends. 
36. All residents participate in some kind of r~-gular work or recre-
ational activity several times a week. 
25 Allen Pincus, ibid., p. 59 0 (continued) 
Figure 1 (Cont'd.) 
Isolated - Integrated 
1. On a nice day most of the physically able residents get out-
doors to take a walk, shop, sit in the park/_ or go viSiting. 
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4.. The residents may receive visitors almost any time during the 
day. 
23. At least once a month the residents have a chance to partici-
pate in activities which take them outside the home, such as 
picnics, concerts, theater parties and movies. 
28. The physically able residents are encouraged to go out into the 
local neighborhood to shop. ~ take a walk. 
Personal Interest 
10. The staff know the residents by name in the areas of the home 
in which they work. 
26.. Staff members often have friendly chats with the reSidents when 
passing them in the halls or when taking them to the doctor or 
to activities. 
34. The staff take a personal interest in the residents. 
~umber s refer to the number of the item on the HDQo 
A mean score for each dimension was obtained by totaling 
the items for that dimension and dividing by the number of items. 
Since there was no basis for assuming that the observations of one 
staff group were more accurate than those of another group, each staff 
questionnaire was weighted equally. Table 1 shows the correlations 
between the dimension scores for the combined staff samples.. The 
dimensions were c·o~sidered to.be . suffiCie·ritly indepel}-dent to,be tr.eated 
26 
sep·ara:tely. 
26 Allen Pincus, "Toward A Conceptual Framework for Study-







CORRELATIONS AMONG THE FIVE DIMENSION SCORES 
FOR THE COMBINED SAMPLE (PINCUS STUDY) 
1 2 3 4 
Public - Private .306 .101 .302 
Structured - Unstructured .179 .105 
Resource Sparse - Resource Rich .054 







Pincus further underscored the potential usefulness of the 
HDQ as a tool in describing the institutional environment of ~ large 
15 
number of institutions by noting the ease and speed with which the in-
strument can be administered and the fact that the findings from the 
HDQ from his original study were generally consistent with the obser-
vations of the homes made by the researcher and project interviewers 
and recorded prior to the administration of the HDQ. In a follow-up 
study, however, Pincus and Wood administered the HDQ to both resi-
dents and staff in one home controlling for different levels of staff,. 
r~sident age, and length of stay in the institution. They found statistically 
significant mean differences between the two groups in three of the 
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five dimensions and between skilled and unskilled staff on the freedom 
dimension with unskilled staff approximating the lower scores of the 
residents. 28 Jackson, on the other hand, using an instrument (the 
CTE) from which the HDQ was adapted found that with minor excep-
tions respondents who belonged to different role groups in mental 
hospitals described the environment similarly, but suggested that if 
substantial differences occurred, this might be an important datum in 
its own right. 29 He noted that if descriptions provided by an instru-
ment such as the CTE are valid representations of how respondents 
perceive occurrences, arrangements, or procedures in the immedi-
ate environment and daily life of reSidents, disagreement among the 
staff about these essentially factual matters would make communica-
tion and effective problem solving difficult and time c'onsuming. 
• • • since it is a truism of the study of social perception that 
any difference in the situation, perspective, frame of reference, 
or state of the perceiver, including personality factors, contri-
butes to and affects the processes and outcomes of perception~ 
Yet it is also a fact, that permits communication to occur and 
society to function, that most perception is not idiosyncratic and 
unique to the individual, but veridical and sharedo The descrip-
tions that respondents provide on the CTE are obviously not raw 
perceptions, but opinions about the environment that have been 
subjected to consensual validation and behavioral verification. It 
remains to be determined empirically, therefore, the degree to 
which descriptions of the treatment environment are shared by 
28 Allen Pincus and Vivian Wood, OPe cit., p. 119 0 
29 Jay Jackson, "Toward A Comparative Study of Mental 
Hospitals: Characteristics of the Treatment Environment, " in A. 
Wessen, (Ed.), The Psychiatric Hospital As A Social System. 
(Springfield; Charles C. Thomas, 1964), pp. 34-87. 
members of various role groups in the hospital and treatment 
units. 30 
Pincus raised a number of questions as the result of these 
17 
exploratory studies which both stimulated and coincided with the pur-
poses of this study. Are the differences in staff and resident percep-
tions characteristic of the particular institution studied or reflective 
of patterns in other homes? Do residents themselves describe the 
environment differently, and if so what are their characteristics? In 
regard to the environmental dimensions themselve~ Pincus suggested 
that the dimension scores of a large number o~ institutions be inter-
correlated to determine the independence of these environmental di-
mensions. (In his study only the dimens~on scores of staff were 
intercorrelated). A further area for hypothesis testing suggested by 
Pincus concerned the relationship of the environmental dimensions 
themselves to facets of the institution such as size, location, staff 
characteristics, and centralized vs. decentralized decision making 
31 
structure. 
This present study therefore represented an attempt to con-
tinue an appraisal of the usefulness of the HDQ instrument on a lar-
ger sample of homes while pursuing the primary purpose of exploring 
factors associated with expert-consumer differences which Jackson 
301b"d _1_., p. 66. 
31 Allen Pincus, OPe cit., p. 111. 
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pointed out could be important findings in and of themselves. 32 In 
turn it was hoped that these differences, if present, would act as a 
measure of the effectiveness of consumer participation as conceptu-
alized and operationalized in Chapter IT. 
32Jay Jackson, OPe cit. 
CHAPTER IT 
HYPOTHETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Theoretical Background: The Balance Theory of Coordination 
The theoretical formulations of Litwak, et. ale are basic 
to the hypotheses tested in this study. Although he does not ex-
plicitly offer models for consumer partiCipation, per se, Litwak 
has formulated the theoretical bases for the partiCipation of com-
munity primary groups in bureaucratic organizations and postu-
lated an optimal relationship between the bureaucratic structure 
and primary groups within. the total institution. 1 
1Eugene Litwak. and 'Josefina Figueira, "Tec.,tmologicai Inno-
vatiOn and Theoretical Functions of Primary Groups and Bureaucra-
tic structures," American Journal of Sociology, (Vol. 73, January, 
1968). 
Eugene Litwak, "Models of Bureaucracy Which Permit 
Conflict," American Journal of Sociology, (Vol. LXVIT, No.2, 
September, 1961). 
Eugene Litwak, and Henry Meyer, "A Balance Theory 
of Coordination Between Bureaucratic Organizations and Communi-
ty Primary Groups," in Behavioral Science for Social Workers. 
E.J. Thomas, Ed., (The Free Press, New York, 1967). 
Eugene Litwak, Earl Shiroi, Libby Zimmerman, Jesse 
Bernstein, OPe cit. 
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The bureaucracy and primary group are viewed by Litwak 
as types of structures each of which is necessary for carrying out 
the tasks of modern day living. Both structures have their own in-
trinsic merits: The impersonal hierarachal bureaucracy with its 
capacity for expertise and mass production can carry out tasks which 
require expert knowledge and optimal resources. The primary 
group on the other hand is characterized by face to face, affective 
relationships and is therefore best equipped to handle simple, idio-
syncratic tasks for which there is no knowledge or where knowledge 
makes little differences. Simply put, the bureaucracy is best able 
to carry out expert tasks and primary groups non-expert tasks and 
each is dependent on the other for the effective completion of the 
great variety of interrelated expert and non-expert tasks found in a 
modern industrialized society. 
Primary groups and bureaucracies, therefore, must work 
together in such a way that conflict is avoided; but it is underscored 
by Litwak that a dilemna exists which, if not recognized and under-
stood, can prevent cooperation. The dilemna lies in the antithetical 
structures of bureaucracy and primary groups which "are such as to 
make them incompatible as forms of social organizations. ,,2 It is to 
2Eugene Litwak and Henry Meyer, "A Balance Theory of 
Coordination Between Bureaucratic Organizations and Community 
Primary Groups," OPe cit., p. 249. 
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this dilemna that Litwak addresses a theory of organizational rela-
tions: 
Maximum social control (i. e., optimum achievement of many so-
cial goals or tasks) is most likely to occur when coordinating 
mechanisms develop between bureaucratic organizations and ex-
ternal primary groups tl;tat balance their relationships at a mid-
dle pOSition of social distance where they are not too intimate 
and not isolated from one another. 3 
This ''balance theory of coordination" postulates an optimal 
distance which is achieved through mechanisms of coordination other-
wise referred to as linkages. Linkages, therefore, can be consid-
ered adequate if they achieve an optimal distance between the 
bureaucracy and the primary group. 
Within the closed institution (prison, mental hospital, home 
for the aged) where the inmate population constitutes the largest pri-
mary group subsystem and is essential to the carrying out of non-
expert tasks, adequate linkages are crucial to the successful 
functioning of -the orcganization. Litwak considers three dimensions 
in determining the most appropriate linkages between the primary 
group and bureaucracy within a closed institution: (1) the degree of 
interdependence between the two structures in relation to the task be-
ing carried out; (2) the required frequency of exchange between the 
two units; and (3) the degree of standardization of the task. If there 
is a high degree of interdependence and required frequency of 
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exchange between the two structures in relation to the task being car-
ried out, linkages would be necessary which bring staff and inmates 
close enough for coordination. If, on the other hand, the task is high-
ly standardized (i. e., expert), sufficient distance is necessary to 
prevent conflict arising from primary group interference in the execu-
tion of expert tasks. 
Figure 2 illustrates the interrelationship of these variables 
in selecting appropriate linkages. 4 This is only a partial listing of 
the wide variety of possible mechanisms of coordination which will 
be enlarged upon for the purposes of this study. 
Litwak expanded his conceptual framework to consider the 
optimal distance between the bureaucracy and external primary 
groups (i. e., social agencies and community groups). 5 The liberty 
has been taken in this study to apply some of these concepts in spite 
of the fact that the home for the aged is a closed institution. The 
very sharp delineation between the resident and staff subsystem in 
homes for the aged observed by this investigator simulates a situation 
where resident primary groups are external to the staff organization. 6 
4Eugene Litwak, Seminar on the Organizational Bases for 
Social Action, Columbia University School of Social Work, Spring, 
1970. 
5Eugene Litwak, Earl Shiroi, and Libby Zimmerman and 
Jesse Bernstein, OPe cit D 
6Table of organizations of Homes for the Aged often omit 
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Where intervention is sought by the bureaucracy into extern-
al primary groups, Litwak postulates that in order to achieve optimal 
distance the friendliness of the primary group, the complexity of the 
message being transmitted, and maximum coverage need to be con-
sidered. Principles of communication must be observed wherein 
bureaucratic initiative and intense contact are exercised with unfriend-
ly primary groups to close the distance and/or where focused exper-
tise is utilized to transmit a complicated message. With friendly 
primary groups and/or simple messages, distance can be main-
tained; thus linkages which insure mass coverage are sufficient. 7 
With respect to primary group intervention into the bureau-
cratic organization Litwak hypothesizes that the friendliness and 
structure of the bureaucracy itself must be consideredo The bureau-
cratic structure can vary widely from the rationalistic model which 
is characterized by impersonal relations, detailed rules, a strict 
hierarchy of authority, job specialization and evaluation on the basis 
of merit; to the human relations model where personal relations, 
generalized policies, and a collegial structure exists. The profes-
sional model incorporates both rationalistic and human relations 
elements. 8 With a rationalistic bureaucracy therefore it would be 
important for primary groups to utilize linkages characterized by 
7 Eugene Litwak and Henry Meyer, opo cit., p. 258. t! 
8Ibid• 
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bureaucratic intensity (their own bureaucracy such as the labor union). 
With a human relation structure informal communications on part of 
the primary group might be sufficient. If either type of structure 
were unfriendly to the primary group, attention getting linkages such 
as a demonstration might be required. 9 
The very operationalization of Litwak's theory of coordina-
tion generated a number of sub-hypotheses all related to the concept 
of adequate linkages, which were further elaborated for the purposes 
of this study. 10 From a theoretical perspective it is important to 
view Litwak's approach within the context of the larger field of or-
ganizational analysis. 
Theoretical Background: The Larger Field of Organizational Analysis 
Developments in the field of organizational analysis over 
'the past forty years have paralleled the burgeoning of bureaucracies 
in our complex society, and many attempts have been made and are 
still being made to discover those variables critical for understand-
ing organizational functioning. 
On a high level of abstraction general systems theorists 
have conceived of the organization as a living open system which in 
9lbid• 
10 A number of other dimenSions, principles and variables 
are considered by Litwak in regard to bureaucratic interventions in-
to primary groups and vice versa; but these are not applicable here. 
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order to maintain a viable state of homeostasis must repeatedly un-
dergo a cycle of energic input into the system, transformation of en-
ergies within the system, and conversion of output into further ener-
gic input involving transactions between the organization and its 
environment. 11 Buckley contends that in addition to maintaining a 
state of homeostasis organizations (as well as other socio-cultural 
systems) have adaptive functions as well and that true feedback con-
trol loops make possible a self direction in response to a changing 
environment such that the system may change or elaborate its struc-
ture as a condition of survival or viability. 12 Examples of organiza-
tiona! properties considered important by system theorists wo~ld. be 
the nature of organizational through-put, the nature of maintenance 
processes, the nature of the bureaucratic structure in terms of the 
permeability of organizational boundaries, and the type of equiUbri-
. t· d 13 um main 3lne • 
More theoretical attention, however, has probably been paid 
over the years to the structuralists in organizational theory rather 
than the general systems proponents. Considered to be one of the 
early structuralists, Max Weber developed a theory of bureaucracy 
IIDaniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social Psychology 
of Organizations (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966). 
12Walter Buckley, "Society As A Complex Adaptive System, " 
in W. Buckley, Ed., Modern Systems Research for the Behavioral 
Scientist. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1968, pp. 490-513. 
13Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, OPe cit. 
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and its corollary "the ideal type" which has served as the focal point 
for comparative theories and approaches. 14 The ideal type is char-
acterized by an extensive division of labor, with specialized responsi-
bilities assigned to trained experts as their circumscribed 
professional duties. Official positions are organized into a hierarchy 
of authority,.~he scope of which is precisely defined by impersonal 
ruleso Operations, too, are governed by a consistent system of rules 
and regulations. Impersonal detachment is expected to prevail in the 
performance of duties and in official relations; and employment and 
promotion are based on objective criteria such as merit and 
seniority. 15 
The Weberian approach was clearly identified with the char-
acterization of the formal organization popular in the 1940' s. Known 
as the School of Scientific Management it contained both a theory of 
motivation and a theory of organization: workers were seen as mo-
tivated by economic rewards and the organization was characterized 
by a clearly defined division of labor with highly specialized person-
nel and a distinct hierarchy of authority. 16 
The ideal-type conception of bureaucracy came under severe 
14 Amitai Etzione, A Comparative Analysis of Complex Or-
ganizationso (New York: Free Press, 1961). 
15Max Weber., The Theory of Social and Economic Organiza-
tion.{rtranslated and reprinted~ Glencoe, fil.: Free Press, 1947). 
l6A "t" Et " "t ml at zlone, OPe Cl 0 
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criticism with the growing understanding of informru. relation-
ships within the bureaucracy. Emperical studies by such pioneers as 
Roethlisberger and Dickson pointed up the effects of informal group 
processes upon organizational dysfunctioningo 17 Weber acknowledged 
these contradictions or dysfunctions, but tended to minimize them as 
idiosyncratic. He and others held to a single model theory of organiza-
tional structure which, however, formed the framework for multi-
model theories to follow. 18 
Contrasting single model theories of organization have flour-
ished and were particularly popular in the 1960' s. Closely allied .with 
the human relations school a model developed representing almost a 
full swing of the pendulum away from Weber's ideal type of bureauc-
racy. Following the experiments and writings such as that of Kurt 
Lewin, the human relations model came to emphasize the importance 
of communication between the ranks and participation in decision 
making. It stressed collegial rather than hierarchal and affective 
-
rather than impersonal relations. 19 
17 Fritz Roethlisberger and William Dickson, Management 
and the Worker. (Cambridge~-Harvard University Press, 1939). 
18A "t" Et " "t ml 3l zlone, OPt Cl • 
19Kurt Lewin, "Group Decision and Social Change," in 
GoE. Swanson, T.M. Newcomb, and E.L. Hartley, Eds., Readings 
in Social Psychology. (New York: Holt, 1952). 
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A synthesis of the classical (or formal school) and the human 
relations (or informal school) has resulted in a multimodel approach. 
This is a revision of the structuralist approach, according to Etzioni, 
wherein structuralist writers have recognized the organizational di-
lemna posed by the two schools and have been able to absorb the ma-
jor tenets of the human relations approach into their more encom-
passing frame of reference. 20 Litwak., among others, has stressed 
the multi model approach and emphasized that antithetical structures 
can and must exist within an organization in order for organizational 
tasks to be accomplished. The tasks in fact determine the structure 
with expert predictable ones requiring the advantages of the ration-
alistic structure and non-expert, idiosyncratic or unpredictable tasks 
requiring the flexibility of the human relations structur~. 21 
Others have also stressed the importance of technology and 
its important influence on structure. Perrow emphasizes two as-
pects of technology which must be considered: the number of excep-
tions to be handled and the degree to which the search is analyzable 
or unanalyzable. In other words the task is either routine or non-
routine and different task structures are required which in turn call 
for appropriate social structures. Perrow has recognized other 
variables as critical ones in the study of organizations such as raw 
20A "t" Et"" "t ml at zlonl, OPe Cl • 
21Eugene Litwak and Henry Meyer, opo cit., p. ~51. 
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materials, social structure, and goals, but notes that structure and 
goals must adjust to technology or the organization will be subject to 
strong strains. He sees technology as predicting task structure in a 
large number of organizations and to a lesser extent social structure 
and goal. At no point does he recognize, in contrast to Litwak, anti-
thetical task or social structures resulting from the nature of the 
22 technology • 
Thompson's theoretical approach to organizational analysis 
views the organization in its environmental context as well as its 
technology. His is both a systems approach as well as a structural 
one and he recognizes a mixture of structural types within the or-
ganization. His model is an open, natural system which faces un-
certainty and he sees the survival of the system (controlling the 
environment to protect the technology) as the main organizational 
goal. Each organization has three levels; the institutional level, 
which deals with the environment, the managerial level, which me-
diates within the organization, and the technical level which does the 
work. These constitute the organizational structure, and thei~ pat-
terning is determined by the nature of the population serviced, the 
service rendered, and the technology used. The system tries to 
rationalize the tasks as much as possible to decrease its 
22 Charles Perrow, "A Framework for the Comparative 
Analysis of Organizations." American SOCiological Review, (Vol. 
32, April, 1967). 
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dependence on the environment but this is often not possible and the 
institutional structure must therefore adapt accordingly. Thompson 
does not deal with the antithetical nature of the substructures in the 
organization per se but the mediating role which he assigns to the 
managerial level assumes a potentiality for conflict between sub-
23 
structures. 
The multimodel approach has been pursued on an oper ational 
level by Pugh, et. al., who has examined contextual aspects of the 
organization that have been held to be relevant to structure. He found 
through means of a multivariate regression analysis that size and 
technology were among those variables to be significant predictors 
of the concentration of authority. 24 
A departure from the emphasis on technology as an impor-
tant variable effecting structure is that of Etzione who postulates an 
organizational control structure; i. e., closely linking an organiza-
tion's structure with forms of power. Organizations can obtain com-
pliance by coerCion, instrumental expediency, utilization of reference 
power or by legitimization. Different modes of influence can be 
23James D. Thompson, Organizations in Action. New York: 
¢\fcGraw-Hill, 197.0). 
24D•S• Pugh, D.J. Hickson, C.R. Hinings, and C. Turner, 
"The Context of Organizational Structures," Administrative Science 
Quarterly, (Vol. 14, 1969~, pp. 91-115. 
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related to different structures. 25 While Litwak feels that it is an ex-
aggeration to expect this close a linkage between structure and power 
he acknowledges that the multimodel approach does permit an integra-
tion of analyses at several different levels: 
••• use of this framework should make it possible to link studies 
of organizational characteristics directly with job and task an-
alyses and with modes of control and influence, through interfac-
ing variables common to varying levels of analysis. 26 
Various attempts have been made to enhance or simply un-
derstand the articulation of informal and formal structures within 
organizations. On a non-theoretical level, case studies have been 
enlightening. Studies of the prison organization by Sykes, Zald and 
McCleery have clearly shown the contrasting emphases which can be 
given to monocratic formal structures on the one hand and to the in-
formal prisoner structure on the other. In the one prison described 
by Zald where both structures existed legitimately under the guise of 
fulfilling both custodial and therapeutic goals, the strains and ten-
sions between the two systems were intense. 27 Jules Henry described 
25 Amitai Etzione, "Organizational Control Structure," in 
J. March, Ed., Handbook of Organizations. (Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1965). 
26Eugene Litwak and Jack Rothman, ''Impace of Factors of 
Organizational Climate and Structure on Social Welfare and Rehabilita-
tion Workers and Work Performance," in National Study Working 
Papers,. (SRS, Department of HEW, ORB 117, May, 1971). 
27Meyer Zald, "Organization Control Structures in Five Cor-
rectional Institutes in Zald, M., Social Welfare Institutions. (New 
York: Wil~y, 1965). 
several institutions for the mentally ill and delineated four models 
representing types of task performing organizations in our culture. 
The structural complexities of each type of model are of prime im-
portance to the understanding of personal relations in the organiza-
tions. His types of institution run from the extreme of the human 
relations model (the small treatment center) to the extreme of the 
rationalistic model (the large mental hospital). 28 
Hamburg described the development of a human relations 
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structure, i. e .. , a therapeutic milieu on the mental health ward of a 
hospital. He emphasized the uncertainty of the therapeutic task and 
the appropriateness of a structure which is characterized by collegial 
relationships, internalization of policy, and an emphasis on positive 
affect on part of the staff. Missing from his description is an ac-
knowledgement of the uniform or certain tasks which a hospital per-
forms, the struq.;ture set up to fulfill these tasks, and the articulation 
of this structure with the therapeutic· milieu on the w~d.· 29 
This coordination of the antithetical structures within or-
ganizations has received the most attention from Litwak who associ-
ates it closely with the progression from single to multiple models 
28Jules Henry, "Types of Institutional structure," in M. 
Greenblatt, et. al., Eds., The .Patient and the Mental Hospital, 
(Glencoe, nl.: The Free Press, 1957), pp. 91-107. 
29David Hamburg, "Therapeutic Aspects of Communication 
and Administrative Policy in the Psychiatric Section of a General 
Hospital," The Patient and the Mental Hospital; Greenblatt, 
Levinson and Williams, Eds., (The Free Press, 1957). 
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for organizational analysis. 30 Linkages between the organization and 
environment also receive close attention within his organizational 
framework and similarly to Thompson31 he stresses the complex in-
terrelationships of the internal and external complex structure, the 
nature of the tasks to be performed and the receptivity of the environ-
ment and organization to each other. 
While this study is concerned primarily with the linkages 
existing between formal and informal subsystems in homes for the aged, 
this theoretical discussion lays the necessary background for the 
formulation of the primary hypothesis and the selection of other im-
portant test variables. 
Hypotheses to be Tested 
The primary hypothesis of this study derived from the ''bal-
ance theory of coordination" which, as was pointed out, related to a 
number of other theoretical developments representing a departure 
from the single model in organizational theory. Field observations 
made by this investigator 32 dovetailed sufficiently with the balance 
30Eugene Litwak and Jacob Rothman, OPe cit. 
31James Do Thompson, OPe cit. 
32For the past year as a spec-ial consultant on residentcoun-
cils with the Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies I have closely 
observed the development of resident councils from the viewpoint of 
both administrator and residents. One of my tasks has been to de-
velop standards for resident councils which can serve as a guide to 
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theory to warrant formulating and testing the following hypothesis: 
The degree of difference between administrator and resident 
descriptions of the psychosocial environment of homes for the 
aged will be negatively correlated at the .. 05 level of significance 
with scale measurements of the adequacy of organizational link-
ages between resident and administrator sUbsystems. 
The independent variable considered here was the adequacy 
of linkages between staff and resident sUbsystems. As noted before, 
the operationalization of this concept was based upon the balance 
theory of coordination and seen as·· closely akin to the popular notion 
of consumer participation. The dependent variable was the degree 
all the FPWA member homes. 
A resident council is an organization within an institution 
which is run by and for the residents, and its leaders serve as 
spokesmen for resident grievances and opinions. Its officers are 
democratically elected by the resident body and it is recognized by 
board, administration, and staff as a legitimate functional part of the 
larger organization. The goals of Federation in encouraging the de-
velopment of councils has been to establish an effective vehicle for 
consumer partiCipation and to develQP th~rapeutic .milieus for. _aged .. 
residents wherein they can become more actively involved in working 
on their own behalf. 
The impact of a council on several homes has been observed 
closely by this consultant. One important effect seems to have been 
the Changes brought about in the nature ¢ communications between 
resident and administrator. Before the introduction of councils, ad-
ministrators seem to rely solely on their staff or on informal com-
munications with residents for feedback and their impressions were 
often colored by numerous assumptions about the way old people be-
have. With the introduction of councils, administrators seem to listen 
more respectfully to residents and furthermore share more informa-
tion with them. Beneath the surface, resentments between administra-
tors and residents decreased with complaints being handled in a more 
orderly fashion and the decrease in hostility seemed to make each 
group more receptive to the other's viewpoint. All in all, a more re-
spectful distance was established between administrator and resident 
which seemed to increase a genuine receptiveness to the other's view-
point. 
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of differences between resident and administrator descriptions of 
the institutional environment. 
An underlying assumption in the selection of these variables 
was that the degree of difference in resident-administrator descrip-
tions of the psychosocial environment would reflect the extent to 
which they were successfully communicating their vieWpoints to one 
another. Thus, resident-administrator differences would serve as a 
measure of the adequacy of linkages; i. e., effective consumer parti-
cipation. 33 Linkages in order to be adequate would have to be asso-
ciated with a minimal degree of difference. 
Additonal organizational variables, suggested by findings in 
the studies previously described, were selected for evaluation in re-
lation to the independent and/or dependent variables. It was antici-
pated that a picture of complex interrelationships would emerge with 
these variables having a suppressing, antecedent, and intervening ': -
effect on the major hypothesis. 
It was not overlooked that administrator-resident differences 
while treated as the dependent variable could have rebounding effects 
on linkage adequacy. Thus, on the personal level the age, length of 
33Effective consumer participation (adequate linkages) might 
be defined by some as having a visible impact on the expert's deci-
sions and vice versao In this study the definition, is limited to both 
administr.ator and resident gaining the attention of the other and hav-
ing an impact on the other" s viewpoint not necessarily changing his 
behavior or decisions o 
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residency, quality of health, and activity level of the residents was 
considered. On the organizational level of the quality of the home 
.. .. 
and its administrator, the age and professionalism of the adminis-
tr ator , the size of the home and its organizational structure and goal 
were considered. The following subhypotheses were tested: 
There will be a significantly (p (.05) positive correlation 
between the size of the home and the inadequacy ot liiikages~and" " 
the""degree of difference between administrator and resident descrip:-
tions of the institutional environment." 34 
There will be a significantly (p <. 05) negative correlation 
between the extent of resident activity and the degree of administra-
tor-resident difference in descriptions of the institutional environ-
ment. 35 
There will be a Significantly (p<.05) negative correlation 
between the age and professionalism of the administrator and the 
degree of difference between administrator-resident description of 
the institutional environment. 36 
There will be a significantly (p (. 05) negative correlation 
between the overall quality of homes and organizational structure 
and goal of the homes (i. e., more agreement in professional struc-
tures with therapeutic goals) and the degree of difference between ad-
l!l~~istr_~tor ~d re~id~l).t descriptions __ of. the institutionalenv:ir.on-"" 
mente 37 
There will be a significantly (p (.05) positive correlation 
34 D. S. Pugh, et. al., OPe cit. 
35Wilma Donahue, W. Hunter, and D. Coons, ope cit. 
36phillip Taietz, Administrative Practices and Personal 
Adjustment, Bulletin 899, Cornell University Agricultural Experi-
mental Station, Ithaca, N. Y., 19590 
37D• S. Pugh, et. al., ope cit. Phillip Taietz, OPe cit. 
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between both the age of residents and their length of tenure and the 
degree of difference between administrator and resident descriptions 
of the institutional environment. 38 
There will be a significantly ( <.05) positive correlation be-
tween poorer health of the residents and the degree difference be-
tween administrator and resident descriptions of the institutional 
environment. 39 
There will be a significantly «.05) positive correlation be-
tween administrator-resident proximity and resident-administrator 
differences in descriptions of the institutional environment. 40 
The predictive value of each of these variables including the 
independent variable in relation to administrator resident differences 
was determined by a multiple regression analysis. Other variables 
which emerged into significance as the study progressed were also 
entered into the analysis. 
Definition and Operationalization of Concepts and Terms 
Adequacy of Linkages: The operationalization of "linkage 
adequacy" called into play several sub-hypotheses generated by 
Litwak's theoretical postulations. Since the focus of this study has 
been on the residents as primary group members and the administra-
tor as an "expert" member of the bureaucracy, the definition and 
38Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, opo cit. 
39Ibido 
40This variable was introduced as a measure of distance 
between administrator and resident in order to better control for 
this dimension in the testing of the primary hypothesis. 
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operationalization of linkage adequacy has been in terms of the mech·-
anisms of coordination existing between each of them home by home. 
By definition linkage adequacy refers to the presence or absence of 
those mechanisms of coordination alone or in combination which pro-
vide for or detract from an optimal distance between these substruc-
t1ires~ Linkages can be characterized by several dimensions; 
initiative, continuous contact, and scope. A linkage characterized 
by initiative, such as a demonstration,.. is capable of gaining the at-
. , 
tention of the other party. A linkage characterized by continuous 
contact, such as a regular staff meeting, is capable of maintaining 
communication with the other party. Linkages characterized by 
scope, such as a newsletter, are capable of reaching a sizeable num-
ber of receivers. 
As noted, Litwak postulated that the nature of the task to be 
, carried out, organizational structure, and the friendliness or lack 
of friendliness between the bureaucracy and the primary group were 
important variables to be considered in determining the selection of 
adequate linkages. Three different service tasks were selected for 
study on the basis of the degree of expertness required to carry them 
out. The first, food service, was assumed to be a uniform, expert 
task not dependent on the primary group for execution and best car-
ried out with little interference. Recreational servi~e, on the Other 
hand, was assumed to be a non-expert task wherein the cooperation 
and close involvement of the residents was essential. A third task 
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area, nursing service, was assumed to be both an expert and non-
expert task wherein some degree Of resident involvement and coopera-
tion was necessary. 
These three task areas formed the basis for twenty four 
hypothetical models, one example of which is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Each task area has been subdivided into eight hypothetical situations 
in accord with the friendliness of the administrator, the friendliness 
of the resident, and the organizational structure of the home. Theo-
retically appropriate linkage dimensions were generated for each of 
these situations providing a basis for the measurement of linkage 
~ '. 
adequacy. lliustrations and explanations of-.15 of thf! 24 . hypotheti-
cal models of linkage adequacy are presented in Appendix E in con-
junction with the coding operations undertaken for assessing a linkage 
adequacy rating for each home. 
Residents: Residents - the primary group members in this study -
have been defined as permanent elderly inmates of a home, limited 
largely to white Protestants residing in the greater New York metro-
politan areao 
Administrator: The administrator - the expert in this study - has 
been defined as the chief executive officer of the home responsible 
for supervision and hiring of staff, major organizational decisions 
and/or the implementation of the decisions of the Board of Directors 
and the requirements of the New York state Health Codeo 
FIGURE 3 
MODEL OF LINKAGE ADEQUACY FOR EXPERT TASK - FOOD SERVICE 
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Friendliness: Friendliness was defined in this study as receptive-
ness on the part of the receiver to the sender's messages. 
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Organizational Structure: Three types of organizational structure 
were delineated for the purposes of this study: the rationalistic struc-
ture, the professional structure, and the human relations structure. 
(described and defined on page-23). An arbitrary decision was made 
to describe any home with fewer than forty residents as having a hu-
man relations structure on the assumption that affective, face to 
face, collegial relations could not be avoided. (It was also assumed 
that authoritarianism on the part of the administrator could exist in 
such a structure and an attempt was made to control for this variable). 
The larger homes were described as approaching a rationalistic or 
professional structure in accordance with the hierarchial or collegial 
nature of staff relations and staff resident relations, . the profession-
alism of staff, the degree of a priori delimitation of staff assignments, 
the number of apparent organizational rules and regulations and the 
extent of board and administrative control especially over non-
uniform tasks. 
Organizational Goal: Two types of organizational goals were deline-
ated. A therapeutic goal was defined as one in which the board, ad-
ministrator, and staff in addition to caring for the residents viewed 
as one of their major tasks that of improving the health and function-
ing of the residents. A custodial goal was defined as one in which 
the care, protection and contentment of the resident was paramount. 
Description of the Institutional Environment: The "institutional en-
vironment" is synonymous with the concept defined and operational-
ized by Pincus. 42 It is the psycho-social milieu in which residents 
live and can be summarized in terms of four dimensions: the 
public-private, the structured-unstructured, the resource sparse-
resource rich, and the isolated-integrated. The Home Description 
Question Questionnaire was developed to measure these dimensions; 
this measurement being an operationalization of the term "descrip-
t " ,,43 ion. 
Administrator-Resident Differences: This term refers to the sig-
nificantly different mean dimension scores between the resident 
group and administrator in each of the study homes. 
Administrator -Resident P:r-_~imlty: - ThiS con_cept .is-definect as the 
sum of the code assigned to the number of contacts, both individual 
and group, held weekly between administrator and resident as re-
ported by the administrator and the code assigned to the frequency 
of contacts with the administrator as reported by the residents. 
42A1len Pincus, "The Definition and Measurements of the 
Institutional Environment in Homes for the Aged," The Gerontolo-
gist, Vol. 8, No.3, Autumn, 1968. 
43 -See Chapter I, pp. 9-11 of this study. 
43 
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Organizational Size: Organizational size has been defined as the to-
tal number of residents, domicialliary and infirmary, living in the 
institution. 
Resident-Administrator Sociocultural Similarity: Similarity was de-
fined as the administrator and residents being alike on two of the 
following three characteristics: religious affiliation, socio-economic 
status, and ethnic background. 
CHAPTERID 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The Study Design 
Since the purposes of this study were to test hypotheses and 
explore relationships among a range of organizational variables 
amenable to quantification, a "quantitative-descriptive" design was 
utilized. As defined by Tripodi, Fellin, and Meyer: 
Quantitative-descriptive studies are empirical research investiga-
tions which have as their major purpose the delineation or assess-
ment of characteristics of phenomena, program evaluation, or the 
isolation of key variables. These studies may use formal methods 
as approximations to experimental design with features of statis-
tical reliability and control to provide evidence for the testing of 
hypotheses. All of these studies use quantitative devices for 
systematically collecting data from populations, programs, or 
samples of populations or programs. They employ person~ 
interviews, mailed questionnaires, and/or other rigorous data 
gathering devices and survey sampling procedures. 1 
A field experiment would have been another design appropriate 
for hypothesis testing in regard to organizational variables describing 
homes for the aged. This design, however, calls for the (1) manipu-
lation of the independent variable by the experimenter and even (2) the 
control of the influence of environmental constraints on the independent 
and dependent variables. These aspects of the experimental design 
ITony Tripodi, Phillip Felin, and Henry J. Meyer, The 
Assessment of Social Research: Guidelines for the Use of Research 
in Social Work and Social SCience, (F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 
Itasco, nlinois) 1969, p. 38. 
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were considered both unrealistic and unattainable vehicles for a study 
of this nature in contrast to the quantitative-descriptive design and 
less reflective of conditions as they actually exist. 2 
Sampling Procedures 
The resources available for this study were the consultants 
of the Division on Aging of the Federation of Protestant Welfare Agen-
cies, thirty two Protestant and non-sectarian homes for the aged in 
the Greater Metropolitan New York area, and their resident popula-
tions. A request to participate in the study was made in December, 
1971 to most of the member FPWA agencies. Of the forty four ap-
proached, including two non-member but closely affiliated institutions, 
thirty six consented to participate. (See letter of request and consent 
form in Appendix B.) Of these thirty six, two had to be dropped from 
the study because of the deteriorated condition of the residents in one 
------_ ... __ . - - - - -.. -.. _.. _. - --
home and the absence of the administrator in the othero Two of the 
other homes were dropped from the study because of their geographical 
inaccessibility to the interviewers. 
A stratified random sample of ten residents was selected 
from an alphabetical list of domicilliary "well" residents in each of 
the homes. The list was stratified by sex to insure that at least two 
men -per home were selected in view of their sparse numbers. 
2Ibid., p. 32. 
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These domicilliary residents were considered "well" because of 
their availability. Infirmed bedridden, very confused, or blind 
residents were not included on the alphabetical. lists by choice of 
both the administrator and the project director. In addition those 
interviewers who found an interviewee ill, unable to communicate 
or unwilling to participate at the time of the appointed interview 
were instructed to drop down on their list to the next available resi-
dent. 3 All residents selected to participate in the study were sent a 
letter of request (see Appendix B ). With few exceptions all were 
willing to take part in the study. 
Collection of the Data 
Barton has outlined measurements of organizational proper-
ties which may be derived from basic data gathered at anyr........;:;;.le.;;...v.:...e~l;......o.::;..;f ____ _ 
:the components of the organization. They can be divided into addi-
tive measures which are based on simple addition or averaging of 
attributes of individual organization members: in this case the resi-
dents; dist:ributional measures based on the distribution of individual 
member characteristics but not corresponding to individual proper-
ties in the same direct manner as the additive measures; relational 
3The alphabetical lists were divided into ten groupings (two 
of which were male) and the first name in each group was selected 
for the sample. If this person refused to participate or was unable 
to, the next name in that grouping was selected by the interviewer to 
be interviewedo 
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pattern measures based on the relationship of pairs of individuals 
within a group; ,. integral measures based on organizational attributes 
which are not derived from data on individual members but from prop-
erties of the organization as a whole; and contextual measures based 
on data on larger units of which the organization as a whole is a part 
4 
or a member. 
The operationalization of the maj or concepts utilized in this 
study was outlined in the previous chapter. To summarize ~these 
concepts included "linkage adequacy," "administrator-resident dif-
ferences in descriptions of the psychosocial environment," "proximi-
ty, " and "organizational size." In addition an array of organizational 
and individual properties were listed in Chapter I as worthy of ex-
ploration thus necessitating the utilization of all of these classifica-
tions of measurementso 
The major source of data describing the residents was the 
residents themselves and the staffs in the homes. This additive data, 
which was later computed into distributional measurements, was col-
lected in indiyj.dual interviews with each of the 320 residents. (See Ap-
pendix A) The Home Description Questionnaire was answered by each 
resident in the presence of an interviewer who was present primarily 
to give moral support and insure non-collaboration with other 
4 Allen H. Barton, Organizational Measurement and Its Bear-
ing on the Study of College Environments. (College Entrance Ex-
amination Board, New York, 1961), p. 2. 
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residents. Other data de~cribing the residents, including their age, 
education, former occupation, religion, length of residency, number 
of group activities participated in, number of close friends,. view of 
their health, and the importance of services in the home was obtained 
in direct questioningby the interviewer. (See Schedule A, Appendix 
A. ) The interviewers themselves were asked to rate various aspects 
of the residents's health, morale and adjustment. Corroborating 
data, however, was obtained in ·a mail questionnaire from either the 
social work or activities staff in the homes directly after the sched-
d 
uled interview. (See Questionnaire D, Appendix A~) 
I 
Relational pattern measures of the homes were made from 
collection of data from residents, administrators, and FPWA con-
sultants. In answer to a questionnaire listing the most commonly 
used linkages, dietary, nursing, and recreational consultants (and 
staff where available) were asked to assess the ·degree of utilization 
. . . 
of each of the linkages. (See Questionnaire E, Appendix A.\). 
Additional relational measures were sought. In a mail ques-
tionnaire conducted prior to the main study administrators were asked 
to rate those modes of communication which were most important to 
them in terms of obtaining information about their residents. (See Ques.-
tionnaire B, Appendix A .• ) At the time of the main study administra-
tors were asked to list the total number of individual and group 
meetings they had had the week prior to the interview both with resi-
dents and staff. Residents, on the other hand, were asked to list the 
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number of staff members they had talked with in the previous week 
and the last time they had spoken with the administr ator (Se.e SChedule A, 
Appendix A. ) 
Integral measures of the home were gathered from records, 
administrators, and consultants and included both data describing the 
administrator as well as the home itselfo Data on the administrator 
included his age, training, length of tenure in the home, sociocul-
tural background, his degree of authoritarianism, location of his liv-
ing quarters, an administrator quality rating, his friendliness to 
reSidents, and a rating of the degree of impact whfch"staff,reside'n~s, 
and board had upon himo Data on the homes included Size, number 
of staff, number of administrative and professional staff, organiza-
tional structure and goal, the presence or absence of a resident coun-
cil, and consultant ratings of the quality of the physical plant, board 
of directors, and overall services of the home. Special ratings were 
also made of the separate services by the appropriate consultant. 
(See Schedule B , Appendix A.) The only contextual data collected in-
volved the geographical location of the home and the safety of the 
neighborhood if the home happened to be located in the city. 
Coding of the Data 
Coding of the data into quantifiable measurements has been 
summarized in codebooks I and IT, Appendix C. Interval scales were 
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constructed wherever possible to allow for correlational and regres-
sion analysis. Considerable recoding of variables was accomplished 
by computer including the computation of HDQ dimension scores for 
residents and administrators. (See HDQ coding instructions, Appen-
dix D.) 
The coding of answer s to Questionnaire E for the purpose of 
obtaining linkage adequacy ratings for each home involved- comparing 
the empirical data to the hypothetical linkage adequacy models and 
measuring the degree of fit. These steps have been outlined in detail 
in Appendix E, in conjunction with descriptions of the hypothetical 
Unkage "adequ;acy models. 
Reliability and Validity of the Measurements 
Instrument and Interviewer Reliability of the HDQ: The extent to 
which the health description questionnaire was free from chance fluc-
tuations and bias in the collection of data was examined by test.;;.. 
retests" The majority of the resident interviews were carried out 
by six social work students from Fordham University and one gradu-
ate student in recreational therapy from New York University as part 
of their practicuum in research and/or social welfare. The remain-
ing 130 residents were interviewed by two professional interviewers 
with a background in working with elderly subjects. 
Preparation of the student group was as thorough as possible 
to insure a high degree of reliability. In addition to written 
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instructions (see Appendix B) the interviewers met individually and 
in groups to discuss their role and each interviewed two residents in 
practice sessions. A test-retest reliability score. was sought for the 
students on the second practice interview with the same residents be-
ing interviewed by different students. The results in terms of resi-
dent answers to the HDQ are shown in Table 2. 
The reliability of the instrument itself received sharper 
scrutiny in another test-retest run involving the same interviewer 
and the same residents. The results are shown in Table 3. 
Interviews with the administrators were conducted by the 
project director and few problems were presented since the adminis-
traters answered all questions themselves in the presence of but with-
out the help of the interviewer. The answers given by one administra-
tor to the HDQ were discarded because he refused to answer the HDQ 
in the presence of the interviewer but mailed it in at a later date. 
Instrument and Interviewer Reliability of the Linkage Adequacy Scale: 
Since Questionnaire E (see Appendix A) was the prime instrument uti-
lized for collecting data on which the linkage adequacy scale was 
based, its reliability needed to be examined. This was not an easy 
task owing to the fact that answers to the questionnaire were based on 
personal observations of staff and consultants who assumed their an-
swers were professional and objective. The major device for over-
coming this difficulty was the administration of the questionnaire to 
Table 2 
RELIABILITY TEST-RETEST BETWEEN 
TWO DIFFERENT SETS OF INTERVIEWERS 
IN ADMINISTRATION OF HDQ TO SIX RESIDENTS 
OVER A TWO WEEK INTERVAL 
Re sident # 1 (Inter-
viewers 1 & 2) 
Resident #2 (Inter-
viewers 3 &·,4) 
Resident #3 (Inter-
viewers 5 & 6) 
Resident #4 (Inter-
viewers 1 & 6) 
Resident #5 (Inter-
viewer s 2 & 3) 
Changed Response 
















viewers 4 & 5) 
--- - - --~------" ~~~~~---
Table 3 
RELIABILITY TEST-RETEST BETWEEN 
THE SAME INTERVIEWER AND THE SAME RESIDENTS 













Correlation coefficient of residents as a groUp: 0.964. 
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as many judges as possible in each home (ranging from two to six) 
and averaging their responses. To further insure accuracy consul-
tants and staff were urged not to answer questions which they did not 
know. The observable differences between the consultants were strik-
ing. The hesitancy and concern of the dietary consultant for example 
over the accuracy of her responses led her to check her own replies 
with dietary staff in the homes. The others were, in varying degrees, 
more self assured. A test re-test of Questionnaire E would have 
been highly desirable but was not considered feasible at this time in 
view of consultant/staff motivation and ava,i:lability. 
Reliability of Other Rating Scales: Reliability in the use of other 
scales was enhanced by averaging the ratings of the multiple judges 
utilized. Ratings of the quality of home, administrator, physical 
plant and board and estimates of board control, resident friendliness, 
and resident/staff impact on administrative decisions were made by 
the FPWA consultants. These same consultants had participated in 
an earlier study in which similar judgements of homes for the aged 
were obtainedo The reliability of their judgements at this time were 
considered high. 6 
Ratings of resident health, sociability, and friendliness 
were made by both staff and interviewers and again the responses 
6Helen T. Burr, FPW A Special Project on Aging Report on 
Team Consultation Survey, (Federation of Protestant Welfare Agen-
Cies, Inc., 1970) unpublished report. 
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were averaged to insure reliability. 
Validity of the HDQ: The extent to which the HDQ corresponds with 
the concept of the psycho-social environment was, of course, a chief 
concern of Pincus. In early runs he went to great lengths to com-
pare the results of the HDQ with other empirical measurements of 
homes for the aged and while satisfied with the close comparisons 
found suggested a number of other paths to be explored to enhance 
the validity of the overall instruments. 7 As noted in Chapter I sev-
eral of these paths have been followed in this study, the results of 
which are part of the overall findings. 
Validity of the Linkage Adequacy Scale: The chief approach to valida-
tion of this scale has been that of logical validation. 8 If the definition 
of linkage adequacy and the typing of linkages as given in Chapter n 
is accepted, it follows that linkages can be rated on a scale according 
to their fit with the model adequacy. 
Since, up to the present time, no other scales of linkage 
adequacy exist (to the author's knowledge) it is not meaningful to es-
tablish test validity in terms of agreement between scales. It is 
therefore more appropriate to approach the question of validity in 
terms of linkage adequacy as a theoretical construct. 
7 Allen Pincus, OPe cUo, p. 
Bwilliam Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in Social Re-
search, (New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1952), p. 237. 
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Analysis of Data 
Two levels of analysis were conducted in this study, one in-
volving data on the 320 residents and the other data on the thirty two 
homes. While the major focus of this study was on the organization-
allevel of analysis the first level of analysis was necessary in order 
to compute the necessary additive and distributional measurements. 
The Data-Text System at the Columbia University Computer 
Center was utilized for both analyses, a program designed in this 
case for computation of basic statistics, crosstabulations, correla-
tions, multiple regressions, as well as a wide range of tests of sig-
nificance. 9 Reliability coefficients and t-tests were computed by hand. 
Data analysis of the 320 residents included computation of 
eighty three variables involving over 100 operations. Basic statis-
tics on all interval measurements were computed as a total group and 
by home. Dimension scores were correlated with the interval mea-
surements of all appropriate variables and cross tabulated with the 
nominal scaleso · Tests of significance were run on all operations. 
The results of this analysis comprised the distributional 
measures for the organi2ational analysis which involved, in addition, 
a number of relational, aggregate, and contextual measurements 
totalling 190 variables. 
9David Jo Armour and Arthur S. Coud, The Data-Text Pri-
mer-An Introduction to Computerized Social Data Analysis Using The 
Data-Test System (The Free Press, New York, 1971). 
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Dimension scores, linkage adequacy scores, and all home 
ratings were recoded into two categories to allow cross tabulations 
with nominal variables (i. e., neighborhood). Where possible cross 
tabulations were reduced to four cells because of the small size of n. 
All available additive and distributional measures were correlated 
or cross tabulated with the ~'ove, and relational, aggregate, and 
contextual variables were cross tabulated and correlated with each 
other. Thec$irection of the analysis was determined by investiga-
tion of the maj or hypotheses and subhypotheses and relationships sig-
nificant to the HDQ dimension scores. Needless to say computer 
availability made it possible to test the significance of a wide variety 
of relationships and to follow up promising findings. 
A multiple regression analysis was computed on the depen-
dent variable, degree of resident-administrator HDQ differences, to 
estimate the predictive value of those independent variables which 
had been significantly correlated with the dependent variable or which 
approached significance. 
Significant findings resulting from these analyses have been 
reported in the following four chapter s. The final chapter offer s an 
interpretation of these results and their implications for future theo-
retical and einpiri~e'aJ.. investigation as well as planning in the field of 
social welfare. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESIDENT POPULATION 
Description of the Sample 
A profile of the average resident interviewed in this study 
would depict an 82 year old white widowed Protestant female, 
American born with less than a high school education and formerly 
occupied as a white collar worker or housewife. She has a family 
whom she sees twice a month and is a member of one organization 
in the outside community. In the home where she has Ii ved for 
five years she has a private room and participates in two to five 
group activities. She reports, however, that some residents do 
remain alone in their own rooms a great deal of the time. The 
most important service to her in the home is medical care with food 
service and activities ranking second and third respectively. Her 
adjustment to the home is considered by staff to be good and .she 
is seen as being friendly to both staff and the administrator although 
she reports that she talks very infrequently with staff other than 
to say hello. She has talked more frequently to the administrator 
and agrees that in her home residents tend to take their complaints 
to the administrator. She is reported by staff to be somewhat 
sociable with other residents, and herself reports that she has 
three close friends in the home. Her mental and physical health, 
hearing, eyesight, and mobility is considered to be good. She her-
self views her general health better than does staff. 
With the exception that all of the resident sample were 
whites and either widowed or single, statistical analysis revealed 
considerable variance from this "profile." Ten per cent of the 
population, of course, were males as prescribed by the stratified 
sampling procedures; 86.2% were Protestants, and 63.4% were 
American born with most of the remaining born in Northern Europe 
or Canada. Most of the residents had private rooms. 
While the mean age of the residents was 82.4 years, 
3.1% were under 70; 24.7% between 70-79; 59.4% between 80'-89; 
and 12.8% over 89 years of age. The average length of residency 
was from 5 - 10 years. The education of 44.2% of the study popu-
lation was below the level of high school graduation, 40.2% received 
a high school diploma, 12.3% were college graduates, and 3.3% 
had received a graduate or professional education. The occupation 
of 26.3% of the resident sample had been housewives, 23.8% pro-
fessionals or businessmen, 47.6% white collar workers, and 2.2% 
laborers. The discrepancy between reported occupation and level 
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of education can be explained by the probability that some of the pro-
fessions cited were really para-professional positions (e. g., baby 
nurse) and that the educational reqUirements for many occupations 
were lower at the time in history when these residents were 
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gainfully employed. 
The stereotype of the elderly resident as an isolate, cast off 
and forgotten by his family was challenged by the findings. As Table 4 
indicates well over one third of the residents reported visiting with 
relatives within one week of the interview, and a majority within 
one month of the interview. In terms of frequency, (Table 5), 43.7% 
of the residents reported seeing their relatives at least one time per 
month. 
Table 4 
RECENCY OF RESIDENT CONTACTS WITH RELATNES 
AS REPORTED BY RESIDENTS 
Recency of Contact 
Within 24 hours 
Within 2 days 
Within 1 week 
Within 1 month 
Within 6 months 
Over 6 months 













FREQUENCY OF CONTACTS BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND THEm 
FAMILIES AS REPORTED BY RESIDENTS 
Frequency of Contact 
One or more contacts per week between 
resident and family 
One contact per month between resident 
and family 
One contact every two to six months be-
tween resident and family 
Contacts less frequent than every six 









The mean scores on the six health categories as rated by 
staff all fell between a rating of fair to good. This finding was not 
surprising in view of the facts that only domicilliary residents were 
interviewed and that of these the physically ill, blind and confused 
were screened out. As Table 6 illustrates the deviation from these 
means was sizable. A percentage distribution is presented in 
Table 7. It is interesting to note that residents rated their health 
better than did staff. In terms of the adjustment and morale of the 
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sample residents as rated by staff the mean scores were higher than 
the health ratings. Medical and nursing services ranked highest in 
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terms of importance to the residents with food service ranking second 
(Table 8). 
Table 6 
RESIDENT HEALTH, MORALE, AND ADJUSTMENT SCORES 
Health, morale 
adjustment 
1 = good; 2 =fair; 
3 =poor Mean Standard Deviation 
Hearing 1.453 0.646 
Sight 1 .. 553 0.697 
Memory 1.366 0.588 
Clarity of thinking 1.362 0.554 
Mobility 1.603 0.705 
General Health 1.612 0.608 
Morale 1.159 0 .. 407 
Adjustment 1.285 0.517 
General Health As 1.335 0.547 
Rated by Residents 
N =320 
Table 7 
CATEGORICAL RATINGS OF HEALTH, MORALE, 
AND ADJUSTMENT OF RESIDENTS 
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. . •. ', ~ .. Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
good .,fair poor 
As rated by staff ratings ratings ratings 
hearing 63.2 28.5 8.2 
sight 56.7 31.3 11.9 
memory 68.6 26.1 5.3 
clarity of thinking 67.7 28.5 3.8 
mobility 52.4 34.8 12.9 
general health 45.5 48.0 6.6 
adjustment 84.9 13.8 1.3 
morale 74.1 23.1 2 0 8 
general health as 69.5 27.0 3.5 
rated by residents 
N =320 
Table 8 
RANKING (1,2,3) BY RESIDENTS OF IMPORTANCE OF 















As reported in Table 9 the residents as a whole were rated 
by staff as being very friendly toward staff and administrators. The 
residents as a whole, however, were not rated as being very sociable 
with one another. 
Table 9 
SOCIABILITY AND FRIENDLINESS OF RESIDENTS 
AS RATED BY STAFF 
1 =low; 5 =high 




Resident friendliness towards 4 .. 200 
staff 







This finding that residents were not very sociable with one 
another is consistant with the report by the residents of the number 
of their close friends in the home. Twenty point two per cent re-
ported having no close friends, 39.4% had one to four close friends, 
24.6% had over five and 14.8% reported that everyone was a close 
friend .. 
In spite of the high rating given by staff to the degree of 
friendliness of residents to staff and administration, 88% of the 
residents reported that in the week preceding the interview they 
spoke to no member of the staff other than to say hello. A greater 
proportion of the residents, however, reported having spoken with 
the administrator other than to say hello in the week preceding the 
interview as reported in the following frequency table. 
Table 10 
RECENCY OF RESIDENT CONTACTS WITH ADMINISTRATOR 
AS REPORTED BY RESIDENTS 
Recency of having spoken to 
administrator more than to 
say hello 
Within 24 hours 
Within two days 
Within one week 
Within one month 
Within six months 
Over six months 










A high mean rating was given by the residents as a group 
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to the degree to which they saw the residents in their homes bringing 
complaints to the administrator. On a scale of one to five the mean 
rating was 4. 131 (s = 1. 396). 
The great majority of the residents reported participating in 
five or less group activities in the home and well over a majority par-
. ' 
ticipated in only one or none outside of the home. ~¢eTable'11"':) Fifty 
five point two per cent residents reported having no membership in 
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outside organizations. Thirty two point five per cent were members 
in one and 12. 3% in more than one organization. 
Residents' ratings of the degree to which the residents in the 
homes remained alone in their rooms resulted in a mean of 3.311 
(s = 1.636) suggesting from the residents' viewpoint that a sizeable 
number remain alone in their own rooms a great deal of the time. 
Table 11 
NUMBER OF GROUP ACTIVITIES 
PARTICIPATED IN BY RESIDENTS 
No activities 
One activity 
Two to five activities 
Over five activities 
In the home 
per cent 
26 .. 3 
20 .. 9 
40.0 
12 0 8 








Significant Interrelationships Between Resident Variables 
The ratings of the health, adjustment, and sociability vari-
ables were, significantly correlated to a number of other resident 
variables including the number of activities participated in, age, 
length of residency, and the resident's view of his own health. As 
Table 12 illustrates all of the health variables with the exception of 
hearing were significantly related to the number of group activities 
participated in in the homes by the residents with health receiving a 
better rating the larger the number of activities participated in. '. 
Those residents who were rated as more sociable with each other and 
as friendlier to staff and administrator also tended to participate in 
more group activities in the l.1omeo 
In terms of the number of group activities participated in 
outside the home, clarity of thinking, memory, mobility, general 
hea~th, sociability, and friendliness tow~d staff were the variables 
significantly related. 
Surprisingly, the age of the residents was significantly re-
lated only to hearing, sight, and mobility as rated by staff with these 
conditions worsening the older the residents. That length of residen-
cy was only associated with worsening sight was another unexpected 
finding. There was, however, a significant relationship between 
longer resident tenure in the home and decreased friendliness to 
staff. (r = O. 214; significant at the. 01 level) 
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As noted before residents tended as a whole to rate their 
general health better than staff did. The residents' view of their 
health however was positively correlated with four out of the six staff 
ratings of health as illustrated "in Table 12. 
Residents reported as having poorer sight, memory, and 
clarity of thinking tended to see their families less frequently than 
those with higher ratings o Approximately one-half of those residents 
rated as having good sight, memory, and clarity of thinking reported 
seeing their families at least one time a month whereas only one 
third those with poor or fair sight, memory, and clarity of thinking 
saw their families this frequently. 1 
Residert rating of their own health was related to the im-
portance which they attached to the various institutional services. 
As 'Table 13 indicates, those who rate medical services as being of 
least importance had a higher percentage of re~idents in good health 
,. . 
. ." 
than those who rate the medical service as being most important. 
lRating of sight by frequency of seeing family: x2 =23.298; 
significant at .010 with 10 degrees of freedom. 
Rating of memory by frequency of seeing family: x2 = 
30. 777; significant under .001 with 10 degrees of freedom. 
2 Rating of clarity of thinking by frequency of seeing family: 
X =28.195; significant at .002 with 10 degrees of freedom o 
Table 12 
RESIDENT HEALTH, ADJUSTMENT, MORALE, AND 
SOCIABILITY VARIABLES BY GROUP ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN 
AGE, LENGTH OF RESIDENCY, AND RESIDENTS' VIEW OF HEALTH'a 
Health (as rated Number of Group Number of Group Age of Length of 
by staff) Activities Parti- Activities Parti- Residents Residency 
cipated in home cipated in outside 
1 = good, 2 =fair, (as reported by home (as reported 
3 =poor residents) by residents) 
Hearing -0.106 -0.033 0.223*** 0.085 
Sight -0.154** -0.043 0.121* 0.151* 
Memory -0.270*** -0.129* 0.084 0.009 
Clarity of -0.268** -0.120* 0.028 -0.027 
Thinking 
Mobility -0.245*** -0.220*** 0.130* 0.(;)55 
General Health -0.255*** -0.199*** -0.011 0.053 
Morale -0.124* -0.063 -0.056 -0.038 



























*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the. 01 level. 
***Significant at the. 001 level. 
Table 12 (Cont'd.) 
o. 184** -0.042 -0.174** -0.076 
0.134* -0.025 -0.214*** -0.130* 
0.089 0.064 -0.104 .080 
Table 13 
IMPORTANCE OF MEDICAL SERVICE AS RANKED WITH 
FOOD AND RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
BY RESIDENT RATING OF HEALTH 
Medical Service Next In Last In 
Most Important Importance Importance Total 
41= % 41= % 41= % 41= . 
Good 117 66.1 52 68.4 46 86.8' 216 
Health 
Fair 54 30.5 20 26.3 7 13.2· 81 
Health 




Total 177 100.0 76 100.0 53 100.0 N =306 
' ... J" "''"'''' -,"l. ; . ,,-:,::; 
r n 







Sex differences in regard to health appeared only in relation 
to hearing wherein almost half the males were rated as having fair 
or poor hearing but only one third of the females. 2 
The mean rating of the degree to which residents remained 
alone in their own rooms as judged by the resident interviewees on a 
1 - 5 scale was correlated with a number of variables as illustrated 
in Table 11. Residents were reported remaining less alone in their 
rooms the higher the education and sociability of the interviewees 
and the greater the number of group activities and outside organiza-
tions participated in by the interviewees. Only clarity of thinking, 
morale, and adjustment tended to be rated lower among these inter-
viewees who reported a higher degree of residents remaini~g alone 
in their own rooms. 
The degree to which residents take their complaints to the 
administrator as rated by the residents was significantly correlated 
to the hearing of the resident interviewees. Poorer hearing was as-
sociated with less complaining to the administrator. 
Several other significant relationships emerged from cross 
tabulation of the data: females tended to partiCipate in more group 
activities outside the home than did males with 22.3% of the females 
participating in more than one group activity and only 8% of the males. 3 
More males reported having no families (28.1%) than the females 
2X2 = 8.322; Significant at .. 016 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
~2 = 7. 858; significant at • 050 with 3 degrees of freedom. 
Table 14 
DEGREE TO WmCH RESIDENTS REMAIN ALONE 
IN THEm OWN ROOMS AND TAKE COMPLAINTS TO THE 
ADMINISTRATOR BY PERSON V ARIABLESa 




Degree to which 
Residents Remain 
Alone in their 
Own Room the Administrator 
Age of Resident 
Education 
Length of Residency 
Group Activities Parti-
cipated in - in the Home 
Group Activities Parti-
cipated in outside the Home 
Number of Close Friends 
Membership in outside 
organizations 
Resident View of Health 
Sociability and Friendliness 
1 =low, 3 =medium, 5 =high 
Extent of Resident Sociability 
With Other Residents 

























astatistical method for all analysesl Pierson Product Moment 
C orrelation. (continued) 
Table 14 (Cont'd.) 
Health Vaxiables 










*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the .01 level. 


















n ::z 320 
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(15. 7%) and those males with families saw them less frequently 
(29.9% at least once a month) than did the female residents (44.9% at 
least once a month). 4 
Comments 
Within the limits imposed by the study data, health, socia-
bility, morale; adjustment, and participation in activities have 
emerged as interrelate_dpers:nvariablesfor the residents as a group. 
It would be expected that the mental and physical health of residents 
would effect their participation in activities; in turn, however, the de-
gree of activity could influence the mental health, SOCiability, adjust-
ment, and morale of the residents. The fact that group activities 
participated in is significantly related to the degree which residents 
remain alone in their rooms, whereas only one health variable is, sug-
gests that partiCipation in activities has an independent influence in 
its own right. 
An unexpected finding was the very weak if not non-existent 
relationship between age and the variables of health and activities as 
well as length of residency in the home. Education did have some 
bearing on isolation and the number of family contacts on the health 
variables. The reported contacts between resident and staff in the 
week preceding the interview is surprisingly limited and interestingly 
far less frequent than contacts with administrators to whom, the 
4X2 = 16.323; significant at .039 with 8 degrees of freedom. 
residents report, they take their complaints. 
The interrelationship of these person variables with organ-
izational variables on a home by home basis has been undertaken in 
the next chapters. The fact that certain variables have been signifi~ 
cantly interrelated for the residents as a group, suggested directions 
for the overall organizational analysis. 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
HOMES AND ADMINISTRATORS 
:D6B-criptive; Features of the Homes 
As noted previously the majority of the thirty two homes 
studied were member agencies of the Federation of Protestant Wel-
fare Agencies and thus shared the common characteristic of- being 
voluntary non-profit institutions and having a Protestant church affili-
ation. Two of the voluntary member homes were non-sectarian in 
sponsorship as well as membership. The two non-member homes 
were both non-sectarian and one of them was a public institution. 
Tbe median size of the homes: (total number of nursing care 
and domicilliary residents) was eighty six ranging from a home_ with 
only eighteen residents to a home with 571. The median number of 
staff was sixty five also ranging widely among the homes from fifteen 
to 350. The median number of administrative staff (assistant admin-
istrators and department heads) was six ranging from one to fifteen. 
(See Table 15) 
Eleven of the homes were located in the suburbs or country 
surrounding New York and the other twenty one in New York City. In 
accord with the requirements of the New York Health Code most of 
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the homes had licensed administrators and only seven were without a 
social worker. Nine homes employed a full time MSW social worker, 
six homes a part time MSW social worker, three homes a full time 
BA social worker and seven homes a part time BA social worker. 
Seventeen of the homes had a psychiatric consultant. 
In the judgement of the project director and FPWA consul-
tants twenty of the homes were judged as having a custodial organi-
zational goal and twelve a therapeutic one. In terms of organiza-
tional structure twelve of the homes were judged as having, a 
rationalistic structure, fourteen a professional structure and six a 
1 human relations structure. 
Twenty one of the homes were rated by the same team as 
having some type of pa:n:icipatory resident council or committee 
structure. Nine of the homes had functioning resident councils with 
.. ~ .... 
by-laws and regular elections. " 
On a scale of 1.0 to 5.0 (very poor to excellent) the activi-
ties program, nursing service, and food service of each was rated 
by the appropriate FPWA consultant. The homes had a mean rating 
of 3.03 on activities; 3.74 on nurSing service; and 2.94 on food serv-
ice. In terms of their physical plant the homes received a mean rat-
ing by all consultants of 2.91, administrators were rated 3.04, 
Boards of Directors 2.59, and the overall mean rating of the homes 
1See Chapter ITI for definition of concepts and methodology 
involved in judgements of goal and structureo 
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was 3.27. On all of the consultant ratings it appears that, with the 
exception of extreme cases, the study homes were judged as function-
ing adequately but not very well with the physical plant probably the 
most troublesome feature; a finding not, surprising in view of the in-
creasingly strict building codes being applied to geriatric facilities. 
(See Table 1~, . .:.-) 
These same judges were asked to rate on a five point scale 
the impact of staff and residents on administrative decisions, the de-
gree of control of the Board of Directors over administrative deci-
sions, and the friendliness of the administrator and residents toward 
each other. On the average the impact of staff and residents was 
seen as being somewhat low (2.98 and 2.68 respectively) the control 
of the Boards as somewhat high (3. 50) and the friendliness of admin-
istrators and residents as somewhat high. (3.7 and 3.09 respective-
ly. See Table 15). 
Communication linkages in the homes were on the average 
judged to be better than adequate. In matters relating to food serv-
ice the communication linkages between resident and administrator 
were rated 3.30 on a scale of 1.0 to 5.0 (poor to excellent). In rela-
tion to nursing service the rating of linkages was higher at 3.44, and 
in the case of recreational activities 3.70. The overall average rat-
ing for communication linkages ~as 3.50. (See Table 15.) 
Table 15 
DESCRIPTION OF HOME CHARACTERISTICS 
(INCLUDING ADDITIVE RESIDENT DATA) 
. ~ . -. .... .... .... -..... ' ... " '.' .""'.. ~ ... ' ... ' ." . - ... ' .' .... - .... ' .... " .... ' '. ", .. ".. '. .' 
. "Mean' f1ltandar~ D_eviati.9n· 
Size (No. of Residents) 129.56 121.42 
Number of Staff 87.06 76.97 
Number of Admininstra- 6.03 3.49 
tive staff 
Impact of staff on Administra- 2.98 1.07 
tive Decisions (1-5 Scale) 
Impact of Residents on Ad- 2.68 1.19. 
ministrative Decisions 
(1-5 Scale) 
Control of Board Over Ad- 3.50 1.20 
ministrative Decisions 
(1-5 Scale) 
Friendliness of Administra- 3.71 0.92 
tor toward Residents 
(1-5 Scale) 
Friendliness of Residents 3.89 0.91 
toward Administrator 
(1-5 Scale) 
Activity Service Quality Rating 3.03 1.47 
(1-5 Scale) 
Nursing Service Quality Rating 3.74 0.76 
(1-5 Scale) 
Food Service Quality Rating 2.94 0.91 
(1-5 Scale) 
Physical Plant Quality Rating 2.91 0.91 
(1-5 Scale) 






·Mean Standard Deviation 
Board of Directors Quality 2.59 0.86 
Rating (1-5 Scale) 
Overall Home Quality Rating 3.27 0.67 
(1-5 Scale) 
Administr ation Rating of 
Sources of Information (1 =best, 
2 =good, 3 =fair, 4 =poor, 
5 =not present) 
Professional conferences 2 .. 13 1.28 
"staff Conferences 2.33 1.30 
Physicians 2.62 1.27 
Nurses 1.62 0.48 
Nurses Aides 2.36 1.11 
Social Services 2.38 1.49 
Activities Staff 2.17 1. 05 
Housekeeping staff 1.90 0.70 
Board 3.62 0.96 
Families 3.20 1.01 
Resident Meetings 2.25 1.19 
Informal Communications 1.67 0.83 
Adequacy of Dietary Linkages 3.30 0.77 
(1-5 Scale: poor to excellent) 
Adequacy of Nur Sing Linkages 30 44 0 .. 80 
(1-5 Scale) 
Adequacy of Activities Link- 3.70 0.50 
ages (1-5 Scale) 
Adequacy of Overall Linkages 3.50 0.65 
(1-5 Scale) 
Proximity of Administrator 8.75 2.18 
to Resident 
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Descriptive Features of the Administrators 
. The administrators were a varied group. Only fifteen of 
them had professional training and the rest had none. All however 
were required to pass a licensing examination and to undertake on-
going training to maintain the license. Twelve of the administrators 
were women. Two of them were under 40 years of age; ten between 
41 and 50 years of age; thirteen between 51 and 60 years of age; six 
between 61 and 70; and one over 70 years of age. 
Eleven of the administrators lived in the home; six on the 
, 
grounds of the home and fifteen away from the home. Thirteen of 
them ate separately from the residents and nineteen with the resi-
dents for the noon meal. In terms of sociocultural similarity to the 
residents, eighteen were judged as being similar and thirteen dis-
similar. Eleven of the administrators were judged by the FPWA 
consulting team as being authoritarian in the exercise of their ad-
ministrative duties. 
Only one administrator reported having no individual con-
tacts with residents in the week preceding the interview. Six ad-
ministrators reported five or less contacts; six, five to ten contacts; 
thirteen, eleven to twenty contacts; and six administrators over twen-
ty contacts. In terms of conferences with resident groups, thirteen 
reported having no meetings with residents in the previous week and 
eighteen reported having up to five. The same approximate ratio held 
for contacts with staff with one administrator reporting no contacts 
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with individual staff members; six as having up to five contacts; nine 
from six to ten; twelve from eleven to twenty; and four over twenty. 
Nine administrators reported no staff conferences the previous week; 
twenty one reported having up to five; and two over five conferences. 
, 
The administrators were asked to rate the following persons 
and/or types of communication in terms of their usefulness as a 
source of learning about residents' needs and problems. From best 
to worse their mean ratings in rank order were as follows: profes-
sional nurses, informal contacts with reSidents, the housekeeping 
staff, professional staff meetings, the activities staff, formal meet-
ings with reSidents, general staff meetings, nurse's aides, social 
service staff, physicians, families, and lastly, Board members. 
(See Table 15)~) 
The mean of the proximity ratings given to each administra-
tor (the sum of his reported individual and group contacts ratings and 
the rating given to the location of his living and dining quarters) was 
8.75 with an s of 2.18. Although the highest score was 16 (with a 
potentially top score of 18) the deviation around the mean was not 
large. 
Distributional Data Regarding the Residents 
A mean and standard deviation was obtained of the means 
home by home for each of the quantifiable resident characteristics. 
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Table 16 
DISTRffiUTIONAL RESIDENT MEASUREMENTS BY HOME 
Standard 
Mean Deviation 
Age of Residents 82.41 2.73 
Group Activities participated 2.40 0.56 
in Home 
Group Activities participated 1.73 0.47 
in outside of Home 
Number of outside member- 1. 53 0.50 
ships in organizations 
Administration - Resident 8.75 2.18 
Proximity 
Degree to which residents re- 3.31 0.84 
main in their own rooms (1-5 
Scale: agree -disagree) 
Degree to which residents take 4.13 0.57 
complaints to Administration 
(1-5 Scale: agree -disagree) 
Number of staff talked to in 1.53 0.50 
past week 
Number of close friends 4.28 1.19 
Length of residency (1-5 Scale) 2.24 0.39 
Sociability with other residents 3.34 0.71 
(1-5 Scale: little to a lot) 
Friendliness to staff (1-5 Scale: 4.07 0.84 
little to a lot) 
Sight (1-3 Scale: 1 = good; 2 = 1.58 0.34 
fair; 3 =poor) 
Hearing (1-3 Scale) 1.45 0.26 
(continued) 
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Table 16 (Cont'd.) 
standard 
Mean Deviation 
Memory (1-3 Scale) 1.36 0.28 
Clarity (1-3 Scale) 1.37 0.27 
Mobility (1-3 Scale) 1.60 0.33 
Health (1-3 Scale) 1.61 0.32 
Significant Relationships Among Home, Administrator, 
And Distributional Resident Measures 
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The degree of interdependence of the various organizational 
measurements was explored as a prelude and postlude to the studying 
of the HDQ dimension scores (Chapter VI) and to the testing of the 
main hypotheses (Chapter vn). The organizational variables se-
lected for analysis included the linkage adequacy ratings, organiza-
tional goal and structure, the degree to which residents remain in 
their own room and take complaints to the administrator, and the 
quality of home ratings. Each of these variables was correlated or 
crosstabulated with all other organizational variables where a rela-
tionship should or could exist. Findings were considered to be sig-
nificant if they did not exceed the. 05 level. In addition to the chi-
square test, several measures of association were utilized in the 
cross tabulations including the Cramer's V, 1 and the Goodman-
2 Kruskal's gamma. 
Adequacy of Linkage Ratings. These ratings were correlated with 
1Blalock notes that Cramer's V is not commonly used in the 
social science literature, but as a measure of association is often 
preferable in that it can attain unity even when the number of rows 
and columns are not equal. H. Blalock, OPe cit., p. 89. 
2Goodman-Kruskal's gamma is a measure of association 
which bases the measure of association on a probabilistic model of 
activity which may be appropriate and typical. It is the difference 
between the conditional probabilities of like and unlike orders. See 
L.A. Goodman and R. Kruskal, "Measures of Association for Cross 
Classifications." Journal of the American statistical Association 
(Vol. 49, 1964), ppo 730-764. 
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organizational size, goal and structure; administrator-resident prox-
imity; service and home ratings; the presence of a resident council; 
the degree to which residents remain alone in their room and take 
complaints to the administrator; the age of the administrator; the 
number of administrator contacts in previous week with individual 
residents and resident groups; and individual staff and staff groups; 
and the mean number of group activities participated in by residents. 
The purpose of this analysis was to determine what the linkage ade-
quacy ratings might reflect other than communication between admin-
istrator and resident and to determine their relationship to variables 
which might have an intervening influence on the main hypothesis. 
~hese findings are reported in Table 17. All product mo-
ment correlations are reported and chi squares, Cramer IS V, and 
Goodman-Kruskal's Gamma when these measures resulted in associ-
ations significant at or below the. 05 level. It appears that size, or-
ganizational goal, organizational structUre, the rating of administra-
tor quality, and the age of the administrator may have been influential 
factors in regard to the linkage ratings although other explanations 
for these significant associations require exploration. Homes with a 
smaller population tended to receive higher linkage ratings by the 
nursing consultant. Homes with a therapeutic goal received higher 
ratings from the dietary consultant as well as overall higher ratings. 
Homes with a profeSSional structure tended to receive a higher food 
service linkage rating, activities ratings, and overall rating than 
Table 17 
ADEQUACY OF LINKAGES RATINGS BY SIZE, ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL, ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE, PROXIMITY, RESIDENT COUNCIL, SERVICE RATINGS, HOME RATINGS, 
DEGREE TO WHICH RESIDENTS REMAIN ALONE AND BRING COMPLAINTS TO 
ADMINISTRATOR AND REPORTED ADMINISTRATOR CONTACT 
WITH RESIDENT AND STAFF INDMDUALS 
Adequacy of Adequacy of Adequacy of Overall 
Food Service NurSing Service Activities Linkage 
Linkage Linkage Linkage Adequacy 
Size r = -0.176 r = -0.184 r = -0.152 r = -0. 066 
Organizational Goal 3 r = -0.113 0.137 r=0.293 r = 0.389 r= 
1 = Custodial 
2 = Therapeutic Goodman- Goodman-
Kruskal's Kruskal's 
gamma = gamma = 
0.680** 0.571* 
Organizational r = 0.643* r = 0.485 r = 0.396 r = 0.293 
Structure 
1 = Rationalistic Goodman- Goodman- Goodman-
2 = Professional Kruskal's Kruskal's Kruskal's 
3 = Human Relations gamma = gamma = gamma = 
0.918*** = O. 652** 0.488* 
3product-moment corre18.tion is utilized as a measure of association in cross tabula-
tions o See D. Armour and A. Couch, OPe cit., p. 111. (continued) 00 00 
Table 17 (Cont'd.) 
Adequacy of Adequacy of Adequacy of Overall 
Food Service Nursing Service Activities Linkage 
Linkage Linkage Linkage Adequacy 
Administrator - r = 0.092 r = -00 088 r =-041 225 r = 0.119 
Resident 
Proximity 
Resident Cramer's V Cramer's V Cramer's V Cramer's V 




Activity Service r = -00 048 r = -00 094 r = -0.170 r = -0. 080 
Rating 
Nursing Service r= 041 097 r = 0.050 r = 041 324 r = 0.298 
Rating 
Food Service r= 0.222 r = 041 275 r= 0.270 r = 0.274 
Rating 









Quality of r = 0" 079 
Administrator 
Rating 
Quality of r = -0.144 
Board Rating 
Overall r = 0" 035 
Quality of 
Home 
Degree to r = -0" 053 
Which Residents 
Remain in 
Their Own Rooms 








r = 0,,486* 
r = -0.274 
r = 0.105 
r = 0.008 
r = 0,,201 
Adequacy of Overall 
Activities Linkage 
Linkage Adequacy 
r = 0.170 r=0.413* 
r = 0" 119 r = -0.172 
r= 0,,065 r = 0.210 
r=O.OOl r =-0.142 




Table 17 (Cont'd.) 
Adequacy of Adequacy of Adequacy of Overall 
Food Service Nursing Service Activities Linkage 
Linkage Linkage Linkage Adequacy 
Age of Ad- r = -0.173 r = -0. 066 r = -0. 354 r = 0.155 





Number of Ad- r = 0.036 r = -0.110 r = -0.177 r = 0.118 
ministrator Con-
tacts in Previous 
Week With Indivi-
dual Residents 
with resident r = 00498* r = 00355 r = 00600** r = 0.400* 
groups 
with individual r = -0.113 r = -00 054 r =-0.323 r = -0.002 
staff 












r = -0. 033 
*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the. 01 level. 
***Significant at the. 001 level. 











r = -0. 038 
n =32 
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homes with a rationalistic or human relations structure. Homes with 
younger administrators received a higher food service linkage rating 
whereas homes with higher quality rated administrators received 
higher nursing service linkage and overall linkage ratings. 
It is important to note that with one exception resident re-
ports of involvement were not associated with the linkage ratings. 
This included resident reports of the number of groups activities par-
ticipated in, the degree to which residents bring complaints to the ad-
ministrator, and the degree to which residents remain alone in their 
own rooms. In this last measure a small negative correlation was 
found between the adequacy of the food service linkage and the degree 
to which residents remained alone in their rooms. Furthermore, 
the ratings did not reflect administrator involvement with individual 
residents, staff, and staff groups. The number of administrative 
contacts with resident groups, however, was positively correlated 
with three of the linkage ratings, a finding consistant with that which 
showed the presence of a resident council to be associated with high-
er linkage ratings. 
Organizational Goal and Structure. These variables were explored 
because of their close affinity to communication linkages, their the-
0retical importance to the study, and their possible intervening in-
fluence. It was also intended to confirm what other variables they 
reflected. Their association to each other was estimated as well as 
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organizational size; the presence of a resident council, social work-
er and psychiatrist; the mean number of groups activities participated 
in by residents; resident-administrator proximity, administrator-
resident socio-cultural similarity, training of the administrator; num-
ber of administrative staff and administrative conferences with 
residents in the previous week; and mean resident health variables. 
As reported in Table 18 organizational goal and structure 
were strongly associated. Sixty nine point two per cent of the homes 
with a professional structure had a therapeutic goal whereas only 
150 8 per cent of those with a rationalistic structure had therapeutic 
goals. All of the homes with a human relations structure had a cus-
todial goal. 
In addition to their significant association to linkage ade-
quacy, organizational structure and goal were significantly related 
to several other organizational variables. In terms of size the lar-
ger homes tended to have a therapeutic goal and the smaller homes 
a custodial one. In terms of structure the human relations homes 
were by definition smallo The rationalistic and professional homes 
were evenly divided between the. small and large ones. However, 
homes with a rationalistic structure had a significantly higher number 
of administrative staff. 
The presence of a social worker, resident committees, psy-
chiatric consultation, and the professional training of the administra-
tor were all positively associated with a therapeutic organizational 
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goal, an expected finding since these factors contributed to the judg-
ment of goal in the first place. With the exception of the training of 
the administrator each of these was also positively related to a pro-
fessional structure. 
The younger administrators tended to be associated with 
homes with a therapeutic goal but there was no relationship between 
the age of the administrator and organizational structure of the home. 
The administrator, however, tended to report a higher number of in-
dividual contacts with residents in the week preceding the interview 
in homes with a rationalistic or human relations structure; a finding 
also reflected in the relationship between administrator-resident 
proximity and structure. Homes with a rationalistic and human re-
lations structure also tended to have greater socio-cultural similarity 
between administrator and residents. 
In regard to resident health, homes with a therapeutic goal 
and professional structure tended to have a lower rating on the mem-
ory and clarity of thinking health variables. General health was also 
rated lower for those homes with a therapeutic goal. Resident rat-
Table 18 
ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
BY SIZE, PRESENCE OF SOCIAL WORKER, 
PSYClllATRIC CONSULTATION, NUMBER OF GROUP 
ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN, RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATOR 
PROXIMITY, PRESENCE OF RESIDENT COUNCIL, 
ADMINISTRATOR RESIDENT SOCIO-CULTURAL SIMILARITY, 
TRAINING OF ADMINISTRATOR, NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
STAFF, NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCES 
WITH RESIDENTS IN THE PREVIOUS WEEK, AND MEAN 
RESIDENT HEALTH VARIABLES BY HOMEa 
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Or ganizational Goalb 
1 = Custodial 

















2 = Therapeutic 2 = Professional d 







3.statistical method for all analyses - Chi Square Test. 
b All analyses with one degree of freedom. 
c All analyses with two degrees of freedom. 




cil or Committees 





















Table 18 (Cont'd.) 
Or ganizational Goal 
1 = Custodial 







*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the . 01 level. 
***Significant at the. 001 level. 
Organizational structure 
1 = Rationalistic 
2 = Professional 










Organizational size. This variable was hypothesized to be an impor-
tant intervening influence on the relationship between the independent 
and dependent variables. In spite of the wide variation in the size of 
the homes it emerged as a far less significant variable than was ex-
pectedo As reported in Tables 17 and 18 larger homes tended to have 
a therapeutic goal, and as designed the smaller homes a human rela-
tions structure. Homes with a resident council tended to be larger 
in size but residents tended to take their complaints to the administra-
tor to a greater degree in the smaller homes (r = -.0. 607*). Although 
size was correlated and cross tabulated with all other measured vari-
abIes no other significant relationships emerged. 
Degree to Which Residents Remain in Their Own Room and Take 
Complaints to the Administrator. Mean resident ratings of these 
phenomena were extensively explored because of their operational 
usefulness as an index of resident involvement. As noted previously 
they were not related to the linkage adequacy ratings. Table 19 re-
ports, however, that estimates of administrator -resident proximity 
tended to be higher in those homes where residents reportedly took 
their complaints to the administrator and lower where residents re-
mained alone a great deal in their rooms. 
The number of administrative conferences with individual 
residents and staff groups the week before the interview was lower 
in those homes where residents tended to remain alone. Interesting-
ly, residents tended to take their complaints less to the administrator 
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in those homes where a higher number of staff group contacts were 
reported. Residents reported speaking more recently to the adminis-
trator in those homes where they tended to take their complaints to 
him. The quality of the Board of Directors and the degree of control 
it exerted over administrative decisions tended to be lower in homes 
where residents took their complaints to the administrator. 
As expected, homes with a higher mean participation in 
group activities had a lower mean rating of the degree to which resi-
dents remained alone a great deal in their own rooms" Only one 
health variable was significantly related to residents remaining alone 
in their room. Homes with lower mean mobility ratings among the 
residents tended to have a higher degree of residents remaining alone 
in their own rooms. In addition, the greater the mean friendliness 
rating of the residents the less residents were reported remaining in 
their own rooms. 
Home Ratings" The consultant ratings of the homes was compared 
with their ratings of other aspects of the organization to discern pos-
sible influences on their judgement. As seen in Table 20 the overall 
mean ratings of the quality of the homes was positively correlated 
with the rating of staff impact on administrative d~cisions, and the 
ratings of administrator and resident friendliness toward each other" 
Where the Boards of Directors, however, were rated as having great-
er control over administrative decisions the quality rating of the home 
went down.. Interestingly, the physical plants of the homes were rated 
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Table 19 
THE DEGREE TO WHICH RESIDENTS TAKE THEm COMPLAINTS 
TO THE ADMINISTRATOR AND THE DEGREE TO WHICH 
RESIDENTS REMAIN ALONE IN THEm ROOMS BY SIZE, 
PROXIMITY, BOARD CONTROL AND QUALITY, 
THE NUMBER OF GROUP ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN, 











Degree of Board 
Control 
Quality of the 
Board 
Last Time Resi-
dent Spoke With 
Administrator 
(mean by home) 
Mean Number by 




Degree to Which 
Residents Take 










Degree to Which 
Residents Remain 









astatistical method for all analyses, Pierson Product Moment 
Correlation. (continued) 
Table 19 (Cont'd.) 
Degree to Which 
Residents Take 
Complaints to the 
Administrator 
~; ~ 't: •• ,.~;.'.;_ ... 
Friendliness of f r = 0.093 
Residents to Staff ,~. 
*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the. 01 level. 
***Significant at the. 001 level. 
Degree to Which 
Residents Remain 
In Their Own Rooms 
more poorly where board control was rated more strongly 0 
Administrators were rated more highly in homes where 
staff had an impact on their decisions and where they were consid-
ered to be friendly to the residents. 
Comments 
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On the whole, there was consistancy among the organization-
al measures described in this chapter. This consistency held true 
not only for the ratings made by the consultants and project director: 
i. e., structure, goal, linkage adequacy, etc., but to some extent be-
tween these ratings and those measures directly obtained from the 
administrators and staffs of th,e homes: i. eo, reported administra-
tor contacts with individuals and groups. 
The absence of Significant relationships between resident 
estimates of their involvement (either in activities or with the admin-
istrators or ~imply in the degree to which they remain in their own 
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Table 20 
HOME QUALITY RATINGS BY STAFF IMPACT ON DECISIONS, 
BOARD CONTROL, AND ADMINISTRATOR RESIDENT 
FRIENDLINESS RATINGSa 
Quality of Physical Quality of Quality Overall 
Plant Rating Administrator of Home 
Rating Board Quality 













Friendliness 0.,001 0.,569*** -0.121 0.378* 
of Administra-
tor to Residents 
Friendliness 0.134 0.316 -0.154 0.392* 
of Residents to 
Administrator 
*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the .-01 level. 
***Significant at the .001 level. 
aStatistical method for all analyses: Pierson Product Moment 
Correlation. 
.. , 
~ ~ .~.~: 
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rooms) and linkage adequacy ratings and organizational structure is 
important to note. Linkage adequacy ratings which do not more ac-
curately reflect resident involvement as reported by the residents fall 
short of being a useful relational measure. The estimation of organ-
izational structure which does not reflect the resident subsystem may 
be misleading. 
The data gat~ered on resident involvement may prove a use-
ful tool in evaluating whether the study homes purported to having a 
therapeutic goal are achieving it. It would appear from the findings 
thus far, if resident involvement as reported by the residents is used 
as a yardstick, that homes with a therapeutic goal are not achieving 
it. On the other hand, it should be noted that homes with a therapeu-
tic goal tend to have poorer mean health ratings which might affect 
the extent of resident participation in activities. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESIDENT DIMENSION SCORES ON THE PSYCHOSOCIAL ENVmONMENT 
The Residents As A Whole 
The mean HDQ dimension scores and standard deviations for 
the residents as a group are listed in'Table 21. The dimension with the 
highest rating is IV which measures the degree to which the environ-
ment affords opportunities for communication and interaction with the 
larger heterogeneous community. In rank order it is followed by 
Dimension I which measures the degree to which the environment al-
lows the resident to establish and maintain a personal domain which is 
not open to public yiew or use and ,into which the institution will not 
transgress; Elimension ITI which measures the degree to which the en-
vironment provides opportunities to engage in a variety of work and 
leisure activities and to participate in social interaction with other 
residents and staff in a variety of social roles and statuses; and lastly, 
Dimension n which measures the degree to which the resident does 
not have to adjust his life to imposed rules, discipline and the various 
means of social control exercised by the institution. 1 
1 Pincus , OPe cit., p. 55. 
Table 21 

























As suggested by Pincus these scores were correlated with 
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one another to determine their degree of independence from each 
other. 2 As Table 22 indicates Dimension m was correlated signifi-
cantly with each of the other dimensions but Dimension IT with none 
other than Dimension m. These findings did not coincide with 
Pincus' findings, but neither were the correlations higher than those 
'-.1 ,'.'. _ 
reported by him~ ~ported on page 15 of this study;·) 
2p " "bOd 60 lncus, l......!....!, p. • 
Table 22 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIMENSION SCORES 
Dimensions 
I vs. n 
I vs. ITI 
I vs. IV 
II vs. m 
n vs. IV 
In vs. IV 
*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the. 01 level. 









The health and group activity variables played a prom-
inent role in relation to resident dimension scores on the HDQ. 
(Table 23) The less healthy residents, especially those with poorer 
memory, clarity of thinking, and mobility, and those who partici-
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pated in fewer activities, tended to see the environment as providing 
less privacy and resources. Residents with a higher educational 
level tended to see the environment as providing privacy and re-
sources. As anticipated, the greater the number of friends claimed 
by the resident the more he tended to see the environment as provid-
ing social resources. A surprising ,finding was the absence of sig-
nificant relationships between resident age, length of residency and 
the dimension scores. 
Table 23 
HDQ DIMENSION SCORES BY RESIDENT PERSON V ARIABLESa 
Dimension I Dimension II Dimension lIT Dimension IV 
Privacy Structure Resources Integration 
Health: 1 = good; 2 =fair 
3 =poor 
Hearing -0.093 0.028 -0.055 0.016 
Sight -0.198*** -0.030 -0.099 -0.002 
Memory -0.218*** -0.232*** -0.197*** -0.027 
Clarity of Thinking -0.256** -0.280*** -0.180*** -0.049 
Mobility -0.174** -0.212*** -0.136* -0.055 
General Health -0.162*** -0.076 -0.116* -0.054 
Age 0.005 -0.099 0.029 -0.035 
Length of Residency 0.047 0.025 -0.021 .0.063 
Educational Background 0.117* 0.096 0.151** -0.093 
(1 = below high school; 4 = graduate school) 
aStatistical method for all analyses: Pierson Product Moment Correlation. (continued) 
Person' Variables 
As Reported by Dimension I 
Residents: Public-Privacy 
Resident View of -0.173** 
Health: 
1 = good; 2 =fair; 
3 =poor 
Degree of Socializa- 0.054 
tion With Other 
Residents 
Number of 0.012 
Close Friends 
Number of Group 0.124* 
Activities in Home 
Number of Activi- O. 128* 
ties OUtside 
Organizations 0 .. 118* 
Member of 
Outside 
*Significant at • ·05 level. 
**Significant at .01 level" 
***Significant at .001 level .. 
Table 23 (Cont'd.) 
Dimerrsion II Dimension III 
structure - Resources Sparse-





















These findings are open to a variety of interpretations with 
further analysis necessary.. Clearly the mental and physical health 
of the residents as rated by staff has much to do with the number of 
activities they participate .in,-which in turn has some relationship to 
their view of the psycho-social environment. At this point it would be 
safe to assume that the interrelations are complex and rebounding. 
The health of residents could clearly effect the number of activities 
participated in thus restricting the view of the psycho-social environ-
ment or health-could dir:~ctly effe.ct this view ~ In terms of the fir st 
dimension, for example, someone in poor health as viewed by staff 
might be receiving more supervision and therefore experience less 
privacy. On the other hand a restricted view of the psycho-social en-
vironment could be associated with conditions which nurture physical 
and mental deteriorationo A reassessment of the dimension scores 
and person varialies home by home permits an organizational analysis 
of these findings. 
Resident Dimension Scores By Home 
The mean HDQ dimension scores by home are reported in 
the following table. The standard deviations on the scores are smaller 
in each instance than for the residents as a whole (Table 20:\) suggesting 
that extreme differences on the scores were more characteristic of 




HDQ DIMENSION SCORES OF RESIDENTS BY HOME* 
















- -Significant Interrelationships Between 






Dimension I - Public-Private: Since all but one of the homes studied 
had private rooms for the residents it was impossible to test this im-
portant variable, but it is interesting to note that this dimension score 
was the highest of the four. The one home without private rooms 
scored significantly lower on this dimension than most of the other 
homes. Homes located in the suburbs or country scored significantly 
higher on this dimension a finding which also may be related to the de-
gree of physical privacy provided by the homeo As illustrated in 
Table 25 membership in outside organizations, a therapeutic organiza-
tional goal, a smaller degree of residents remaining in their rooms, 
Table 2-5 
MEAN RESIDENT DIMENSION SCORES BY HOME BY DISTRffiUTIONAL, 
AGGREGATE, AND CONTEXTUAL ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLES 
Person Variables 




Clarity of Thinking 
Mobility 
General Health 
1 =low; 5 =high 
S"ociability with 
other residents 
Dimension I Dimension II 
Public structured 
- Private - Unstructured 
r = -0.252 r = -0. 071 
r = -0. 372* r = -0. 049 
r = -0.440* r = -0.138 
r = -0.514** r =-0 .. 234 
r = -0,,437* r = -0. 030 
r =-0 .. 304 r = 0" 173 
Dimension lIT Dimension IV 
Resource Sparse Isolated 
- Resource Rich - Integr ated 
r = -0" 083- r = -0. 012 
r = -0.261 r =-0,,010 
r = -0.409* r =-0 .. 291 
r = -0.410* r =-0.290 
r = -0" 386* r = -0" 340 
r = -0.340 r = -0. 212 






Number of Close 
Friends 
Resident Age 














r = -0. 084 
r = -0. 043 
r = 0.037 
r = 0.267 
r = 0.112 
r = 0.498 




r = -0. 020 
0.079 
r =-0.208 
r = 0.192 
r = 0 .. 189 




- Resource Rich 
r = 0.403* 
-0.036 
r = 0.068 
r = 0.195 
r = 0.358* 
r = 0.354* 




r = -0. 330 
-0.181 
r =-0.266 
r = -0. 089 
r = 0.255 
r = 0.110 
r=0.239 
(continued) 
Table 2·5 (Cont'd.) 
Dimension I Dimension II Dimension III Dimension IV 
Public structured Resource Sparse Isolated 
- Private - Unstructured - Resource Rich - Integrated 
Recency of Seeing r = 0.148 
Family: Goodman-Kruskal 
1 = more recently r= 0" 089. r = -0.192"- r = -0.183 Gamrtia=.O.571* 
2 = less recently (1 = more' than lx 
month; 2 = less 
than lx month) 
Recency of Seeing 
Administrator: 
1 = more recently r = -0. 303 r = 0.019 r = -0.134 r = -0.195 
2 =less recently 
Degree to Which r = -0. 620*** r = -0.145 r = -0.451*** r = -0.341* 
Residents Remain 
In Their Own Rooms 




Table 25 (Cont'd.) 
Dimension I Dimension II Dimension ill Dimension IV 
Public Structured Resource Sparse Isolated 
- Private - Unstructured - Resource Rich - Integrated 
Organization Variables 
Length of Time r =-0.024 r = 0.162 r= 0.234 r =-0.070 
Administrator in 
Position 
Age of Administrator r= 0.1"67 r = -0. 084 r= 0.138 r = -0. 098 
Number of Adminis- r= 0.325 r = 0 .. 188 r = 0.351* r = 0.117 
trator Conferences 
With Individual Resi-
dents in Previous Week 
Number of Adminis- r = 0.243 r = 0.'186 r= 0.239 r = -0. 04l 
tratbr 'Conferences 
With Resident Groups 
in Previous Week: 
Number of Adminis- r = 0.139 r = 0 .. 285 r = 0.160 r = -0. 008 
trator Conferences 
With Individual staff 
In Pr~vious Week 
Number of Adminis- r = 0 .. 099 r = 0.123 r = 0.217 r = 0.177 
trator Conferences 
With Staff Groups in ..... 
Previous Week (continued) ..... ~ 
,. 
Table 25 (Cont'd.) 




Degree of Impact of r = -0. 073 
Staff on Administra-
tive Decisions 
Degree of Impact of r = -0. 068 
Residents on Adminis-
trative Decisions 
Degree' of Board Con- r = OD 144 
trol Over Adminis-
trative Decisions 
Degree of Administra- r = O. 030 
tor Friendliness Toward 
Residents 
Degree of Residents r = -0. 017 
Friendliness Toward 
Administrator 
Dimension II Dimension III 
Structured Resource Sparse 
- Unstructured - Resource Rich 
r = 0.078 r = 0.067 
r = 0.265 r = 0.124 
r = -0.363* r = -0.006 
r = 0.142 r = 0.001 




r = 0.048 
r = 0.106 
r = 0.020 
r = 0.069 
r = 0.158 
(continued) 
Table 25- (Cont'd.) 
Dimension I Dimension II Dimension III Dimension IV 
Public structured Resource Sparse Isolated 
- Private - Unstructured - Resource Rich - Integrated 
Organization Variables cont. 
Rating of Activity r = -0.144 r = 0.424* r = 0.126 r = 0.273 
Service 
Quality Rating of r = -0. 086 r = 0.018 r = 0.141 r = 0.098 
Nursing Service 
Quality Rating of r = -0. 009 r = 0.060 r = 0.052 r = 0.188 
Food Service 
Quality Rating of r = 0.082 r- 0.211 r = 0.105 r = 0.121 
Physical Plant 
Quality Rating of r = -0.188 r = -0. 012 r = -0.164 r = 0.108 
Administrator 
Quality Rating of r = 0.249 r = 0.213 r = 0,,275 r= 0.132 
Board of Directors 
Overall Quality r = --0.030 0.212 r = 0.039 r = 0.161 
of Home 
(continued) 
Table 25 (Cont'd.) 




Adequacy of food r = -0. 062 
Linkage Rating 
Adequacy of Nursing r = -0. 025 
Linkage Rating 
Adequacy of Recreation r = -0. 117 
Linkage Rating 
Overall Linkage r = -0. 135 
Adequacy Rating 








r = -0.190 
r = ·0.275 
r = 0.109 
Dimension II Dimension III 
Structured Resource Sparse 
- Unstructured - Resource Rich 
r =-0 .. 130 
r = 0.054 
r = -00 101 
r = 0.170 
r = 0.153 
r = 00 115 
r = -0.140 
r = 0.043 
r = 0.001 
r=0.026 




r = 0.174 
r = -00 165 
r = -0.107 
r = 0.124 
.1'. 0.242 
r = 0.040 
r = -0.130 r = 0.250 r = 0.450** 
(continued) 
Presence of Social 
Worker in Home 
(1 =yes; 2 =no) 
Presence of Resident 
Council in Home 
(1 =yes; 2 =no) 
Neighborhood 
(1 = country; 2 = city) 
suburbs; 
*Significant at • 05 level .. 
**Significant at • 01 level.. 
***Significant at .001 level. 
Table 25 (Cont'd.) 
Dimension I Dimension II 
Public structured 




Dimension In Dimension IV 
Resource Sparse Isolated 
- Resource Rich - Integrated 
Goodman-Kruskal -----
Gamma = -0. 768* 





1Data-Text System provides for product-moment correlations as option in cross tabulation. 
See Armour and Couch, opo cit., ChapterX. 
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and higher (healthier) health ratings were also positively· r,elated to -
Dimension I. 
These findings home by home again suggest that mental and 
physical health variables have a strong bearing on the degree of pri-
vacy and sense of a personal domain which residents see the environ-
ment as providing them. It follows that as health deteriorates in the 
judgement of staff more supervision would be provided for these resi-
dents and thus increased intrusions on resident privacy. 
The fact that residents remain alone in their rooms to great-
er or lesser c:Iegrees may also have an important bearing on the privacy 
dimension regardless of health status and need for supervision. This 
is suggested by the finding that of all the health variables mobility is 
the only one which is significantly correlated both with Dimension I 
and the degree to which residents remain in their own room. The sig-
nificant relationship between number of outside organizations belonged 
to and Dimension I mean scores further underscores the suggested 
finding that physical ability to transcend imposed physical isolation is 
an important factor in one's view of the environment as providing 
privacy and the sense of a personal domain. (See Table 26~ 
Dimension II - structured-Unstructured: Several Consultant ratings 
of the homes were significantly related to mean resident scores on 
Dimension IT. (See Table 2~ Those homes whi¢,h were rated by the 
consultants as being strongly controlled by their Board of Directors 
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tended to have significantly lower dimension scores: residents viewed 
the environment as providing little in the way of choice and much in 
terms of imposed rules and regulations. On the other hand, those 
homes which were highly rated by the activities consultant in terms 
of their recreation programs tended to score significantly higher on 
this dimension. This is a particularly interesting finding in view of 
the fact that the activities consultant rated the homes partially on the 
basis of resident participation in the planning of the programs. In 
turn, those homes where the residents tended to take their complaints 
to the administrator, the residents tended to see the environment as 
imposing more rules and regulations. In those homes where resi-
dents tended to remain alone in their homes the mean HDQ scores 
were also lower on this dimension. 
Of particular interest is the contrast between the mean home 
findings on resident variables and the findings of the residents as a 
total group. None of the physical and mental health variables emerged 
into significance on a home basis suggesting that features of the insti-
tution may have more to do with this dimension than individual resi-
dent characteristics. The degree to which residents bring complaints 
to the administrator, significantly related to Dimension IT, was 
perhaps a function more of home rather than resident attributes. 
It is important to note that organizational structure as de-
fined in the linkage adequacy ratings, the presence of a 
Table 26 
RESIDENT DIMENSION I MEAN SCORES BY HOME 
BY RESIDENT MEAN HEALTH SCORES 
BY DEGREE TO WHICH RESIDENTS REPORTEDLY 
REMAIN IN THEIR OWN ROOMSa 




Mean Memory Score 
Mean Clarity of 
Thinking Score 
Mean Mobility Score 
Mean Dimension I 
Scores 






*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Signlficant at the • 01 level. 
***Significant at the. 001 level. 
Degree to Which 
Residents 
Reportedly Remain 







astatistical method for all analyses:- Pierson Product Moment 
Correlation. 
resident co.uncil and size are in no way related to Dimension ll. 
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Dimension m - Resource Sparse/Resource Rich : .. On th,i~ dimension, 
recomputed on a home by home basis, significant findings again 
emerged in regard to some of the health variables, the number of 
outside organizations belonged to by the residents, and the degree to 
which residents remain in their own rooms (Table 25). 
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Health variables appear important as well as involvement in 
organizations suggesting that, similar to Dimension I, person vari-
abIes including the ability to transcend imposed physical isolation ef-
_"J " • 
• • I~~ • 
fect how residents perceive the resource-richness of the environme~.» ..... \ 
. SPlll~.~gregate characteristics Of th~_-home'~ppear to, Jmv~. some :.~.~:> '5~ ~.".':' ,:·:·:V~.~:: 
bearing including the presenee of a.r~si(,ient c~cil dnd sQCl.a1.W~'rker" . 
Dimension IV - Isolated/Integrated: Only a few significant findings 
emerged on a home by home basis in relation to this dimension 
which tapped the degree to which residents saw the environment as 
providing them with opportunities for contact with the larger commu-
nity. (See Table 25.) Socio-cultural dissimilarity between admini str a-
tor and residents was found to be significantly related to higher mean 
scores on Dimension IV. Homes where residents reportedly remained 
alone more in their own rooms scored lower. In cQn~ast to this expected 
finding was that in relation ,to~~ recency of seei~g families. Those 
." " ~ 
. "\ 
homes in which residents reported seeing their families less frequent- .,. '. 
ly scored higher on Dimension IV, a finding which did not emerge for ~ y :. • 
the resident group as a whole. It should be noted that this dimension 
for the residents as a whole received the highest mean rating and for 
the residents by home the second highest mean rating. It suggests 
that there is very little healthwise, activity-wise or organization-
wise which can effect an older person's viewing his environment as 




The findings suggest that for the residents as a whole health, 
participation in group activities.,,: and educational level are influential 
., 
variables in relation to their descriptions of the psychosocial environ-
mente It would follow that less mobile residents with thinking dis-
orders might see the environment as providing more supervision, . 
thus less privacy. The fact that less healthy residents tend to see 
the environment as providing fewer social resources may be closely 
related to the finding that these residents tend to participate in fewer 
group activities which in turn is significantly related to lower scores 
on the resource dimension. 
When averaged home by home the health and activity vari-
abIes are not as prominent in relation to the resident dimension 
scores, but still of iniportance. Mean mobility scores are clearly 
related to lower scores on the privacy and resources dimension; it 
was suggested, however, that physical isolation, which might be in-
fluenced by a lack of mobility in and of itself, might influence the 
dimension scores. 
Organizational variables appeared related to resident HDQ 
dimension scores. In those homes where residents tended to com-
plain to the administrator and in which there was a great deal of 
board control over the administrator the residents tended to see the 
environment as imposing more structure. In those homes with a so-
cial worker and resident council and where the administrator had 
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more frequent contacts with the residents, the residents tended to 
describe the environment as providing more in the way of social re-
sources. The high scores on the privacy dimension given to all but 
one of the homes suggests that the provision of private rooms was an 
important factor here but one which requires systematic investigation. 
It is important to note the variables both personal and or-
ganizational which did not emerge into significance in relation to the 
dimension scores. Resident age and tenure in the home were not im-
portant. Recency of seeing family was only slightly related to the in-
tegration into the larger community dimension.. Organizational size 
in spite of a wide variation among the homes was not a significant 
variable. Neither was organizational structure as defined in this 
study" None of the consultants' ratings were related to the dimen-
sion scores with the exception of the rating of activities services in 
relation to the structure dimension which, as noted previously, may 
have been attributed to the activity consultant's emphasis on partici-
patory self governing activities. 
These findings offer some clear directions for future re-
search, social planning, and practice. These implications are dis-
cussed in the final chapter. 
CHAPTER VII 
FINDINGS: ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES 
IN DESCRIBING THE PSYCHO-SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 
The Dependent Variable: The Degree of Difference 
Administrator-resident differences in describing the psycho-
social environment refers to statistically significant differences be-
tween the mean administrator scores on the HDQ dimensions "and the 
mean of the corresponding resident scores. A difference-of-means 
test involving the t distribution (two tailed t-test) was computed for 
124 pairs of mean resident-administrator dimension scores. Sig-
nificant differences were found for only thirty nine of these pairs of 
do ° 1 mean lmenSlon scores. 
1A procedure for testing the difference between two means 
of small samples is to assume that observations are independent and 
from normally distributed populations with equal variances. The" 
usual null hypothesis is that the difference between the means is zero. 
Therefore, if the null hypothesis is accepted, both samples would 
come from the same population. In this case one sample (administra-
tors) has a zero vari:ance. The procedure here was to assume that 
the administrator's score represented the mean of the population. 
Since the population variance was unknown, it was therefore esti-
mated from the sample variance (sample of residents). The hypo-
thesis being tested is that the mean of the residents is simply a 
Hrandom deviate" from the administrator's score. 
See Helen Walker and Joseph LeV' Shiti"stical"Inference, New 
York: (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1953), Chapter 7, especially pp. 
145-148 
Hubert Blalock, ap.- 'cit', pp. 172-174. 
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The homes were rated on a scale of one to five depending 
on the number of dimensions on which there was significant adminis-
trator-resident disagreement. This scale was then utilized in the 
computation of correlations and regressions with other quantifiable 
variables. In measurements involving nominal scales it was reduced 
to a two point scale because of the small size of n ~ 31. (See Table 
27. ) 
The independent" Var'i3ble: "Adequacy of "Linkages 
The primary hypothesis of this study - that a significant 
relationship would be found between linkage adequacy and adminis-
trative differences in evaluating the psychosocial environment -
was not supported by preliminary findings. Each of the linkage ad-
equacy ratings showed a slight association between a higher rating 
and resident-administrator agreement but not to a significant level. 
The relationship of adequacy of food service linkage rating approached 
significance with a correlation of r = -. 263. The direction of the 
correlation would suggest, if significant, that higher adequacy of 
linkage rating are associated with fewer differences. 
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Table 27 
NUMBER OF HOMES BY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON 








Significant Differences on 
Resident-Administrator 
HDQ' DiJ.nension· Scores' . 
No significant differences 
Significant differences on 
one dimension 
Significant Differences on 
Two Dimensions 
Significant Differences on 
Three Dimensions 





5 Significant Differences 1 
on All. Dimensions.·.· ........... " ..... " ' ....... , .... ,' ............ . 
r.' , • ... t· . 
*Two-Tailed t-Test of Significance at . 01 level. n =31 
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The Influence of Other Variables to the Dependent Variable 
Table 28 lists the correlation coefficients of other variables 
where significant relationships with administrator-resident differ-
ences did emerge. In addition are listed those variables which, 
while not significantly related to the dependent variable, had coeffi-
cients worthy of investigation or were related to the original hypo-
theses. 
Table 28 
RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATOR DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
BY ADEQUACY OF LINKAGE RATINGS I AND IV 
AND OTHER INDEPENDENT V ARIABLESa 
Dimension Dif- Adequacy of Adequacy of 
ferences on HDQ Linkage Rating Linkage Rating 
I IV 
Adequacy of Link- -0.263 
age Rating I 
Adequacy of Link- -0.037 
age Rating IV 
Age of Administrator 0.414* -0.173 -0.155 
Dimension II - -0.284* 0.119 0.110 
Structured/ 
Unstructured 
Use of Professional -0.398* 0.344 0.138 
staff Conferences 
by Administrator 
Use of Housekeeping -0.458* 0~'154 0.093 
Staff by Administrator 
Size of Home 00 103 -0.176 -0.066 
aStatistical method for all analyses: 
Correlation. 
Pierson Product Morent ) 
continued 
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Table 28 (Cont'd.) 
Dimension Dif - Adequacy of Adequacy of 
ferences on HDQ Linkage Rating Linkage Rating 
Proximity 
Number of Adminis-
trative Contacts With 
Individual Residents 
Number of Adminis-
trative Contacts With 
Individual Groups 
Resident Friendliness 
Toward staff Rating 
Mean 
Number of Group 
Activities Partici-
pated in by Residents 
Mean 








*Significant at the • 05 level. 
**Significant at the. 01 level. 













Of particular note was the significant relationship between the age of 
the admin~strators and resident-administrator differences on the HDQ 
with the younger administrators tending to exhibit fewer dimension 
differences from the residents in their homes. Administrators who 
viewed professional staff conferences as useful sources of informa-
tion about their residents also tended to have fewer differences from 
the residents as well as those who valued their housekeeping staffs as 
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a source of information. The size of the home, age of the residents, 
resident health and resident participation in activities were not sig-
nificantly correlated although their potential as an intervening influ-
ence merited further analysis. Of interest was the finding that homes 
in which residents viewed the environment as imposing structures 
tended to have greater resident-administrator differences. 
The finding that administrator use of professional staff 
meetings and the housekeeping staff as sources of information about 
the residents are understandable findings. Each level of staff could 
be particularly helpful to administrators in learning about residents 
and resident viewpoints (i. e., it is often the houseke:eping staff who 
know how much time residents remain in their own rooms). It is in-
teresting to note that in homes where administrators rated profes-
sional meetings as a good source of information both administrators 
and residents tended to be rated as being friendly to each other 
(r = O. 489** and r = O. 433*). 
The age of the administrator as a significant independent 
variable is puzzling. However, the relationship of administrator age 
to other variables offered some clues. A negative correlation of 
-0.468** was found between administrator age and the degree of im-
pact of staff on administrative decisions. In addition homes with 
younger administrators tended to be rated as having a lower degree 
of board control. (r = O. 437*) These findings s~ggest that the be-
havior of an administrator toward staff, residents, and board (as 
reflected by his age) could be an important factor in the quality of 
his communications with residents. 
Predicting the Degree of Resident-Administrator Differences 
in Descriptions of the Psycho-social Environment 
Several multiple regression analyses were computed on the 
dependent variable in an attempt to predict the degree of resident-
administrator differences on the HDQ dimension scores from the 
group of independent variables significantly correlated with the de-
gree of difference. In addition those independent variables, with at 
least a :!:. 02 correlation with the dependent variable, were selected 
for analysis which might offer depth to the linkage adequacy rating: 
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i. e., resident administrator proximity ratings, resident friendliness 
to staff, the mean of Dimension II (structure/unstructure) and the 
number of administrator conferences with individual residents in the 
week preceding the interview. Independent variables were also com-
puted which were related to the original subsidiary hypotheses of the 
study. It was hoped that in controlling for one or more other inde-
pendent variables that the degree of relationship between the depen-
dent variable and the adequacy of linkage rating might be more 
accurately determined. 
Table 29 summarizes the results of the final step in a non-
ordered stepwise regression analysis of all these variables. Nine of 
these variables were entered into the regression accounting for sixty-
two per cent of the variation in the dependent variable -administrator 
resident differences on the HDQ. The first four variables: adminis-
trator rating of the housekeeping staff as a source of information, 
Table 29 
RESULTS OF NON-ORDERED REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATOR 
DIFFERENCE ON HDQ ON ADMINISTRATOR RATING OF RESIDENT FRIENDLINESS TO STAFF, 
ADMINISTRATOR RATING OF HOUSEKEEPING STAFF, MEAN NUMBER OF GROUP ACTIVITIES 
PARTICIPATED IN BY RESIDENTS, SIZE OF HOME, MEAN DIMENSION II, MEAN RESIDENT AGE, 
NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATOR CONFERENCES WITH INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTS, 
LINKAGE ADEQUACY RATING I, PROXIMITY RATING, AND 
MEAN RATING OF RESIDENT GENERAL HEALTH 
administrator age, the mean rating of resident friendliness to staff, 
and administrator rating of professional meetings as a source of in-
formation comprised fifty five per cent of the variation in the depen-
dent variable as reported in step 4 of the analysis. The unique 
contribution of each of these variables is reported in Table 30. It 
should be noted that the adequacy of linkage Rating I was not entered 
into this non-ordered analysis since the prior step increased R2 by 
less than 0.010. 
An ordered analysis was computed on six independent vari-
abIes (Table 31,): Age 'of administrator, adequacy of linkage judge-
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ment I, mean Dimension II, mean resident age, mean rating of 
resident friendliness to staff, and number of administrative confer-
ences with individuals the week preceding the interview. These vari-
abIes accounted for forty three per cent of the variation in resident-
administrator differences on the HDQ with only three per cent of this 
variation being accounted for by the linkage adequacy ratings. The 
age of the administrator, mean Dimension IT scores, and the friendli-
ness of the resident to the administrator appeared to have greater 
predicti ve value. 
When controlled for number of groups activities in the home 
and the number of administrative conferences with individual resi-
dents the percentage of variation in the dependent variable explained 
by the linkage adequacy rating rose to 701 per cent. (See Table 32) 
These findings strongly suggest that variables closely akin 
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Table 30 
UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION EXPLAINED BY EACH OF THE VARIABLES 
ENTERED INTO THE NON-ORDERED STEPWISE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS ON RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATION DIFFERENCES 
ON THE HDQ DIMENSIONS 
R2 
AR2 Multiple Degree Level 
Independent Correlation (Unique F of of 
Variable Squared Variance) Ratio Freedom Confidence 
Administra- 0.210 0.210 7.71 1:29 p =.010 




Age of 0.339 0.129 7.18 2:28 p =.004· 
Administrator 





Administra- 0.546 0.098 7.81 4:26 p =.001 
tor Rating of 
Housekeeping 
Staff 
Mean Num- 0.559 0.013 6.33 5:25 p =.001 
ber of Group 
Activities 
Participated 
in - in the 
Home 
Total Size 0.587 0.028 5.68 6:24 p =.001 





















~ R2 Degree Level 
(Unique F of of 
Variance) Ratio Freedom Confidence 
.016 4.40 8:22 p =.003 
.·007 3.84 9:21 p =.006 
Table 31 
RESULTS OF ORDERED REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATOR 
DIFFERENCE ON HDQ ON AGE OF ADMINISTRATOR, ADEQUACY OF LINKAGE I, 
DIMENSION II MEAN, RESIDENT AGE MEAN, RESIDENT FRIENDLINESS TO STAFF 
RATING MEAN, AND NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCES 
WITH INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTS 
Table 32 
RESULTS OF ORDERED REGRESSION·oANAL YSIS OF RESIDENT-ADMINISTRATOR 
DIFFERENCE ON HDQ ON ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCES WITH INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTS, 
MEAN NUMBER OF GROUP ACTIVITIES IN THE HOME, AND ADEQUACY OF LINKAGE RATING I 
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to communication linkages can predict a sizeable percentage of the 
variation in resident-administrator differences in descriptions of the 
psychosocial environment. Perhaps of most importance is the poten-
tial usefulness of these findings in restructuring more dynamic in-
depth linkage adequacy models requiring a more direct measurement 
of administrator and resident behavior. 
Analysis of Resident-Administrator Differences 
on the HDQ By Categorized Variables 
The search for other variables which might have an inter-
vening influence on the relationship between the dependent and inde-
pendent variable included cross tabulations of all categorized organ-
izational variables by resident-administrator differences on the HDQ. 
These variables included socio-cultural similarity between adminis-
trator and resident, neighborhood of the home, authoritarianism of 
the administrator, presence of a social worker, psychiatrist, and 
resident council, and organizational goal. No significant relation-
ships were found. Organizational structure was also cross tabUlated 
and eleven out of the fourteen homes with a professional structure had 
only one or no differences, a ratio unlike that for homes with a ration-
alistic or human relations structure. However, these findings 
(Table 33) did not reach significance. 
Linkage adequacy ratings I. and IV and resident-administrator 
proximity ratings as well as resident-administrator differences were 
treated as categorized variables for the purpose of computing cross 
Table 33 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE BY 
ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
Dimension Rationalistic Professional Human 
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Differences Structure Structure Relations Structure 
on the HDQ Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
None, One 5 45.5 1.1 780 6 3 50.0 
Two-Four ~ 54.5 3 21.4 3 50.0 
Total 11 100.0 14 100.0 6 100.0 
Chi Square = 3. 247 significance level • 198 with 2 degrees of n =31 
freedom. 
T.able 34 
ADEQUACY 'oF FOOD SERVICE LINKAGE RATING WITH 
ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
Food Service Linkage Rating 
Dimension Under Average Average and Over 
Differences Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
None, One 6 54.5 6 54~5 
Two - Four 5 45.5 5 45.5 
Total 11 100.0 11 100.0 
N =22* 
*Food Service Linkage Ratings Were Only Obtained on 22 homes. 
tabulations which might reveal certain trends. Particular attention 
was given i to these proximity ratings since this variable more than 
any other directly reflected the closeness and/or distance between 
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administrator and re'sidents - a crucial feature of the balance theory 
of coordination. As shown in Tables 34 and 35 there was no signifi-
cant relationship between the linkage ratings and, resident-administra-
tor differences. When controlled for proximity (Table 36') in three 
\ 
way cross tabulations (Tables 37 and 381) homes with higher linkage 
ratings but a low proximity had prop.ortionally fewer differences than 
those with either a higher prOXimity or lower linkage ratings. Nei-
ther of the three way tabulations reached significance but the results 
are herein reported since both tabulations are consistant with each 
other and might offer clues for further study. One of the clues sug-
gested by these findings is that the proximity and linkage adequacy 
ratings which by themselves are not related to administrative resi-
dent differences, in combination have potential for being an effective 
measurement. 
Tabl~_, 35 
ADEQUACY OF OVERALLIJINKAGE RATINGS BY 
ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
Dimension Overall Linkage Ratings 
Differences Under Average Average and Over 
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on the HDQ Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
None, One 9 69.2 10 55.6 
Two - Four 4 30.8 8 44.4 
Total 13 100.0 18 100.0 
N =31 
Table 36 
PROXIMITY RATING BY ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT 
DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
Proximity Ratings 




on the HDQ Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
None, One 10 













Two - Four 
Table 37 
ADEQUACY OF FOOD SERVICE LINKAGE RATING BY PROXIMITY RATING 
BY ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES ON THE HDQ 
Under Average Proximity Ratings l Average or Over Proximity Rating2 
Under Average Average or Over Under Average Average or Over 
Food Service Food Service Food Service Food Service 
Linkage Rating Linkage Rating ... Linkage Rating Linkage Rating 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1 50.0 5 83.3 5 35.6 1 20.0 
1 50.0 1 16.7 4 44.4 4 80.0 
.2 100.0 6 100.0 9 100.0 5 100.0 
; 
n =22 
IFisher's Exact Test =0.463; significance level .465. Goodman-Kruskal's Gamma = 
-0. 667; significance level. 180. 
2Fisher's Exact Test =0.238; significance level .238. Goodman-Kruskal's Gamma = 
O. 667; significance level • 066. 
Table 38 
ADEQUACY OF OVERALL LINKAGE RATING IV BY PROXIMITY RATING 
BY ADMINISTRATOR-RESIDENT DIFFERENCES ON HDQ 
Under Average Proximity 
Rating1 
Average or Over Proximity 
Rating2 
Dimension 0 
Differences Overall Linkage Overall Linkage erall Linkage erall Linkage 
onHDQ Rating Rating Rating Rating 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
None, One 3 75 7 77.8 6 66.7 3 33.3 
Two - Four 1 25 2 22.2 3 33.3 6 66.7 
Total 4 100.0 9 .. 100.0 9 100.0 9 1000 0 
N =31 
lFisher's Exact Test = O. 707 significance level O. 5. 
2Fisher's Exact Test =0.174 significance level .174. Goodman-Kruskal's 
Gamma = 0.600 significance level. 001. 
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Comments 
The absence of significant findings in relation to the testing 
of the main hypothesis of this study can be explored from a number 
of viewpoints. For one, significant findings do suggest that com-
munication between administrator and residents is still an important 
direction to follow in explaining resident administrator differences. 
Personal characteristics of the administrator such as his age and 
friendliness to the resident seem important but no other personal 
characteristics such as authoritarianism, professionalism and ex-
perience emerged into significance. It would seem rather that the 
age of the administrator might reflect a certain type of interaction 
with the staff and residents which is not reflected in the linkage ade-
quacy rating as formulated in this study 0 Linkage adequacy ratings 
as noted in Chapter V only reflected group interactions between ad-
ministrator and residents, a finding corroborated by the significant 
correlation between linkage adequacy and the number of administra-
tor meetings with resident groups in the week before the interview. 
The significant relationship between use of professional and 
housekeeping staffs and administrator resident differences as well as 
the significant relationship between administrator age and staff im-
pact on his deCisions and his freedom from board control suggests 
that exploration of administrator-staff-board communication pat-
terns is a crucial area to explore. The relationship between mean 
resident scores on Dimension II of the HDQ and resident-
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administrator difference further suggest that structure in and of it-
self may have some influence. The fact that the linkage adequacy rat-
ings themselves rose slightly in their predictive value when resident 
activity and administrator proximity were controlled for suggests "a:.. 




This organizational study, a quantitative-descriptive analysis, 
comprised a survey of thirty two homes for the aged in the greater 
metropolitan New York area in which administrators, staff, consul-
tants from the Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies, and 320 
residents participated. The primary focus of the study was to ex-
plore the degree of difference between administrator and resident 
judgements of the psycho-social environment of their homes and by 
means of cross-comparison detect organizational variables which 
might account for these differences. An underlying assumption of 
the study was that a lack of significant differences, i. e., resident 
administrator agreement in their viewpoints of the psychosocial en-
vironment,Jwould reflect meaningful consumer participation to the ex-
tent that the consumer (resident) and expert (administrator) would be 
effectively communicating their viewpoints to each other, thus mini-
mizing their differences. 
It was hypothesized that adequate communication linkages in 
the homes would be negatively correlated with resident-administrator 
differences in viewpoints of the psycho-social environ,ment and that 
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the health, age, tenure, activity level of the residents, as well as the 
age and professionalism of the administrator and overall quality, 
size, and structure of the home would have an intervening or suppress-
ing influence. Other variables considered to be important in relation 
to consumer participation such as socio-cultural-economic differences 
1 between consumer and expert were also explored. 
Adequate communication linkages were defined as those 
which approximated a model of linkage adequacy derived from the 
''balance theory of coordination" postulated by Litwak, et. al. 2 Based 
on a multimodel theory of organizational structure the balance theory 
calls for mechanisms of coordination between the antithetical sub-
structures which exist in most organizationst'mechanisms which in-
sure sufficient closeness for communication but sufficient distance to 
prevent conflicto Twenty four models of linkage adequacy were de-
veloped for the purpose of this study allowing for consideration of the 
multivariate aspects of Litwak's balance theory. These variables in-
cluded the uniformity or expertness of the task to be performed, the 
friendliness or lack of friendliness of administrator and residents 
toward each other, and organizational structureo In short, it was 
hypothesized that communication linkages are characterized by their 
capacity for closing or opening the distance between organizational 
le .. ·~rag~r,. ~~~~.~ .•. ,. OPe cit. 
2E• Litwak and H. Meyer, ope cit. 
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substructures and these dimensions are determined by the friendliness 
or receptivity already existing between members of the substructures, 
the organizational structures themselves, and the expert or non-
expert nature of the task to be performed. Linkage adequacy ratings 
in three task areas were given to each study home based on the ap-
proximation of their fit to the hypothetical model. 
A secondary focus of this study was the substantive findings 
regarding resident viewpoints of the psychosocial environment irre-
spective of their differences from administrators. The concept of 
"psychosocial environment" as utilized in this study was originally 
defined and operationalized by Pincus who was concerned with the 
lack of a conceptual and methodological foundation for evaluating the 
effects of differing institutional facilities for the aged.3 He developed 
a framework for studying institutional environments in homes for the 
aged, and developed a technique for empirically describing the vari-
ous dimensions of such environments. "Institutional environments" 
were defined by him as the psychosocial milieu in which the residents 
live, as expressed through and/or generated by (a) physical aspects 
of the settings, (b) rules, regu1~ions, and program which gover.n 
daily activities, and (c) staff behavior toward residents. Four dimen-
sions were proposed by Pincus as relevant : 
1. Public-Private. This dimension refers to the degree to 
which the environment allows the resident to establish and 
maintain a personal domain which is not open to public view 
or use and into which the institution will not transgress. 
3A P' 't • Incus, OP. CI • 
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2.. structured-Unstructured. This dimension refers to the 
degTee to which the resident must adjust his life to imposed 
rules and discipline, and the extent to which he is permitted, 
required or encouraged to exercise any choice, decision mak-
ing, or initiative. 
3. Resource Sparse-Resource ,Rieh. This dimension refers 
to the degTee to which the environment provides opportunities 
to engage in a variety of work and leisure activities and to 
participate in soci31., interaction with other residents and staff 
in a'variety of social roles and statuses. 
4. Isolated-Integrated. This dimension refers to the degTee 
to which the environment affords opportunities for communica-
tion and interaction with the largerheterageneous community 
(people and places) in which the institution is located. 
The Home for the Aged Description Questionnaire (HDQ) was 
developed as an instrument to measure the dimensions. It consists of 
thirty six statements describing various aspects of home life and for 
each statement the respondentwas'aSke'd t,e iilqic~te on a five point 
scale how true or false that statement'was'abo~tthe home as_he saw it. 
In this study this questionnaire was administered to a stratified ran-
dom sample of 320 residents and the administrators of thirty two homes. 
The primary hypothesis of the study - that there would be a 
significant relationship between adequacy of linkage ratings and 
resident-administrator differences on the HDQ - was not supported 
by preliminary correlational findings. Communication linkage per-
taining to. the food service tasks, however, approached Significance 
with a negative correlation of -0.263 accounting for 7' per cent of the 
variation in administrator-resident differences on the HDQ. Multiple 
regTession analyses were computed controlling for other variables 
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which did emerge into significance as well as those originally hypo-
thesized to have an intervening influence. Of significance at the 0.05 
level was the age of administrator with younger administrators tend-
ing to have fewer differences from their residents on their judge-
ments of the psychosocial environment. Administrators' ranking of 
professional staff meetings and communications with the housekeeping 
staff as useful sources of information about their residents were also 
positively correlated with fewer differences. These variables in and 
of themselves accounted for forty three per cent of the variation in 
the dependent variable. Controlling for these particular variables 
did not substantially change the predictive value of the adequacy of 
linkage rating. The degree of resident friendliness towards the staff, 
however, which did not in and of itself correlate significantly to 
resident-administrator differences, when entered into a similar re-
gression analysis with these variables accounted for twelve per cent 
of the variation in the dependent variable. 
Analysis revealed that organizational structure did not 
emerge as a statistically significant variable in relation to resident-
administrator differences although the great majority of homes with 
a professional structure exhibited few of these differences. Dimen-
sion II, however, the degree to which the resident must adjust his 
life to imposed rules and regulations, thus reflecting certain aspects 
of organizational structure, was significantly related to administra-
tor-resident differences with homes having less structured 
environments showing fewer administrator-resident differences. 
Substantive findings in regard to resident scores on the 
HDQ were all on the positive side. T~at is, residents as a total 
group judged that the psychosocial environment of their homes pro-
vided in decreasing degree:s more privacy than a lack of privacy, . 
more integration into the larger community rather than isolation, 
more social resources rather than a lack of social resources, and 
more freedom rather than structure. 
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The health of residents which was decidedly related to their 
participation in activities, was related negatively to .the degree of 
privacy and resources which they saw the environment as providing. 
Residents reportedly experienced more privacy the better their men-
tal health and mobility and the larger the number of outside organiza-
tions they belonged to. Those homes where residents tended to 
remain in their own rooms a great deal scored lower on the privacy 
dimension and also in relation to the degree of structure that was im-
posed. Mental health and mobility were strongly related to the social 
resource dimension with resident difficulties in these areas being as-
sociated with resource sparseness. Health or membership in out-
side organizations appeared to have no bearing on how residents 
viewed their integration into the larger community; however, homes 
where residents tended to remain alone in their own room scored 
lower on this dimension. 
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The lack of significant findings in relation to resident age, 
general health, family contacts, educational background, and sex both 
in regard to the dimension scores and the differences between resi-
dent and administrator scores on the HDQ are worthy of note. Resi-
dent mental health, mobility, and physical isolation emerged as 
significant person variables in regard to resident HDQ dimension 
scores and degree of friendliness to staff in relation to administrator-
resident differences in their viewpoints of the psychosocial environ-
ment. 
Several aggregate group measures were significantly related 
to the dimension scores. Homes with a therapeutic goal tended to be 
viewed as providing more privacy as well as homes located in the 
country or suburbs. Homes seen as having more board control and 
where residents tended to take their complaints to the administrator 
were seen as being more structured. Homes located in the country 
or suburbs, with a resident council, or where the administrator had 
frequent contact with the individual residents scored higher on the 
resource dimension. Those homes with a greater amount of socio-
cultural dissimilarity between administrator and resident were rated 
as offering more opportunities for integration into the larger com"-
munity. Noticeably missing in regard to significant relationships be-
tween aggregate organizational measurements and the dimension 
scores were size of the home, age and professionalism of the ad-
ministrator, quality of the home as rated by the c"onsultants, and 
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organizational structure. 
Interpretation of Findings 
(1) The lack of significant findings at the. 05 level in rela-
tion to the testing of the primary hypothesis must be examined first 
from the perspective of the methodological problems encountered and 
secondly in terms of the conceptualization and operationalization of 
the independent variableo 
Methodological problems: One of the obvious problems encoun-
tered was the small number of agencies studied. Correlational 
and cross tabulated findings in regard to the original hypothesis 
ran in a direction which supported this hypothesis but failed to 
reach the .05 level of significance. Clearly one would be risking 
a type IT error if it were assumed that the hypothesis was almost 
proven or proven to some extent. On the other hand, .a type I er--,... 
ror could be committed by discounting the small size of the sam-
pIe and the results which were obtained with it. As Blalock notes: 
the number of cases is another important factor (in addition to 
the level of significance) in determining how extreme the results 
must be before rejection is possible •••• when a sample is small 
it requires a much more striking relationship in order to 'obtain 
a significance. 4 
4Hubert M. Blalock, Social Statistics, (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1960) p. 8~ •.. 
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Another methodological problem encountered involved the 
validity of the linkage adequacy ratings. Did this scale actually 
measure whether adequate linkages were present in the homes 
which maintained an optional social distance between administra-
tor and resident? The lack of intercorrelations between the more 
reliable food service adequacy rating and such relational measures 
as the number of contacts between administrator and residents, 
staff and residents, administrator and staff suggest that this rat-
ing scale did not sufficiently tap the real extent of interaction in 
the homes. On the other hand, the linkage adequacy rating was 
significantly correlated to the number of administrative contacts 
with resident groups suggesting a bias in the use of the scale 
which may have been influenced by the investigator's known inter-
est in resident group activities. It was for this very reason that 
the original results were controlled for proximity (the sum of ad-
ministrator and resident individual contacts as reported by them). 
As noted, when controlled for low proximity the relationships be-
tween linkage adequacy ratings and administrator-resident differ-
ences on the HDQ were dramatically changed in the direction of 
the original hypothesis (although not at the. 05 level of signifi-
cance). 
Conceptualization and operationalization of the independent vari-
able: Closely related to the question of construct validity this 
issue - illustrated by the models of linkage adequacy presented 
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in Chapter IT and Appendix A - requires reappraisal. It is this 
investigator's conclusion that these models are viable ones, but 
that a problem may have been present in the assignment of the 
proper model to each home. If, for example, the residents in a 
home were really not friendly to the administrator and yet were 
judged to be so, then an incorrect model would have been selected 
as the appropriate one for a particular home. Similarly, ~f the 
structure of a home were misjudged, which the findings suggested 
may have been partially the case (i. e .. , the lack of a significant as-
sociation between Dimension n scores and organizational structure 
as defined in this study), the incorrect model would have been se-
lected. 5 Ratings resulting from measurements based on an incor-
rect model fit could have adversely effected their validity. It is 
suggested in the next section that empirical measurements be in-
troduced into the actual assignment of models to homes to avoid 
these pitfalls. 
(2) The presence of significant findings in relation to admin-
istrator age and resident-administrator differences on the HDQ is dif-
ficult to explain in and of itself, especially the fact that younger 
administrators were associated with fewer differences. It might be 
assumed (in fact it was hypothesized) that older administrators 
5Note lack of relationship between organizational structure 
and Dimension ll. 
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closer in age to the residents would be more in agreement with them. 
It seems likely that the age of the administrator reflected other pat-
terns which may have been important. For one, the younger admin-
istrators appeared to be less controlled by their boards and more 
influenced by their staffs than the older administrators. In light of 
the finding .. that administrator use of their professional and house-
keeping staffs were significantly related to fewer differences, it ap-
pears that administrator age may have reflected a pattern of inter-
action associated with fewer differenceso 
(3) It was not surprising to find that significant findings 
emerged regarding administrative behavior towards staff and resi-
dents (i. e., use staff meetings, resident group meetings, etc.), for 
such behavior is an important ingredient of communication. The fact 
that resident friendliness toward staff emerged as an import,ant vari-
able in the regression analysis is in keeping with the principle of 
communication which postulates more effective communication when 
the receiver of a message is friendly to the sender of the message. 6 
(4) The important finding resulting from this study con-
cerned those variables which did not emerge into significance either 
in relation to resident-administrator differences or in relation to the 
resident dimension scores on the HDQ. Size of the home, in spite 
of a wide variation, was not related to any of the above. It would 
6E• Litwak and H. Meyer, OPe cit. 
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seem that any kind of communication linkages would be more complex 
and difficult in a large home, but it must be kept in mind that size in 
and of itself might create sufficient distance between subsystems to 
avoid conflict. Thus, the ill effects of a large size might be offset 
and neutralized by the distance it allows. 
Although resident health variables and degree of isolation 
were significantly related to several dimension scores it was sur-
prising not to find any evidence of their influence on resident-
administrator difference. One dimension was not related to these 
person variables - the structured/unstructured dimension - sug-
gesting that certain aspects of the psychosocial environment are 
clearly functions of the organization apart from the characteristics 
of its membershipo 
(5) The demonstrated independence between person vari-
ables and both the structured/unstructured ~imension scores and 
resident-administrator differences, along with the significant rela-
tionship found between the latter two variables,;strongly suggest that 
aggregate organizational features apart from size go far in explaining 
resident administrator differences. This interpretation is under-
scored by the finding that organizational f~tures such as use of staff 
and staff meetings, Dimension II scores, administrative contacts 
.... • .'-C ,'._' 
with individuals account for a considerable percentage of the varia-
tion in resident-admiIitstr~or IIDQ score differences. 
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The Health Description Questionnaire As A Research Instrument 
This questionnaire proved a very useful and reliable instru-
ment. It was sufficiently intercorrelated with other aspects of the en-
vironment to substantiate its validity. Of particular import was its 
value as an instrument with a sample of elderly persons. It was brief 
enough in length not to tire the older person and free of the kinds of 
value judgements which often:Jead tOlnormative responses especially 
on part of the institutionalized aged. The corollary of this observa-
tion is the demonstrated capacity of. the healthy older person to par-
ticipate in research undertakings. 
There are some problems with the instrument, however. 
The apparent lack of independence between some of the dimension 
scores especially between the privacy and resource dimensions did 
not appear in earlier correlations conducted by Pincus who applied 
the instrument to staff: It is very possible that a lack of privacy 
might have effected how sparse in resources the environment was 
viewed, or it might have been that homes providing the degree of 
privacy which the study homes did (reflecting their good financial 
footing) also provided rich social resources. Another problem lay 
in the fact that the integration dimension had little relation to such 
expected variables as family contact, membership in outside organi-
zations, etc. The issue must be raised: are the questions comprising 
7 A. Pincus, op. cit. 
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the integration dimension reflective of this aspect of the psychosocial 
environment? 
In spite of these potential problems the HDQ was a very use-
ful instrument with sufficient flexibility for expansion and improve-
ment. One particularly important dimension which might be devel~.­
oped is a dimension reflecting the communications within and between 
organizational SUbsystems. 
Implications for Theory and Further Research 
There is little doubt that the data supports a multimodel 
theory of organization and Litwak's postulate that antithetical sub-
structures can exist in one institution. Resident dimension scores 
which simultaneously describe an environment which imposes rules 
and regulations (the rationalistic structure) and yet offers the social 
resources which provide for affective relationships (the human rela-
tion structure) attest to this fact. In addition, the administrators 
demonstrated for the most part the ability to negotiate informal 
friendly relationships with residents while maintaining a managerial 
relationship with both staff and residents. 
The theoretical focus of this study, however, was on the 
linkages between these structures; and the balance theory of coordina-
tion which postuI~ated an optimal distance between subsystems was nei-
ther confirmed nor rejected by the findings. Rather, suggestive clues 
were found which warrant further investigation. Homes with a great 
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deal of informal and formal contact oetween administrator and resi-
dents did not appear to have oetter communications, supporting the 
theoretical contention that sufficient distance is necessary to avoid 
conflict which bars communication. While closer proximity in itself 
was not significantly associated with greater differences it was a po-
tentially important intervening influence. 
Another important clue was found in the fact that two link-
ages in and of themselves were associated with the dependent vari-
able, and these were linkages which were not necessarily closing 
ones, i. e., professional meetings and housekeeping staff contacts. 
In fact they could be considered distancing linkages in that they did 
not represent direct communication between adl'ninistr.-.ator and resi-
dent. 
On the other hand, clues emerged which supported the 
theoretical contention that closing mechanisms must exist between 
subsystems to insure communication. Of importance here was the 
finding that communication was better in those homes viewed by 
residents as providing less in the way of a hierarchal structure. 
Not to be overlooked are the findings in regard to the ade-
quacy of linkage ratings themselves which were derived directly 
from the balance theory of coordination. The food ·service linkage 
r~ings did account for a small degree of variation in the dependent 
variable and thus may have tapped some theoretically important data. 
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In view of these suggested findings a replication of this re-
search on a larger number of organizations is in order. The utiliza-
tion of an instrument such as the HDQ on a sizable number of or-
ganizations has been most productive. The linkage adequacy scale 
has promise, but it is recommended that in the future the fit of or-
ganizations to the models from which these scales are derived be 
empirically tested as a preliminary step. In addition the actual mea-
surement of the utilization of linkages need to be made by members of 
all the role groups in the organization: resident, staff, and adminis-
trator 0 It would seem much more productive to concentrate on these 
efforts than on collecting a substantial amount of personal data on the 
members of the primary group which were submerged in this study 
by the aggregate organizational findings. 
Implications for Social Planning 
Informational feedback. Effective social planning relies heavily on 
accurate informational feedback regarding the quality of services, 
with the planner utilizing a number of reporting devices including 
evaluatory research. As Kahn points out, one must also identify the 
category of consumer or user response. staff alertness to informal 
reactions of the consumer are important but, he notes, are being in-
creasingly supplemented by the self organization of service "users" 
to affect poliCies and programs. 8 The results of this study have 
8 Alfred J. Kahn, Theory and Practive of Social Planning, 
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969), p. 325. 
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pointed up the importance of relying directly on the consumer for in-
formational feedback. The 320 residents studied tended on the aver-
age to be less sanguine about their psychosocial environments than 
did the administrators. 
On the other hand, the differences between resident and ad-
ministrator viewpoints were not striking. In fact, in eight of the 
thirty homes, where no statistical differences were found, the ad-
ministrators showed themselves to be very aware of resident view-
points. The important issue which has to be faced, therefore, is not 
one of whether to substitute the administrator as a source of feedback, 
but rather to determine what conditions are conducive to his being an 
accurate source of feedback. The results of this study have suggested 
that generational, social class, and cultural-ethnic differences be-
tween administrator and residents are not important considerations. 
Rather, factors inherent in the organization life itself merit considera-
tion in terms of predicting resident-administrator agreement. Ad-
ministrative use of different levels of staffs as sources of feedback 
seem to be important indices for the planner as well as that type of'ad-
ministrative behavior which might be reflected in the age of the ad-
ministrator such as freedom from board control and receptiveness to 
staff impact on decision making. Other important factors include the 
degree of group participation and friendliness toward staff on the part 
of the resident group themselves. 
In the field of geriatric care, at least in this writer's 
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experience, much emphasis has been placed on informal communica-
tions between administrator and resident as the hallmark of effective 
consumer feedback. This position was not affirmed by the study 
findings. Rather the presence of informal communications was sig-
nificantly related to a resource-rich psychosocial environment, an 
important clue to planners but for purposes other than predicting the 
usefulness of particular administrators as sources of informational 
feedback. On the other hand, the use of the more formal modes of 
communication such as a resident council did not account for 
resident-administrator agreement. Prediction of resident-
administrator differences by the social planner who seeks accurate 
sources of informational feedback, is highly dependent on a complex 
interrelationship of variables as demonstrated in the heart of this 
research. 
Pl~ing the psycho-sociai' eirvironm."ent of' "iiome s" far" "the" aged~ Many 
assumptions have been made by social planners about the factors 
which are conducive to a favorable psychosocial environment for the 
institution~ized aged. An interorganizational survey such as this 
can offer clues which contribute to more accurate planning. The 
most important clue in this study emerged in relation to resident 
health, especially the degree of memory loss, clarity of thinking and 
degree of immobility. Each of these was negatively correlated to the 
degree of privacy, personal domain and resource richness provided 
the residents. One of the reasons for this is that residents afflicted 
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with these health problems might view the environment more negative-
ly, but the possibility must also be taken into consideration that the 
personal domain of these particular residents was invaded by staff be-
cause of their special needs and at the same time residents with these 
problems were less involved by staff and other residents in the inter-
actional aspects of home life. It would be the planner's task to make 
special provisions for safeguarding the personal domain of more dis-
abled residents and to see that opportunities are available for involve-
ment in the life of the home. 
It is apparent that these planning efforts must involve the 
formulation of policies on the highest levels as well as educational 
programs for professional and paraprofessional geriatriC st.affs. Of 
particular importance here is the development of resident councils 
which, if democratically organized, involve all residents regardless 
of infirmity and the employment of social service personnel who tend 
to reach out to the more disabled residents. The presence of both 
resident councils and social workers appeared in the study to be in-
fluential in terms of resource-riclmess. This is a particularly 
ironic finding in view of the recent federal amendments to the social 
security laws which no longer mandate the states to require social 
services in health related facilities and skilled nursing homeso On 
the state level, however, plans are being considered for mandating 
resident councils in the state health code. 
The degree of resource riclmess and privacy provided for 
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well residents must also be reevaluated in the light of this study's 
findings. The residents did not find their environments very high in 
resource richness, a finding corroborating that of Townsend who 
noted that much more could be done to enrichen the lives of the resi-
dents he surveyed. 9 It is important for the planner to note that the 
number of group activities partiCipated in by residents was positively 
related to a resource-rich psychosocial environment. 
The high degree of prtvacy reported by this study is a highly 
biased one in view of the fact that all but one of the homes provided 
single rooms for their residents. The one home with no single rooms 
scored very much lower in this dimension suggesting that this aspect 
of the psychosocial environment calls for closer scrutiny especially 
in view of the fact that all new facilities being constructed under 
government funding require residents to share rooms. 
This study offers few clues to the planner in relation to the 
degree of structure which residents see the psychosocial environ-
ment as imposing and the degree of integration into the larger com-
munity it provides. There are some suggestions that less structure 
is experienced where there is less board control and where there is 
more partiCipatory activities. Homes with an effective degree of 
resident participation via a council or committee structure scored 
high on the structure dimension but were too few in number for any 
9peter Townsend, OPe cit., p. 167. 
conclusions to be drawn. Since resident councils, however, appear 
to have other benefits in terms of enrichening the psycho-social en-
vironment their extended use would appear justified. 
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Planning for the Aged. These findings verify what has long been 
known by practitioners in the field of gerontology - that age per se is 
not an important variable in determining either the needs or capaci-
ties of the elderly. It has long been observed that persons in the 
nineties function beautifully in the community while many in their 
early seventies require intense nurSing care. The health of the el-
derly, mental as well as physical, is the crucial factor influencing 
the functional capacity of the old and the way in which they are treated 
and regarded by others. Health, in turn, is very sensitive to the 
vagaries of a welfare system which tends to withhold nutritional and 
medical care from one of the most vulnerable groups in the popula-
tion. As shown in this study, older persons are potentially excellent 
sources for consumer feedback and participation, an asset which in 







HOME FOR THE AGED DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE* 
DmECTIONS 
TIDS QUESTIONNAIRE IS PART OF A RESEARCH PROJECT BEING 
CONDUCTED BY THE FEDERATION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE 
AGENCIES TO STUDY VARIOUS ASPECTS OF HOMES FOR THE AGED. 
PLEASE READ EACH STATEMENT. THEN CmCLE THE NUMBER 
ON THE SCALE BELOW THE STATEMENT WIDCH COMES CLOSEST 
TO DESCRIDING HOW TRUE YOU THINK THE STATEMENT IS ABOUT 
THE HOME. THE HIGHER THE NUMBER THE TRUER THE STATE-
MENT. 
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. WE KNOW THAT 
EACH PERSON SEES THE HOME DIFFERENTLY. IT DOESN'T MAT-
TER WHAT OTHER PEOPLE TIDNK. WE ARE INTERESTED IN SEE-
ING THE HOME THROUGH YOUR EYES. 
FOR EXAMPLE, A STATEMENT MIGHT READ: 








YOU MIGHT THINK THE STATEMENT IS COMPLETELY FALSE, 
COMPLETELY TRUE, OR SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE. IF YOU 
THINK THE STATEMENT IS: 
COMPLETELY FALSE, YOU WOULD CmCLE 1 
MORE FALSE THAN TRUE, YOU WOULD CmCLE 2 
ABOUT HALF TRUE, HALF FALSE, YOU WOULD CmCLE 3 
MORE TRUE THAN FALSE, YOU WOULD CmCLE 4 
COMPLETELY TRUE, YOU WOULD CmCLE 5 
DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY OF THE STATEMENTS. 
YOUR FmST ANSWER IS USUALLY YOUR BEST ONE. CmCLE A 
NUMBER FOR EACH STATEMENT EVEN IF YOU HAVE TO TAKE 
A GUESS. 
*by Allen Pincus, Ph. D., University of Wisconsin, 1968 
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Questionnaire A (Cont'd.) 
WHEN YOU FINISH THE QUESTIONNAIRE FILL IN THE INFORMA-
TION ON THE LAST PAGE, THEN LOOK BACK TO MAKE SURE 
THAT YOU HAVEN'T SKIPPED ANY OF THE PAGES, AND HAND 
IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 
ALL ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. WE APPRECI-
ATE YOUR CONTRffiUTION TO THIS RESEARCH. 
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1. ON A NICE DAY MOST OF THE PHYSICALLY ABLE RESIDENTS GET OUTDOORS 
































5. THERE IS ALmST NO PLACE IN THE HOME WHERE A RESIDENT CAN GO WHEN 



























6. IT IS HARD FOR RESIDENTS TO MAKE OR RECEIVE TELEPHONE CALLS BECAUSE 








9. THE SOCIAL WORKER'S MAIN JOB IS TO MAKE SURE THAT THE RESIDENTS 
GET A FAIR DEAL FROM OTHER STAFF MEMBERS. 
10. 
11. 
1 2 3 4 5 
False Half True 
True 
THE STAFF KNOW THE RESIDENTS BY NAME IN THE AREAS OF THE HOME IN 
WHICH THEY WORK. 
1 2 3 4 5 
False Half True 
True 
THE HOME IS A "\VOMAN'S WORLD" IN WHICH THE MALE RESIDENT noES NOT 
















MOST RESIDENTS SIT ARouND ALL DAY DOING NOTHING MUCH EXCEPT 








14. THE STAFF USE FOR!·1AL TERMS OF ADDRESS SUCH AS "MR." OR "MRS." 








15. THE RESIDENTS ARE HARDLY EVER ASKED WHAT ACTIVITIES THEY WOULD 
LIKE OR HOW THEY WANT TO SPEND THEIR TIME EACH DAY. 
1 2 3 ~ 5 
False' Half True 
True 
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16. THE RESIDENTS MUST SIGN IN AND OUT EACH TIME THEY LEAVE THE BUILD-
ING TO TAKE A WALK. 
1 2 3 4 5 
False Hal:f True 
True 
17. THE RESIDENTS TALK OVER THEIR PERSONAL PROBLEMS ONLY WITH SOCIAL 








18. THE MORE CONFUSED AND DISABLED RESIDENTS WHO CAN'T GO OUTDOORS BY 










19. THERE IS NOTHING .THE 'RESIDENTS CAN 00 ABOUT CHANGING THE RULES, 









































23. AT LEAST ONCE A MJNTH THE RESIDENTS HAVE A a-IANCE TO PARTICIPATE 
IN ACTIVITIES w'HICH TAKE THEt-J OUTSIDE THE HOME, SUCH AS PICNICS, 








. 24. ALL RESIDENTS IN THE HOME MUST KEEP THE DOORS TO THEIR ROOMS OPEN 
















26. STAFF MEMBERS OFTEN HAVE A FRI&~DLY CHAT WITH THE RESIDENTS 
WHEN PASSING THEM IN THE HALLS OR WHEN TAKING THEM TO THE OOCTOR 

















28. THE PHYSICALLY ABLE RESIDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO GO OUT INTO THE 








29. THE STAFF GENERALLY DECIDES WHAT T.V. PROGRAMS THE RESIDENTS 


























32. RESIDENTS ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO: KEEP PERSONAL POSSESSIONS OTHER 








33. THE NURSING STAFF AND ATTENDANTS USUALLY CAN'T BRING RESIDENTS 
DOWN TO RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SESSIONS 
BECAUSE THEY ARE TOO BUSY WITH OTHER WORK ON THE FLOOR. 
1 2 3 4 5 
False Half True 
True 
34. THE STAFF TAKE A PERSONAL INTEREST IN THE RESIDENTS. 
1 2 3 4 5 
False Half True 
True 









36. ALL RESIDENTS PARTICIPATE IN SOME KIND OF REGULAR \vORK OR RECREA-



































QUESTION: Listed below are a variety of S·., urces through 
which an administrator can learn about the 
problems and needs of his residents. Please 
check the most appropriate answer for each 
source in your Home. 






























A Fairly Good 
Good Source 






Other (Please specify) 






PLEASE ANSWm THE FOLLOWING: 
Name of Home 
-------------------------------------------
Number of Home Residents 
-----
Number of Infirmary Residents 
---
Total Number of Staff 
---
Total Number of Administrative Staff 
---
Approximately how many contacts (to discuss a specific matter; more 
than a greeting) have you had in 





Approximately how many contacts have you had with staff the past 
week to discuss matters of direct concern to residents ?": 










1. What is the age of the resident? 
---
2. How long has the resident lived in the Home? 
---































6. List the 3 activities most participated in by the resident inside and 
outside the home: 
7. What is your impression of the resident's health status? 
Hearing 
good* fair* poor * 
Sight 
good fair poor 
Memory 
good fair poor 
Clarity of 
thinking 
good fair poor 
Mobility 
good fair poor 
General physi-
cal health 
good fair poor 
8. What is your impression of resident's adjustment to Home? 
good fair 
9. What is your impression of resident's morale? 
good 
*Good - has no difficulty 
*Fair - has some difficulty 








LISTao ON THB FOLWWING PAGBS ARB VARIOUS AVBNUBS OF DIRBCT AND 
INDIRBCT COlftJNICATIONS AMJNG STAFF AND BB'l'WBBN STAFF AND RESI-
DBNTS. INDICATS FOR BACH TYPB WHBtHBR - IN YOUR OPINION - 7HB 
OOJGIJNICATION IS UTILIZED FRBaJBN'D..Y, OCCASIONALLY, INFRBQUBN11..Y 
OR NBVBR IN YOUR 1IlMB. 
PLBASB NOTS THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS: 
MSBTING - Ibis is an avenue of communication whieb 
usually is prearranged and which is 
specifically held for the purpose of 
con~ctiDg business. 
e.g. - staff meeting 
INFORMAL CX>ltM.JNICATION - This is an avenue of coDlDlWlication whicb 
DBPARrMBNT HBAO 
PROFBSSIONAL STAFF 
is not prearranged or schedllled although 
it may occur within the framework of a 
sche~led social occasion such as a luncheon 
or bazaar. The overt purpose of informal 
comamication is a social, friencUy one al-
though business matter$ may arise. 
e.g. - resident drops in on administrator 
to extend good wishes or elicit 
sympathy and in the process com-
plains of tbe food service. 
This is the staff person in charge of a s,nice 
sucb as the Director of Nurses, Director of 
Activi ties, Cllief Housekeeper. 
This is a staff person with professional tzain-
ing in a discipline such as social wor~, recrea-
tion, medicine, nursing, dietitics, etc. Often 
he or she is a department bead. 
eti~s Between Administrator Me 
an d the following: 
professional staf:f as a group 
'tOtal staff 
individual pro:fessional 
and/ol: dapartmeDt heads 
administrative assistant 
individual staf:f 
(other than supervisory) 
individual residents 
resident council and/or 
coDlDlittees 
resident body 
families o:f residents 
Informal Communication between the 
administrator and the :following: 




individLIal or small groups 0'£ 
residents 
families of residents 
~'''' ~ ••. ,.u.u ... 
Administrative/use o:f memos, news-
letters. bulletiD board 
Administrative use o:f 101ldspeakel: 
in dining room 
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Fl:e- Occasion- Int'l:e- No Know-
quently ally Used quentlyor ledge 























quently ally quently or No knowledge! Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between DeDartment Heads 





other department heads 
his staff as a group 
. 
his individual staff members 
individual residents 




families of residents 
Board of directors 
Informal Communication Between Depart-
-ment Heads and the following: 
, 
hi. staff 
otber department heads, and 
administrative assistant 
residents 




~partment Head use of DlelllOs, news-
letters, bulle"tb board , 
Department Head use of loudspeaker 
in dining room 
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he· Occuion- IDt're- No Dowled 
qaently ally quentlyor , 
Used Used Nevel:' Used 
-
Meetings Between Line Stld~ aDd 
Residents: 80cial workers, DUra.s, 
aides 
In:formal CommwIication betweeD line 
statt and residents 
Meetings between-- Board aDd Residents 
ID~ormal Communications between -
~ard and residents 
Resident Use o~ petitions, demonstra-
tioDs I 
List othlE means ~ co ... iiiugiS!tion: 
, 
.. 
.............. --rwr.~ .. ..-.--................--.... 
Name of Ho .. ~; ________________________________ __ 
Your De.Paztmant~: ________________________________ __ 
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Questionnaire F 
Questions to be Answered by Interviewer 
Resident's Name and Home 
Interviewer's Name 
------------------------------------------
1. What is your impression of resident's health status? 
hearing: 
good fair * poor 
sight: 
good fair * poor 
memory: 
good fair * poor 
clarity of 
thinking: 
good fair * poor 
mobility: 
good fair * poor 
general physi-
cal health: 
good fair * poor 
2. What is your impression of resident's adjustment to Home? 
good fair poor 
3. What is your impression of resident's morale? 
good fair poor 
*Fair = with some difficulty. 
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~9YLE A 
QUESTIONS 10 BE ASKED OF RESIDENTS FOLLOWING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE HDQ 
1. Name of Resl.del1t and Home _-"" .... _.,.....' ..... ___ ... __ ...... ___________ ...... ___ ..... ____ _ 
Male ___ - ...... . Female _______ _ 
. 2. What is your age'? 
3. Wha t is the hi.ghest grane you completed in school? ________ _ 
40 How many years (or months) have you lived in this Home? __________ _ 
s. What was your occupation berore retiring? 
cz;a:a: .... 
6. What is your religious alliriation (or denomination)? ______________ _ 
- -
7. Where were you born? (city, state, count~y) 
8. What activities do you participate in here at the Home'? 
-
-
*9. How many close rriends do you have here at the Home? ______________ _ 
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SCH~DULE A 2 




*11. When was the last time you spoke with the administrator more than 
to say hello? _ 
(1£ cannot remember, indicate as such) 
*12. When was the last time you had a visit with your family? ________ __ 
(If cannot remember, indicate as such) 
*13. How often do you see your family? 
(If cannot remember, indicate as such) 
14. Do you have a private telephone? 
*15. Wh~t.organizations do you belong to? (within and outside the Home 
(i.e. church groups, Congress of Senior Citizens, etc.) 
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SCHEDULE A 3 
(Organizations con't) 
*16. Which of the following areas is of the most importance to you here 
at the Home? Which area is second, third; fourth, fifth? 
(Number in ~rder) 
medical and nursing care 
cleanliness of the plant 
food servi ce 
recreation and activities 
safety and security 
17. What are your sources of financial support? 
Social Security 
OAA 
Private ( family) funds 
18. Generally speaking, how would you describe your present health? 
Is it good, fair, or poor? 
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SCHl!DULE A 2 





*11. When was the last time you spoke with the administrator more than 
to say hello? __________ ~--__________ ---------------------------------(If cannot remember, indicate as such) 
*12. When was the last time you had a visit with your family? ________ __ 
-(If cannot ·remember, indicate as such) 
*13. How often do you see your family? ____________________ ~~~---------
(If cannot remember, indicate as such) 
·14. Do you have a private telephone? _____________ _ 
*15. What organizations do you belong to? (within and outside the Home 






SCHEDULE A 3 
(O~ganizations con't) 
*16. Which or the rollowing areas is of the most importance to you here 
at the Home? Which area is second, third; rourth, rirth? 
(Number in ~rder) 
medical and nursing care 
cleanliness or the plant 
rood service 
recreation and activities 
sarety and security 
17. What are your sources or rinancial support? 
Social Security 
OAA 
Private ( ramily) runds 
18. Generally speaking, how would you describe your present health? 
Is it good, rair, or poor? 
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SCHEDULE B 
Questions to be Answered by :tnterviewer 
Resident's Name and Home 
Interviewers Name 
1. \tJha t is your impression of resident's health status? 
hearing: 
good fair* poor 
sight: 
good fair* poor 
memory: 
good fair* poor 
clarity of 
thinking good fair* poor 
mobility 
good fair* poor 
general physical 
health 
good fair* poor 
2. What is your impression of resident's adjustment to Home? 
good fair poor 
3. What is your impression of resident's morale? 
good fair poor 
* Fair = with some difficulty 
SCHEDULE B 2 
4. Additional Comments (Indicate residents attitude toward inter-
view, difficulties interviewing, etc.) 
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APPENDIX B 
Instructions and Introductory Letters 
-, 
--193 
INSTRUCTIONS TO RESIDENT INTERVIEWERS 
_I. An interviewing kit_has -been prepared for each Home and will 
contain the following materials: 
a. general inst-ructions 
b. extra introductory letters 
c. travel directions, name of staff member to contac_t,-
special information on-Home, etc. (~reen card)~ 
d. _alphabetized list of domiciliary residents with 
ten interviewees checked in red 
e. 12 HDQ questionnaires -(2 extra) 
f. 12 Schedules A (2 extra) 
g. 12 Schedules B (2 extra) 
h. 1 Schedul,e C (1 extra) 
i. return envelope 
II. On arriving at Home interviewer should contact designated staff 
-member, locate resident rooms, and/or arrange for an interviewing 
room in which to meet residents. The_interviewer is free to make 
any arrangements- he wishes as long as privacy-is insured. it is 
suggested that the residents to be interviewed be contacted imme-
-0 diately upon arrival at the home so that the scheduled time for his 
interview can ~e arranged and substitutes can be made for dropouts. 
-- II_I. Substitutes for the dropouts must be selected from the alphabetized 
list found in the kit. Onl~ the resident immediately following the 
-. dropout can be interviewed. Any changes made from the original- list-
should be noted on Schedule C and the reasons for making the changes 
IV. 
or substitute.- Last minute substitutes "should be given a copy of-----,--
FPWA letter-of int~oduction.-
It is important that ten successfu1 interviews are completed. If 
an unsuccessful interview "is held with a resident, a SUbstitute 
interview" should be held with the next re;s-ident_ on -the list. A 
successful interview is defined as one in which most of the que~­
tions are answered. 
A period of intro~uctiori will probably be necessary before_every 
interview especially for those residents who did not receive a _l-etter 
from FPWA. Con:fideIiticiiity s;hould be assured i.e-.--, immediately 
following collection of- data -residents names will be subs-tituted 
with numbers. A prolonged discu-ssiQn with- residents other than--








The conducting o£ the actual ·interview will be covered in the 
workshop for interviewers. 
I t is important, however, to remember the £ollowing points:. 
a. The interviews .should proceed in the £ol19wing 
order: HOQ, Sched~les A and B, Schedule C should 
be £illed out at the end o£ the day. 
b. After each interview care should be taken to check 
all schedules, etc. in case anything has been omitted. 
It is much easier to correct omissions while the 
re~ident is still with youlll 
c. ·The HOQ is to be £illed out by the resident i£ possibl.e 
and helped by the interviewer only i£ he has trouble 
reading or writing_ The instructions should also. be 
read by or to the resident i£ possible. 
-r-
d. The schedules are only to be £illed out~by the inter-
viewer - Schedule A in conjunction with the resident. 
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VI. It is important that the compLeted kit be returned to FPWA as soon 
as possible £ollowing the interviews. 1£ this is not possible 
then the kit should be mailed - certi£ied - in the envelope pro- . 
vided. A bill £or all expenses including the mail.ing charge 
should be submitted with the returned kit. 
.... 
Barbara Silverstone 
(home) 724-3812 or 724-6947 
(2()3) 672.;.6723 (weekends) 
(office)·777-4800 - Ext. 252 . 
. -. 
• -s . 
ADDENDUM TO I NSTRUCTI ONS 
1) In the administration of the HDQ to residents do not translate 
", 
any of the statements into questions when filling out the 
schedule for residents. Rather - say the following: 
"I am going to read you a statement about your 
'home. Please tell me if you think it is true, 
almost true, half true, false or almost false." 
Interpretations should be kept to a minimum. If a resident is 
perplexed or confused simply tell him to guess. A guess is 
better than no answer. Note on Schedule B if you filled out 
the HDQ for the resident • 
2) I t is perfectly' all right to leave the HIXl with a resident to 
fill out himself while you go on to the next resident. This 
should be done only if you are confident that the resident 
will fill it ?ut by himself and can read the statements 
easily. You should also return to the resident without too 
much delay, make sure all questions have been answered. 
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3) Make sure that the resident's name' is on every HDQ and numbered 
in the order seen by you. 
'lO: 
FOOt'!: Barbara Silverstone, Division on Aging 
SUBJBC7:Research Project 
In the past several months I have been conducting a sur-
vey of FPWA homes for the aging. Hembers of our research 
team have visited your home and interviewed your administra-
tor and a group of residents. 
The primary purpose of this research effort is to test the 
usefulness of the Home Description Questionnaire as an in-
strument for describing the psychological and social environ-
ment of homes for the aged. In order to achieve this pur-
pose it· is necessary for us to seek additional information 
froD you on (1) the residents we interviewed and (2) the Home 
as viewed by a staff member. 
We are asking that you fill out the enclosed two question-
naires and return them as quickly as possible. All information 
will be treated with the strictest confidentiality. 
Thank you for your fine help. If you have any questions 
please call me at 777-4800, Extension 247. 
Enclosure 
This is to give my permission for ~irs. Barbara 
Silverstone of ~he Federation of Protestant Welfare" 
Agercies, Inc. to conduct a survey involving the ad-
ministration of the Ho~e Description Questionnaire to 
myself and a sample of five to ten of our residents at 





TO: Administrators of FPt-lTA Member Homes 
FROM: Irma Minges, Director, Division on Aging 
. Research Projects 
.We wish to express our appreciation to you for your cooperation in 
the mail questionnaire on resident activities conducted this past 
summer and to again request your cooperation in a new survey to be 
conducted over the next few months~ A summary of the findings of 
the completed survey on resident activities is enclosed. A more 
detailed breakdown of the results is available upon request. 
The forthcoming survey is being conducted by Barbara Silverstone 
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of our staff as part of the research on her doctoral dissertation at 
Columbia University. It involves the testing of the Home Descrip-
tion Questionnaire in interviews with. administrators and a sample of 
residents in our member Homes. This questionnaire was originally 
developed by Al'len Pincus of the University of Wisconsin as an in-
strument for describing the psychological and social environment in 
homes for the agedo It has been already used in a number of homes 
in the mid-west ~nd requires further testing and development. It is 
this task - to help in the validation of this promising questionnaire 
- with which we are seeking your cooperationo 
Mrs. Silverstone would like to meet with each of 'the administrators 
at their convenience for no longer than twenty minutes. At the time 
of this interview she would like access to your list of residents in 
order to obtain a random sample of five to ten ambulatory residents 
(depending on the size of the home) who will be interviewed at a 
later time by a'trained interviewer. Permission from the resident 
will, of course, be sought, and each interview will last no longer 
than twenty minutes. It should be noted that this particular type 
of questionnaire was especially developed for use with older persons 
and it has been well received by the elderly and found to be non-
stressful in'its effects. 
Administrators of FPWA Member Homes 
-2-
The results o£ this sU,rvey will, of course, be shared with you. 
Imormation on individual homes and persons however, will, be 
strictiy comidentialo 
We would appreciate your £illing in and signing the enclosed 
form and "mailing it to Mrs. Silverstone in the stamped return 
envelope. When she has received your consent, she will telephone 
you for an interview. 
Thank you for your £ine cooperation ~n this research endeavor~.; 
EnclosuX'e 
December 24, 1971 
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.B..esul ts of A Sllrvevof FPWA~ber T-!om~s f..or the Aged 
During August and September of 1971, the'administrators of FPWA member 
homes for the aged were surveyed by mail. As a result of an original 
and one fOllow-up mailing, both with stamped, self-addressed return 
envelopes; responses Were received from about three-fourths of the me~­
ber homes. T~e questionnaire covered two topicsQ One was concerned 
wi th the degree of participation of residents in a number of recreation-
al, s~cial and educational activities and the manner in which these 
activities were directed. The second was concerned with the administra-
tors' sources of information regarding the needs and problems of their 
residents. 
In Question 1, ten activities were listed with additional space'pro-
vided for free'activities. These ten'activities included bingo; reli-
gious services, music programs, drama, resident council, rhy'1:hm, arts 
and crafts, discussion groups, volunteer se~vica and trips. The more 
traditional activities - ~eligious services, bingo, music programs; 
trips and arts and craft - were offered by nearly all of the homeso 
Half or more, 'however, o~fered more innovative activities such as resi-
dent councils, discussion groups and volunteer services. Less than 
.half of the homes offered drama and rhythmo A great number of other 
activities were listed by administrators in the "free response" secti,on. 
Movies, parties and games were frequently mentioneda 
Little can be said about the reported degree of participation by the 
residents in the offered activities. Among the listed activities, only 
religious services, bingo and music programs received majority or great-
-er participation in better than half of the homes offering theme Among 
the free response activities, the more frequently reported movies and 
parties were likely to receive participation by the majority (or great-
er) of residents in nearly all of the reporting homes. 
Question 1 also asked aDout the mannet in which the offered or report-
ed activity was directed -- by staff, by residents themselves or by 
volunteers. Over one-fourth of the total activity direction responses 
Were some combination of staff, residents and volunteers.. Staff were 
involved in tbe'direction of activities, either alone'or with residents 
or volunteers, in 70 percent of the overall responses, with staff direct-
ed alone 45 perceht of the total. Residents directed about one-third 
of all activities, either alone or in combination with staff or volun-
teers. but less' than 10 perc·ent of th~ res.ident-direction was by them 
alone. Finally, voluntee~s were responsible for the direction of 27 
percent of all activities, with about 12 percent of all activities 
directed by them alone. 
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Results of A Survey of FPWA Member·Homes for the Aged 
- ~ -
Question 2 queried administrators on their sources of learning about 
the problems and needs of the residents in their homes. The most 
higHly regarded source was "informal communication with residents'in-
dividually". Least satisfactory as a source were ·"board members", 
with communication from residents' families'almost as poorly regarded 
as·-the boa-rd members. On the positive side, soci!3-1 service staff 
were a well-regarded source in those homes which have them. The more'" 
universally present nurses were also thought to be a very good source • 
.. Nurse's aides, on the other hancJ, received a split vote as· to their 
usefulness as a sofirce. staff meetings, ·both of an administrative 
and general nature, ·were usually wellMregarded as well as formal·meet-
i.ngs with residents. 
Novembe~, 1971 
Ted Nels6n, Ph.D. 
Director, Department of Resea~ch 
FPWA 
This is to give my permission for Hrs. Barbara 
Silverstone of the Federation of Protestant Welfare 
Ager~ies, Inc. to conduct a survey involving the ad-
ministration of the Home Description Questionnaire to 
myself and a sample o£ five to ten of our residents at 




May 9, 1972 
Dear 
--With- -the-permission of your administrator,Mr. Mordecai 
Kessler, I am writing to ask you for your help with a study we 
are conducting to learn more about life in homes for the elderly. 
You and 19 others have been selected from the residents 
at the Neponsit Home for this study. We will be asking you some 
questions which will take up no more than one halt'hour of your 
time. Mr. Larry Feinberg will be visiting your Home this 
S~turday, May 
he arrives. 
, and will make an appointment with you when 
If you have any questions, p~ease speak with Mrs., Blumenfeld 
at your Home. 
Thank you tor your fine coopera~ion. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mrs. Barbara Silverstone 
May 12, ·.1972 
Dear 
I am sorry that our origina~ly scheduled inte~view·£or April 
15th was ~ancelled owing to the illness of the interviewer. 
I am writing now to info~m you that Mr~. ~uise Hafling will 
be visiting your HODl$ on Thursday, May 18th and would like to 
~alk with you tor about one halt hour· during the 
She will make an appointment with you when she .a:r;r:i,vesa 
If you have any questions, please sp.eaJ<, with Mrs. Adams at 
YOl,lr Home. 
':Plank you :for your tine cooperation in this study. 
Sincerely, 




FEDERATION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE AGENCIES 
Division on Aging Research Project 
281 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10010 
CODE BOOK - Consumer vs. Expert Judgements 












Resident HDQ answers 
38 items 
Col. 6 - Q 1 
etc. 
Col. 43 - Q 38 









1 - Card #1 




3) as indicated 
4) 
44 - Month 
45, 46 - Day 
1 - Feinberg 
2 - Hammer 
3 - Heim 
4 - Dowd 
5 - Gordon 
6 - Gray 
7 - Clements 
8 - Hafiing 
9 - Rabinowitz 
1 - Cooperative-no help 
needed 
2 - Uncooperative-no help 
needed 
3 - Cooperative-some help 
needed 
4 - Uncooperative-some 
help needed 
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Column Item Code 
5 - Cooperative-A great 
deal of help needed 
6 - Uncooperative-A great 
deal of help needed 
49 Sex 1 - Male 
2 - Female 
50,51 Age Actual Age 
52 Education 1 - Below high school 
2 - High school gr ad. 
3 - College graduate 
4 - Graduate - profession-
al education 
53 Length of Resi- 1 - One year and under 
dency in Home 2 - Five years and under 
3 - Ten years and under 
4 - Ten or more years 
54 Occupation before 1 - Housewife 
retiri~g 2 - Professional 
·3 - Trade or business 
4 - Laborer 
55 Religious affilia- 1 - Protestant 
tion 2 - Catholic 
3 - Jewish 
4 - Other 
56 Place of Birth 1 - USA 
2 - Europe 
3 - Canada 
4 - England 
5 - Western Europe 
6 - Eastern Europe 
7 - Other 
57 Group Activities 
participated in 1 - None 
(in Home) 2 - One 
3 - Under five 
4 - Under ten 
5 - Over ten 
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Column Item Code 
58 Activities partici-
pated in outside of 1 - None 
Home 2 - One 
3 - Under five 
4 - Under ten 
5 - Over ten 
59 Number of close 
friends as reported 1 - None 
2 - One 
3 - Two 
4 - Three 
5 - Four 
6 - Five or more 
7 - Ten or more 
8 - Everyone 
60 Number of staff 
members talked with 1 - None 
during past week 2 - One 
3 - Under five 
4 - Under ten 
5 - Ten or more 
6 - Can't remember 
61 Last time spoken 1 - Within twenty-four 
with administrator hours 
2 - Within two days 
3 - Within one week 
4 - Within one month 
5 - Within six months 
6 - Over six months ago 
7 - Over one year ago 
8 - Never 
9 - Can't remember 
62 Last time a visit 1 - Within twenty-four 
with family hours 
2 - Within two days 
3 - Within one week 
4 - Within one month 
5 - Within six months 
6 - Over six months ago 
7 - Over one year ago 
8 - Never or no family 
9 - Can't remember 
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Column Item Code 
63 Frequency of seeing 
family 1 - One x day 
2 - One x week 
3 - One x month 
4 - One x every two to 
six months 
5 - One x year 
6 - Less than one x year 
7 - Never 
8 - Can't remember 
9 - No lariiI1y --
64 Has a private 
telephone 1 - Yes 
2 - No 
65 Organizations (in-
fluential) belong 1 - None 
outside Home 2 - One 
3 - Two 
4 - Three 
5 - Four 
6 - Five 
66 Importance of Medi-
cal and Nursing Care Code actual rank 
67 Importance of Food 
Service Code actual rank 
68 Importance of 
activities and Code actual rank 
recreation 
69 Resident's descrip 1 - Good 
tion of Health 2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
70 Resident socializ- 1 - Does not socialize 
ing with other s 2 -
3 - Socialize to some extent 
1,2, 3,4,5 4 -
5 - Socializes a great deal 
71 Resident friendly 
toward staff Code as recorded 
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Column 
72 . Re sident friendly C ode as recorded 
toward administrator 
73 staff - Im~ression 
of Health 
Hearing 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
74 Sight 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
75 Memory 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
76 Clarity of thinking 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
77 Mobility 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
78 General PhYSical 
health 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
79 Staff impression 
of resident's 1 - Good 
adjustment to 2 - Fair 
Home 3 - Poor 
80 Impression of resi 
dent's morale 1 - Good 
2 - Fair 
3 - Poor 
CODE BOOK - Consumer vs. Expert Judgements 
(Home) n 
Column 
CARD =11= 1 
1,2,3,4 Identification # ( # assigned) 
5 Card # 2 - card #2 
6 through 43 Administrator HDQ Code as recorded 
answers 38 items 
Col. 6 - Q 1 
Col. 43 - Q 38 
44,45 Home Code 0 - 32 
46,47,48 Date of Administrator 44 - month 
Interview 45,46 - day 




5 =over 70 
50 Authoritarianism of 1 =Yes 
Administrator 2 =No 
3 - Somewhat 
51 Length of time admin- 1 = 1 year and under 
istrator has held pre- 2 = 2 years and under 
sent position 3 - 3 years and under 
4 = 5 years and under 
5 =ten years and under 
6 =ten or more years 
52 Administrator living 
on premises 1 =Away from home 
2 =In Home 














in resident dining 
room 
Staff eating in 
resident dining 
room 
Number of domiciliary 
residents 
Number of infirmary 
residents 




trative contacts with 
individual residents in 




with resident groups 
in past week to dis-
cuss specific matters 
Number of adminis-
trative contacts with 
individual staff mem-
bers in past week to 
discuss matters of 




2 =Yes, at separate staff table 
3 =Yes, with residents 
1 =No 
2 =Yes, at separate staff table 
3 =Yes, with residents 
Code as recorded 
Code as recorded 
Code as recorded 
Code as recorded 
1 =None 
2 = Five and under 
3 = Ten and under 
4 - Twenty and under 
5 = fifty and under 
6 =fifty or more 
1 =None 
2 = Five and under 
3 =Ten and under 
4 = Twenty and under 
5 =fifty and under 
6 = Fifty or more 
1 =None 
2 = Five and under 
3 = Ten and under 
4 = Twenty and under 
5 = Fifty "and under 
6 = Fifty or more 
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Column Item Code 
69 Number of administra- 1 =None 
ti ve meetings with staff 2 = Five and under 
in past week to discuss 3 = Ten and under 
matters of direct con- 4 = Twenty and under 
cern to residents 5 = Fifty and under 
6 = Fifty or more 
70,71 staff impact on admin- Code according to scale 
istrative decisions 1.0 - 5.0 
(combined judgement) 
72,73 Resident impact on ad- Code according to scale 
ministrative decisions 1.0 - 5.0 
(combined judgement) 
74,75 Board of Directors C ode according to scale 
control over adminis- 1.0 - 5.0 
trative decisions 
(combined judgement) 
76,77 Friendliness of admin- Code according to scale 
istrator toward resi- 1. 0 - 5.0 
dents (combined judge-
ment) 
78,79 Friendliness of resi- C ode according to scale 
dents toward adminis- 1.0 - 5.0 
trator (combined 
judgement) 
80 Training of adminis- 1 = professional 
trator 2 = non-professional 
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Column Item Code 
CARD # 2 
1,2, 3,4 Identification # (# assigned) 
5 Card # 2 =Card #2 
6 Licensing of admin- 1 =Licensed 
istrator 2 =Non-licensed 
7 Per sona! counselling 1 = Not a minister 
offered by adminis- 2 = Minister who counsels 
trators who are residents 
ministers 3 = Minister who doesn't 
counsel residents 
8 Socia! worker on staff 1 =None 
2 = Part time MSW 
3 = Full time MSW 
4 = Part time BA 
5 = Full time BA 
9 Neighborhood 1 =Suburban 
2 =Country 
3 =City, safe 
4 = City, unsafe 
Person or ~ou~ of 
~ersons mainly res~on-
sible for making yolicy 
decisions 
10 Residents 1 =Yes 
2 =No 
11 Line staff 1 =Yes 
2 =No 
12 Department heads 1 =Yes 
2 =No 














Board of Director s 
Organizational goal 
of home (combined 
judgement) 
Organizational struc-
ture of home (combined 
judgement) 
Training of food 
service head 
Training of activities 
head 
Training of nurSing 
head 
Training of nursing 
staff 








1 = Custodial 
2 = Therapeutic 
3 =Mixed 
1 = Rationalistic 
- ------ - - -_. 
2 = Professional 
3 = Human relations 
1 = Professional 
2 =Non-professional 
3 =Non-professional with 
consultant 
1 = Professional 
2 =Non-professional 
3 =Non-professional with 
consultation 
1 = Professional 
2 =Non-professional 
3 =Non-professional with 
consultation 
1 = Professional 
2 =Non-professional 
3 =Mixed 
1 =Men only 





1 =No resident council or 
participating resident 
committees 
2 = Resident council 
3 = Participating resident 
committees 
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Column Item Code 
24 Resident food com 1 =Yes 
mittee 2 =No 
25 Resident programming 1 =Yes 
committee 
26 Resident nursing and 1 =Yes 
medichlcommittee 2 -No 
27 Private or shared room 1 =Private 
2 =Shared 
3 =Mixed 
28 Rating of activities Code as recorded 
29 Rating of food service Code as recorded 
30 Rating of nur sing Code as recorded 
31,32 Rating of physical C ode as recorded 
plant 1.0 - 5.0 
33,34 Rating of administra- C ode as recorded 
tor 1.0 - 5.0 
35,36 Rating of Board of Code as recorded 
Directors 1.0 - 5.0 
37,38 Overall (global) rating Code 0.0 - 5.0 
(combined judgement) 
39,40 Adequacy of linkages - 1 =Very inadequate 
food service 2 = Somewhat inadequate 
3 =Adequate 
4 =Better than adequate 
5 = Very adequate 
41,42 Adequacy of linkage - 1 =Very inadequate 
nursing service 2 = Somewhat inadequate 
3 =Adequate 
4 = Better than adequate 
5 -Very adequate 
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Column Item Code 
43,44 Adequacy of recreation 1 = Very inadequate 
linkages 2 = Somewhat inadequate 
3 =Adequate 
4 = Better than adequate 
5 = Very adequate 
45,46 Adequacy of overall Adequacy to inadequacy 
linkages 0.0 - 5.0 
47 Int~viewers impres- 1 =Good 
sion of physical plant 2 =Fair 
of the home (coded by 3 =Poor 
judge) 
48 Interviewers impres- 1 =Good 
sion of administration 2 =Fair 
and quality of services 3 =Poor 
(coded by judge) 
49 Interviewers impres- 1 =Good 
sion of atmosphere of 2 =Fair 
home (coded by judge) 3 = Poor 
50 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of "administrative" 2 = Quite a good source 
meetings With profes- 3 = A fairly good source 
sional staff as source 4 =Not a good source 
for learning about 5 = Do not have this source 
problems and needs 
of residents 
51 Administrator ratings 1 = Best source 
of "general" staff 2 = Quite a good source 
meetings with non- 3 = A fairly good source 
professional and pro- 4 = Not a good source 
fessional staff as a ·5 =Do not have this source 
means for learning 
about problems and 
needs of residents 
52 Administrator ratings 1 = Best source 
of staff doctor as a 2 =Quite a good source 
means for learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about problems and 4 =Not a good source 
needs of residents 5 = Do not have this source 
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Column Item Code 
53 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of nurses as a means 2 = Quite a good source 
of learning about the 3 = A fairly good source 
problems and needs 4 = Not a good source 
of the residents 5 = Do not have this source 
54 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of nurses aides as 2 = Quite a good source 
means of learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about the problems 4 = Not a good source 
and needs of the resi- 5 = Do not have this source 
dents 
55 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of social service staff 2 = Quite a good source 
as means of learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about problems and 4 =Not a good source 
needs of residents 5 = Do not have this source 
56 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of activities staff as 2 = Quite a good source 
means of learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about problems and 4 = Not a good source 
needs of residents 5 =Do not have this source 
57 Administrator rating 1 =Best source 
of housekeeping staff 2 = Quite a good source 
as means of learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about problems and 4 = Not a good source 
needs of residents 5 = Do not have this source 
58 Administrator rating 1 =Best source 
of Board Members as 2 = Quite a good source 
means of learning 3 = A fairly good source 
about problems and 4 = Not a good source 
needs of residents 5 = Do not have this source 
59 Administrator rating 1 = Best source 
of communication from 2 = Quite a good source 
residents families as 3 = A fairly good source 
means of learning 4 = Not a good source 
about problems and 5 =Do not have this source 
needs of residents 
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Column Item Code 
60 Administrator rating 1 = Be st source 
of formal meeting with 2 = Quite a good source 
residents as means of 3 = A fairly good source 
learning about prob- 4 =Not a good source 
lems and needs of 5 = Do not have this source 
residents 
61 Administrator rating 1 =Best source 
of informal communi- 2 =Quite a good source 
cations with residents 3 = A fairly good source 
individually as means 4 "=Not"a good solirce 
of learning about 5 = Do not have this source 
problems and needs 
of residents 
62 Other 1 = Best source 
2 =Quite a good source 
3 = A fairly good source 
4 = Not a good source 
5 =Do not have this source 
64 - 80 Linkage 1 = Frequently used 
Que stionnaire 2 = Occasionally used 
1 - 17 3 = Infrequently used 
4 = No knowledge 
.< APPENDIX D 
Coding of HDQ 
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SCORING OF THE HDQ 
The HDQ was scored in accordance with the procedures developed 
by Pincus and explained in Chapter 1. Dimensions scores were obtained 
for each resident and administrator by averaging their individual scores 
on the questions in accordance with the following groupings. The mean 
dimension scores of the residents were then averaged by home to obtain 
mean home dimension scores. Questions 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 24, 27, 29, 
32, and 35 had to be reverse coded in order that their scores ran in the 
approprie.te direction for the dimension represented. 

















Public - Private 
The residents nre encouraged to ~ork out problems a~ong themselv~s. 
The staff usually knock on doors before entering the resident's rooCl. 
The residents ca~ fix up their rooms the way they want. 
The staff usc formal terms of nddress such as "Mr." and '~Irs." whEm 
speaking to residents. 
The residents often participate in activities together without staff 
help. 
All residents in the home must keep the doors to their rooms open 
during the day. 
Residents are not supposed to keep personal possessions other than 
clothing and toilet articles in thei r ·rooms. 
Structured - Unstructured 
The residents are hardly ever asked what act!vities they would like 
or how they want to spend their time e~ch day. 
The residents must sign in and out each time they leave the building' 
to take a walk. . 
There is nothing the residents can co about changing the rules, 
regulations and policies of the home. 
The staff generally decides what T.V. programs the residents should 
watch in the day rooms. 
Staff members generally expect strict obedience from the residents. 
Resource Sparse - Resource Rich 
Most residents sit around all day doing nothing much except 
Itatching T.V. 
Persons from the' outside don't visit much at the home. 
~fost residents don't have enough things to do during evenings 
and weekends. 
All residents pnrticipate in some kind of regular work or recrea-
tional activity severnl times a week. 
Isolated - Integrated 
1. On a nice day most of the physically able residents get outdoors to 
take a walk, ~hop, sit in the park, or go visiting. 
4. The residents may receive visitors almost ~y time during the day. 
23. At least once a month the residents havo a chance to partitipate in 
activities which take them outside the hom~. such as picnics. . ::' 
.:~;, :;', •. , ~c~s. theater p~~ies ~d .odes. .... .... . .. 














Operationalization and Coding 
of Linkage Adequacy 
OPERATIONALIZATION AND CODING OF LINKAGE ADEQUACY 
Linkage adequacy, one of the major variab1es in this study, 
is a concept derived from Litwak's ba1ance theory of coordination 
which postulates an optima1 distance within an organization between 
the expert (in this case the administrator) and the primary group 
(in this case the.residents). 
Distance is optima1 between these two structures when appro-
priate 1inkages are present (and inappropriate 1inkages are absent) 
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to provide sufficient c10seness to insure communication and suffi-
cient distance to prevent conf1ict. In other w9rds, 1inkage adequacy 
can be measured in eaCh home by the presence or absence of appropriate 
distance maintenance and c10sing 1inkages and the presence or absence 
of inappropriate distance maintenance and c10sing 1inkages. 
A mode1 of 1inkage adequacy has been constructed for each home 
in the form of hypothetica1 answers to questionnaire E. In some 
cases severa1 mode1s for a home have been constructed where more than 
one task area has been iso1ated. 
This hypothetica1 mode1 for each home has been derived from Charts 
I, n, III, andIIV and is inc1uded in this lLPpendix. 
Chart I. This chart 1ists the various 1inkages which can exist in a 
home for the aged direct1y between residents and administrator and 
indirectly between residents and staff, board, and fami1ies. Each 
1inkage is measured according to its 1ow, medium, or high possession 
of these characteristics: formal and informa1 administrative initiative, 
formal and informal resident initiative, formal and informal continuous 
contact and scope. Initiative is a characteristic of a 1inkage which 
enab1es the communicator to gain the attention of the other party. 
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Continuous contact is a characteristic enabling the communicator to 
maintain the attention o~ the other party. Scope is a characteristic 
enabling the communicator to reach a larger number. 
Since this study is measuring linkage adequacy between administrator 
and residents the juxtaposition o~ indirect linkages will have to be 
considered in measuring their possession o~ the above characteristics. 
For example, meetings between an administrator and his pro~essional 
sta~~ can be considered high in ~ormal administrative initiative only 
i~ the pro~essional sta~~ also meets with the residents. 
Charts II, III and IV: 
These charts specifY the important dimensions which must be considered 
in the selection o~ the linkage characteristics listed in Chart I. 
1. uni~ormity or non~uni~ormity o~ task 
2. the structure o~ the organization 
3. the ~riendliness o~ the administrator and/or un~riendliness 
4. the ~riendliness and/or un~riendliness o~ the 'residents 
It should be noted that among the several task areas nursing is 
considered to be both uni~orm and non-uni~orm whereas ~ood service is uniform 
and socialization non-uni~orm. Only the rationalistic and pro~essional 
structures are speci~ied since none o~ the homes have a purely human 
relations structure or one approaching such a structure. 
In the case o~ a uni~orm task distance maintenance would be considered 
an important prerequisite to prevent conflict arising ~rom primary group 
interference with the expert work being done, and there~ore linkages 
characterized by a moderate degree o~ continuous contacts would be indicated. 
I~ the structure of the home were rationalistic, ~ormal linkages would be 
appropriate and i~ pro~essional ~ormal and in~ormal. In the case o~ 
administrator or resident un~riendliness initiative on the part of the friendly 
'---
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party would be indicated. Scope is considered to be an essential 
characteristic of linkages especially when the task is non-1Bliform. 
With the various dimensions accounted for in accord with Charts I, 
II, III, and IV, 15 hypotlletical models wez:e .. :constructed for the 32 homes. 
These hypothetical mode1s were then compared with questionnaire E as answered 
by consultants and staff. Where the use of a linkage matched the 
hypothetical model a score of 5 was given • If it did not match a lower 
score was given according to the degree of mismatch with the hypothetical 
model. No scores were given when there was a "no knowledge" answer and 
when it was attested that the linkage was missing. A negative score was 
given in this instance f a whole cluster of similar lin,kages were missing; 
i.e., a complete lack of administrator staff meetings in a home with 
a professional structure. 
Tbe linkage scores for each home in each service area were averaged 
giving the home a maximum score of' the three services on the following scale: 


















1 2 3 4 
. '. 5 
.- ".~' .....•.... '\-
.. -
CHART I 
Meetings Between Administrator Administrative Administrative Continuous Continuous Resident. Resident 
and the following: Initiative Initiative Contact Contact Initiative Initiative 
Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Scope 
professional staff as a group Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate 
total staff Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate 
individual professional Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate 
and/or department heads 
administrative assistant Moderate* Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate 
individual staff Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate* Low Moderate 
(other than supervisory) 
indi vidual residents High Low High Low High Low Low 
resident council and/or High Low High Low High Low High 
committees 
resident body High Low High Low High Low High 
families of residents Moderate Low High Low High Low Low 
(continued) 
CHART I (Cont'd.) 
Informal CQmmunication between the 
Administrator and the follQwing: 
professional or supervisory Low Moderate Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low 
staff 
other staff Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low 
administrative assistant Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low Moderate * Low 
individual or small groups Low High Low High Low High Moderate 
of residents 
families of residents Low Moderate Low High Low High Moderate 
Administrative & Resident use Moderate Low High Low Moderate Low Moderate 
of memos, newsletters, bul-
letin board 
Meetings between Board and Moderate Low Moderate Low High Low Low 
Residents 
Informal Communications be- Low Low Low Moderate Low High Low 
tween Board and residents 
Resident Use of petitions, Low Low Low Low High Low Low 
demonstrations 












EXPERT TASK: FOOD SERVICE 
Residents Friendly 
(A) 
10 Administr'ative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - low 
7. Scope - moderate 
(C) 
Rationalistic Structure 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
20 Administrative initiative 
~nformal :- low 
30 Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
50 Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
60 Continuous contact 
Informal - low 
7. Scope - moderate 
Residents unfriendly 
(B) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
30 Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
40 Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - low 
7. Scope - moderate 
(D) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate 
40 Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
50 Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - low 













1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3 .. Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4 .. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
7. Scope - moderate 
(G) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2 .. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
7. Scope - moderate 
Residents unfriendly 
~ .. (F) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal -low 
4" Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
7. Scope - moderate 
I .. AdministraW.~e initiative 
Formal - moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate 
4. Resicient initiative 
Informal - low 
5 .. Continuous contact 
Formal - moderate 
6. C ontihuous contact 
I 
Informal - moderate 














1" Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3" Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6 .. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
7. Scope .!- high 
(C) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3 .. Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
'7 ~,.nn~ - hi uh 
Residents unfriendly 
(B) 
1" Administrative initiative 
Formal - high 
2" Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3" Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5" Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 
7"Scope ·-high 
(D) 
I .. Administrative initiative 
Formal - high 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
40 Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6. ContinuQus contact t Informal - moctera; e 













1. Administrative initiative 
Formal -. moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate 
4. Resident iniative 
Informal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
60 Continuous contact 
Informal - high 
70 Scope - high 
lG) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - high 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6. Cpntinupus contact 
Informal - high 
7. Scope - high 
Residents unfriendly 
(F) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - high 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - high 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - high 
. .·.·7.·· Scope. - high 
(H) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - high 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
4. Resi~ent initiative 
InfoItmal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
ForIPal - high 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate 














1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate/low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate/low 
40 Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal moderate/low 
7. Scope - high/moderate 
(C) 
10 Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - high 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate/low 
70 Scope - high/moderate 
Residents unfriendly 
(B) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - high/moderate 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate/low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
60 Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate/low 
70 Scope - moderate/high 
(D) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal high/moderate 
20 Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - high/moderate 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate 
50 Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - moderate/low 













10 Administrative initiative 
Formal - moderate/low 
2 .. Administrative initiative 
Informal - moderate/low 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - moderate/low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - moderate/low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
60 Continuous contact 
Informal - high/moderate 
7. Scope - high/moderate 
(G) 
1. Administrative initiative 
Formal - low 
2. Administrative initiative 
Informal - low /m ode:r ate 
~o Resident initiative 
Formal ,- .'h·l~/moderate 
4. Resident: initiative 
Informal - high/moderate 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
60 Continuous contact 
Informal - high/moderate 
70 Scope - high/moderate 
Reside~ts unfriendly 
. (F) 
1. Ad~inistrative initiative 
Fortnal - high 
2 .. Ad~inistrative initiative 
Informal - high 
3. Resident initiative 
Formal - low 
4. Resident initiative 
Informal - low 
5. Continuous contact 
Formal - high/moderate 
6. Continuous contact 
Informal - high/moderate 
70 Scope - high/moderate 
OPERATIONALIZATION OF BALANCE THOORY OF COORDINATION 
CHART III - ~/NONEXPERT TASK - NURSING SERVICE 
To achieve an optimal balance of communication in the area of 
nursing service between adminstrator and residents linkage mechanisms 
would be utilized which would insure a moderate to high amount of 
continuous contact since staff is partially dependent on residents 
for the carrying out of this task; i.e., cooperation in bathing, 
taking medication. 
Cell A - Administrators and residents friendly to each 
other in a rationalistic structure. 
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Initiative on part of either the resident or administrator 
would not be necessary because of their mutual friendliness. 
Furthermore since this is a rationalistic structure formal 
linkages would necessarily follow. A model of linkage 
adequacy for the nursing service task in a rationalistic 
home where administrators and residents are friendly to 
eadh other would involve occasional to frequent use of 
meetings between administrator, staff, and resident sand 
their families and infrequent use of informal communications 
and petitions. Memos and other forms of writter communication 
insuring high scope would not be necessary since the flow of 
new information is not a vital ingredient of the nursing 
service. 
Cell B - Administrators friendly and residents unfriendly 
in a rationalistic structure. 
Resident friendliness would require linkages characterized 
by administrative initiative. Thus, in contrast to Cell 
A the linkages hypothesized for Cell B would include a 
greater use of meetings between administrator, staff, reSidents, 
and family. 
Cell C - Administrators unfriendly and residents friendly 
in a rationaJ.istic structure. 
Administrator unfriendliness would necessitate 1inkages 
Characterized by resident formal initiative. It woul.d 
be important that resident counci1 meetings, family 
meetings are he1d as well as resident meetings with 
staff members e.specially the nurses w:ho coul.d act as 
detached experts. Resident petitions and demonstrations 
woul.d aJ.so be in order. Because of the unfriend1iness 
of the administrator and the somewhat non-expert nature 
of the task contacts coul.d be frequent. 
Cell D - Administrator and residents friendly toward 
eaCh other in a professionaJ. structure. 
Un1ike its counterpart in resident-administrator 
friendliness in Cell A the professionaJ. structure in terms 
of nursing service calls fora greater degree of informal 
1inkages. Thus formal and informal moderate to high 
continuous contact woul.d be in order. 
Ce11 G - Administrators Unfriendly and Residents 
Friendly in a Professiona1 structure. 
Resident initiative formal and informal woul.d be required 
here in view of the administrative unfriendliness. 
Continous contact woul.d remain moderate to high in view 
of the somew:hat non-expert nature of the task and the danger 
arising of too much distancing between administrator and 
residents. 
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.ti~s !!twaen Administrator Me 
an d the ~ollowing: 
pro~essiona1 stat~ as a 9Z'OUp 
'total stat':t 
individUal pzofessional 
and/oz department beads 
administrative assistant 
individual stat:t 
(othez than sap.xvisory) 
individual Z'8sideDts 
residant council and/or 
collllld ttees 
resident body 
£amilies o:t r.sidents 
Informal Communication bet!!.n the 
administrator and the :tollowing: 




individllal. or small groups of' 
residents 
:tamilie. of' residents 
• ~g ~1IiI • .&U.U"1i 
dministrat1V8/use o~ memos, news-
letters, ballletlla board 
Administrative use o:t loadspeakar 
in dining zoom 






..- .. - .. --~! .. :-:.- "-
Inf're- No KDow-













! X I 
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Fxe- Occasion- Int'xe-
quently ally quently or No knowledge, 
Used Used Nevex Used 
Meetin2s Between E!Partment Heads 
and the followins: 
'-
... , 
administxative assistant ~ 
other department heads ~ 
, 
his staff as a group -~ ... 
his individual staff members 
1'" -
individual xesidents X I 
resident council and/or cOmllli ttees K 




families of residents K 
~- ~ ... 
- , - -
. -
Informal Communication Between Depart-
--ment Heads and the following: D 
hie staff I X 
other department heads, and 
administrative assistant J X 
residents X _ .. 




Dapartment Head use of memos, ~ews-
letters, bulle"th board X , 
Dapartment Head use of loudspeakex X in dining room I --f 
Meetings Between Line Staff and 
Residents: social 'WOrkers, DU1'SeS, 
aides 
IDfozmal Communication betweeD line 
staff and residents 
Meetings between Board and Residents 
Informal ColDDlWlications between 
Board and residents 
Resident Use of petitiona, demonstra-
tions 















Nursing Service (CeU B) 
etinss Between Administrator Me 
an d the followins= 
professional staff as a gxoup 
total sta:f:t 
individUal pzo£essioDal 
and/or cJapartmeDt beads 
administrative assistant 
individual sta:f:t 
(otbax than supervisory) 
individual residents 
xasidant council and/or 
colllJllittees 
zoesident body 
families of xesidents 
Informal 99!!¥nication bet!!en tbe 
administxator and the followinq: 




individual or small groups of' 
residents 
families of' residants 
lUlU ~lIiIe'&U.D'" 
Administrative/use of' memos, news-
latters. bulle tiD board 
Administrative use of loudspeaker 
in dining XOOJll 
Pre- Occasion-



































quently ally quently or No knowle~gei Used Used Never Used 
, 
Meetings Between DeDartment Heads 
and the followin~: 
~; 
administrative assistant I X 
other department heads I X 
. 
his staff as a group X ! 
. 
his individual staff members I 
X 
individUal residents X I 
resident council and/or committees J 
x 
-
resident body X J. 
- - ... --
families of residents X 
~
Informal Communication Between Deeart-
ment Heads and the following; 
, 
hi. sta:ff I X 
other department heads, and X 
administrative assistant I 
residents I X 
families of residents X 
~Q{ ! 
~ 
Department Head use of memos, news- l letters, bulle"in board X 
: 
Department Head use of loudspeaker 1 X in dining room 
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he· OccU:f.OIl- IDt'ze- No Dowled· 
qDently all" quent1y or 
Used Used Never Us.d 
Meetings aet1le8l'l Lina Staf1' aDd 
Residents: social workaze, aazses. , 
aidee 
X 
I~oma1 ComIaImication betweeD line 
.taf~ and DsideD'ts I 
X 
Meetings between Baazd and Residants 
X 
, 
In1'onaal ColDDlWlica'tioDS between 
Boazd aDd Dsidants 
X 
" 
Resident U.e at petitions, demonstza-
tions X 
List other mep et. cOllllmDiSltion: 




-. -- . -.- " 
Me atings !I~ Administratoz 
d the ~ollowiD9: 
pro~essiona1 s'taf:f ~ a group 
'total staf:f 
iDdividilal p~essioaa1 
aneVor dapart:lllaDt beads 
admlDist~ativa assistant 
individual stat':f 
(other thaD supervisory) 
individUal residents 
resident COIII1Cil and/or 
committees 
residant bodv 
~amili.s o:f residants 
I~orma1 <))pamanication "_an 'the 
administrator and the :following: 




individlla1 or small gXoups fd 
residents 
~aml1ies of residents 
A 
~I" &,, __ .".;&6 .. 
dministrativa!u.e a:f memos, D8W8-
letters, bu1la*iIa board 
Administrative use o:f loadspeaker 
















Occasion- la:t~.- No Know-
ally U.ed qa.eD'tl)' or ledge 
Nave~ Used 
initiated by staff 
initiated by staff 
initiated by staff 
initiated by staff 
initiated by staff 
, 
initiated by resident 
, initiated by residen1 
in1tia~_ed by ~siden1 















quently ally quently or No knowledge Used Used Never Used 
M8eti!!Sis Between DeDar'tment Heads 
an~ th! £ollowins: 
,. 
.. administrative assistant 1 X 
other department heads I v 




his individual sta££ members X 
individual residents 
X I 
resident council and/or committees 
X 
, , 
resident body X I 
- --
families of reside~ts X I 
! ~ , 
Informal ColDlllWlication Between.Deeart-
ment Heads and the follos!n9i 
., 




, other department heads, and 




£amilies o£ residents X 
~~ - I 
{ 
: r : 
Department Bead use of aemos J X iii news- I 
letters J bulletim board 
. 
Department Head use o£ loudspeaker X 
in dining room f 
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Pre· Occuion- I~ze- No 1cnowl_do 
quantI)' a1l)' quantI), or 
U.ed Used Never Used 
Meetings Be'tWeell LiDa St~:t aDd 
Resident. : social workaZ08, DaZse., , 
aides X 
ID:tontal Communication between line 
.ta:t:t and re.ideDt. X 
-
Meetings between Board aDd Residants 'j 
X 
In:tonaal. Commwtications between 
BoaX'd aDd Z'8sidents X 
. .. 
Resident U.e o:t petitions, daIloDlltra-
t1on. J. 













. .. ,~ .. 
• 
eti!!Ss Be!,,!!!!! AdministZ'atoZ' __ 
d 'the following: 
--
--






(other than SIIpaZ'Yisory) 




:families o:f resideD1:s 
In:fO!pel 99!Penication batwaan the 
administrator and the ~ollowin91 




individual or small groups o:f 
residents 
.tamilies cd xeaiden'l:s 
ang ,lniJ.~gtilu ... 
Administrative/use o.t memos, DeWS-
letters. bu1letiD boud 
AdIIlinistrati". uS! o.t loudspeaker 





Fze- Occ as ion- In:tZ'e. No Know-


































X,. I , 
X - t- --- - I ! - : 
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Fre- Occasion- Infre-
quently ally quently or No knowledgel 
Used Used Never Used 
Maetin2s Between OeD~tment Heads 
and the followins: 
.. , 
acbdnistrative assistant Ix: 
other department heads i 
'x: , 
his staff as a group !x: 
his individual staff members 
Ix: 
individual residents fPC 
resident council and/or committees 
Ix" 
-
resident body Ix 
-- .. --
families of residents ;x: 
~~  ~.  \ 
Informal Communication Between Deeart-
meDt Heads and the fo~low!ng: 
'. 
hi. sta£f I[ 
other department heads, and 










o.partment lfead use of melllOs. : news-
letters, bulle tim board 
Department Head use of loudspeaker 
in dining room 
Meetinos Between Line St~~ and 
Residents: social workers, Durses, 
aides 
Informal CoJlllWlication between line 
staff and residents 
Meetings between Board and Residents 
Informal Communications between 
Board and residents 
Resident Us. of petitions, demonstra-
tions . 
List otber means of communication: 
. ~ -














:.' :;~ Jrurs1ng Berrie. (Cell G) 
). 
-~ 
\~. ,- <r:J;\ 
.. ,:,., 
ati~s Between Administ~ator Me 
an d the following I 
pro:fessiona1 st~:f as a group 
'tOtal staf:f 
individUal pzafessional 
and/ox dapaz1:lllaDt beads 
adminiatxativa assistant 
individllal staff 
(otbex tban sapexvisoxy) 
individUal xesidents 
residant council ~or 
cOJllllittaea 
~esidant body 
:families o:f residents 
Informal Oammgnication b@t!8antb! 
administraSor and the :following: 




indi vidaal or small groups o:f 
res iden1: s 
:families ~ residents 
~''-I ... o_ .. ucu. 
Administrative/use of memos, news-
letters, bulletiD boud 
I!' ~" - .~ 
.. _ '0.,. ," ~ 'I \, •• 
-. 
.. . "in:t~a-Pn- Occasion-
quantly ally Useel qa.en'tl)r o~ 
Used Never Uaed 
X initiated by staff 
X 
, ., 
x initiated bv'staff' 




X initiated . -by residents 
X initiated by residents 
; 
X initiated by residents 
y I ini tiA.ted bv residents 
initiated by staff 
". 
r initiated by staff 
, initiated bv staff 
, 
initiated I by residents, 
,- ,~ 
.. 
initiated' by residents 
:, 




Administrative use o:f lOQ~ak8r , 













quently ally quently or No lcnowle~ge! Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between DePartment Heads 





other depaztment heads X I 
. - - .. 
. -
I 
his staff as a group 
X I 
. 
his individual staff members X- I 
individual residents I X 
resident council and/or committees , X 
resident body X ' I 
-_._..:-
families of res~dents 1 
X 
~IMIIID , 
Ir~ormal Communication Between Deeart-
meDt Heads and the following; 
hie staff } 
-





families of residents .... a ~L . 
. 
. ' .... ...-:---
. .l..::.) ...... .;:; ~,;.. 
.. 
I ; 
Department Head use of memos, news- X 
l~tters. bulle'tu board 
.--
_. 
.Department Head use of loudspeaker X 
in dining room 
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Fre- Occasion- IDfre- No lenowled· 
quently &:11y quently or 
Used Used Never Used 
Mee'tings Be'tween Line Staff and 
Residents: social lIOrkars, Durses, 
aides 
4.. 
I~ormal CoJllllllDication between line 
staff and residents 
-R: x ,.'" 
Meetings between Board and Residents 
X 
In:formal Communications between 
Board and residen'ts 
X .,n. 
... 




-!PI 0:' cOliiiiillDisation: 
~:~. 
,·~r., ,-•. _,~ ... ~ '<4':"~" '.:~ -/.:M. ~~ .. ' . . ,.....~~ 
OPERATIONALIZATION OF BALANCE THEORY OF COORDINATION 
CHART II - EXPERT TASK - FOOD SERVICE 
To achieve optimal balance of communication in the area of food 
service between administrator and residents linkage mechanisms would 
be utilized which would insure moderate continuous contact siIice the 
task is an expert one and not dependent on the resident to be carried 
out. High scope, however, would be necessary in order to achieve 
adequate resident feedback;; i.e., choice of menus. 
Cell A - Administrators and residents friendly to each 
other in a rationalistic structure. 
Initiative on part of either the resident or administrator 
would not be nec~ssary because of their mutual friendliness. 
Furthermore since this is a rationalistic structure formal 
251 
linkages would necessarily follow. A model of linkage adequacy 
for the food service task in a rationalistic home where 
administrators and residents are friendly to each other 
would involve an occasional use of meetings between the 
administrator staff and residents and their fami~ies, infrequent 
use informal communications and petitions. Memos and other 
forms of written communication including the loudspeaker would 
be used frequently. 
Cell B - Administrators friendly and residents unfrien~ in 
a rationalistic structure. 
Resident unfriendliness would require linkages characterized 
administrative initiative. Thus, in contrast to Cell A the 
linkages hypothesized for Cell B would include a greater use 
of meetings between administrator, staff, residents, and 
familY. 
Cell C - Administrators unfriendly and residents 
friendlY in a rationalistic structure 
Administrator unfriendliness would necessitate linkages 
252 
characterized by resident for.mal initiative. It would be 
importnat that resident council meetings and family meetings 
are held as well as resident meetings with staff members 
especially with the dietician who would act as a detached 
expert. Resident petitions and demonstrations would also 
be in order. 
Cell E - Administrators and residently friendly 
toward each other in a professional structure. 
Unlike its counterpart in resident-administrator 
friendliness in Cell A the professional structure 
in ter.ms of food service would call for a greater 
degree of infor.mal linkages. Thus for.mal and informal 
continuous contact would be in order. Continous contact 
would remain moderate in vie'w of the expert nature of the 
task and the dangers of too much involvement with the 
residents exacerbating conflict. 
Cell G - Administrators Unfriendly and residents 
friendly in a professional structure. 
Resident initiative formal and infor.mal would be required 
here in view of administrative unfriendliness. Continous 
contact would remain moderate in view of the expert nature 
of the task and the danger of too much resident involvement 
exacerbating conflict. 
'--
- ,'- --- ------ - '-_._ .. 




d the following: 
professional. staff' as a group 
total staff' 
-individllal-pzo.fessioDal- -




(other thaD _pamsory) 
individual Z'8sidaDts 
residant cOUDCil and/o:r: 
colllJlli ttaes 
:r:esident body 
families of' :r:esidents 
Informal Oammunication between the 
administrator-and the :followina: 
--




individllal or small' gxoups of' 
residents 
:families of residents 
~ ... A"WO,.& ... IIU-.. 
Administrative/use of' memos, news-
letters, bD11etiD baud 
Administ:r:ati"'--use ot 101lClspaaka:r: 
in dining Z'OOJIl 
• 
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Fze- Occasion- In;fze- No Know-
quan'tly ally Used qan't1y o:r: ,ledge 






































quently ally quentlyor No knowledgl 
Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between DePartment Heads 
and the following: 
administrative assistant X 
other department heads 
X 
his staff as a group 
X 




resident council and/or committees X 
- - -
resident body X 
~- -_ ..... -".'" 
families of residents X 
~~ 
Informal Communication Between Depart-
ment Heads and the following: 
hie staff X-
other department heads, and 
administrative assistant X 
residents 
X. 
families of residents X_ 
~ 
r. 
Department Head use of memos, news- X letters, bulle1:im board 
--
Department Head use of loudspeaker X in dining room 
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he- Occasion- Infre- No kIlowled· 
, quently ally quently or 
Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between Line Stat~ and 
Residents: social workers, Durses, 
aides 
.,X.· 
Informal Communication between line 
8tat~ and residents 
X 
-




In~ormal Communications between 




Resident Use o~ petitiona, daaoutra- ... 
tions 
x.. 
List othll: means 0' communisation: 
:~""~'. ·.f 
~~ .. .l't, 
," ,'.' 
... ,. 




d the ~ollowin9: 
professional staff as a group 
total sta:f:f 
individaal pzofessional 
and/or dapartmaDt beads 
administrative assistant 
individual staf:f 
(otber than sapervisoxy) 
individual resideDts 
residant cOUDCil and/or 
cOJlDllittees 
residant body 
:families of residents 
Informal Communication b't!I,n tbl 
administrator and th' ~ollowipa: 
• - ~ : .. ::' .;~~. -:. '.7~~~ •. .' .~~. .~ 
., ~.- ,,'-- -- - -, Occasioa-

















ineli vidual or small groups o~ 
residents 
:families o:f residants 
lUlU ~a • .l.U.D"1ii 
AdmiDistrative/use o:f memos, DeWS- :i 
letters. bull.tiD board X l 
Administrative use of loudspeaker 
in diniag room X 
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--. -. .......:~ .: .~:: 
Infra- No Know .. 













Meetings Between Department Heads 
and the following: 
administrative assistant 
other department heads 
his staff as a group 
his ind~vidual stat:f members 
individual residents 
resident council and/or committees 
xElsident body 
families of residents 
Informal COmbUn~cation Between Depart-
ment Heads and the followina: 
hie staff 
other ,department heads, and 
administrative assistant 
residents 
families o:f residents 
~partment Head use of memos, news-
letters, bulletin board X 
Department Head use of loudspeaker X 























Fie- Occasion- ~ Infra- No lenowled· 
qaently a1ly quently OJ." 
Used Used NeveJ." Used 
. Meetings Be"tween Line St~£ and 
Residents: social 'WOJ."keJ."8, nurses, I 
aides 
y 
Informal Communication between line 
ata1':f and xe.idents X 
Meetings between Boud aDd Residents I 
X 
Informal ColDJllUnications between 
Boud and xesidents I 
y 
, 
Resident Use o:f petitions, deaonstJ."a-
tions 
y 
List other means o:f COllllllUDis!tion: 
r~:J~~) .. < 
~~~.-" ... ~...-.---=-".-,;,:.~"" .. '':'~ ".\;, .\. t". 






d the following: 
professional staff as a group 
'tOtal staff 
individaal pzofessioDal 
and/or dapU1:maDt heads 
administxativa-assistant 
individual staff 
(othex than supervisor,v) 
individUal resideDts 
residant cOuncil end/ox 
cOJllllittees 
zesideDt body 
families of xesideDts 
Informal pgmmynication between the 
administrator and the following: 




individllal or small groups of 
residents 
families of residents 
, ~.u "'"1IilI ... -.. .. _ .. 
Administrative/use of memos, DeWS-· 
~etters, bulletiD boud 
Administxativa use of loadspaakaz 




















Occ as ion- ID:fZ'e- 0 No Know. 





'initiated .~:1[ staft 
X 
. 




. - _. -
._ . 
...,.. -
initiated b~ staff, 
initiated ~ by staff 
initiated by staff .' 
, ,... , 
initiated by 'residents 
,. 
initiated by residents 
, 
"n"+:"A+:~t'I bv "rARit'l.nts . \ 
. initiated bT.1residents 
X 












quently ally quently or No knowle(Jgei Used Used Never Used ; 
MeetinS8 Batweln DePartment Heads 
and th! following: 
, 
administxative assistant X 
other department heads I 
X , 
his staff as a gxoup X 
--
his individual staff members , 
X 
individual residents X 
resident council and/or committees 
X 
resident body X 
-
_ ... _-..... 
families of residents X 
, 
.... ~ .6 ~ .• 
l Jt'lf fLlI'.I\. 
Informal Communication Between De2art-
me~t Heads and the following: 
hie staff X 
other department heads, and ; 
administrative assistant X 
residents , [ 
X 
.. 




~partment Head use of memos, news- lB 
letters, bulletill board X 
Department Head use of loudspeaker t 
in dining room X 
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fta- Occuion- IDfze- No Dowled· 
quantly all)' quantI), or 
Usad Used Never Used 
Meetings Between Line Staff aDd 
Residents: social workers, DDzses. 
aides 
X 
IDfozmal CoJaWlication between line 
ata:tf and ftsid8llts 
. , x 
Meetings between Baud aDd Residants i 
X 
Informal Communications between 
Board and residents 
X 
., 
Resident Us. o~ petitions, deIIOIlIItra- I tiona 
X 
Liat ot!!!E mew S£ CQIIh.uniSltion: 
.... "- ." '!""..............,~ 
Food Service (Cell E) 
.. -
e'ti!!Ss Between Adminisua'tor Me 
an d 'the fol10win9: 
pZ'ofessiona1 staff as agzo1lp 
to'tal staff 
iDdividilal pzofessiOnal 
and/or dapartmeD't beads 
administrative assistant 
individual staff 
(otber thaD supervisory) 
individllal residents 
J:esidant council andIor 
committees 
Z'esidant body 
families of residents 
? 
; 
IDformal Communication bet!aen tb, 
administrator and the followinG: 




individl&al or small groups of 
residents 
:tami1ies of xesidenta 
~&IW ;l;lIilIa;a,u_u,," 
Administxativa/use of memos, news-
letters, bul.letiD board 
Administxative use of 10DdspeakaZ' 
in dining Z'oom 
'. .-. - .. / 
... ~ , 
































quently ally quantly or No knowledge Used Used Never Used 
MBetin9s Between DeDartment Heads 
and the following: 
administrative assistant X 
other department heads 
X 
his staff as a gmup 
X 
--
his individual staff members 1 X 
individual residents I X 
resident council and/or committees I X 
resident body X 
-_" __ P 
families of residents X 
~~ .,- A- I 
Informal Communication Between Depart-
ment Heads and the following: 
his staff x, I 




residents X I 
,. 





Department Head use of memos, news- I 
letters. bulle"tia board X 
Department Head use of loudspeaker X \ in dining room 
Meetings Between Line Staff and 
Residents: aocial workers, Durses. 
aidea 
Informal Communication between line 
staff and residents 
Meetings between Board and Residents 
Informal Communications between 
Board and residants 
Resident Use of petitions, d8llOlUItra-
tions 
List othlE meaDS 0:' comanmisation: 
<II;.~"" . . >, ••.•. .,... '" 






"" ..... , 
... ~. .,:. 

















~~~" .- •... !"'~...-.~ 
L __ ._ 
tiss !I'twee!! Administrato! .. Mae 
aD d the ~ollowin9: 
-




administrative .. sistant 
:lndividDal stat':t 
(otber tban supezv:lsor.v) 
individual residents 
resident council ~or 
COIIIIIl1ttees 
resident body 
~amilies o:t residents 
lido",1 sg-micaSion batnan the 
administrator and the~ollowinq: 




individllal or small groups ~ 
residents 
:tamilies of residents 
~g... . 
Administrative/use o~ memos, DeWS-
letters, 1m1letlD boU'd 
Administrative use of loudspeaker 
in· dining Z'OOJII . 
~ 
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he- Occ ion- l~r.- No KDow-
quaDU)t a1~ Used qlleDtl¥ or ledge : 
-Used--- -'-
--J Never Used 




X' in:l:t1:ated bv staff 
.... 
X initiated by staff , 
X initiated --- .- bv staff - -- --~--.--- -
X initiated bv staff' , 
J 
X I initiated bv Ata.-r-r ! 
~ ;..---
X i;n:itfi.ted"J.~ 
-by ·-~sldent ~ 
.-
X I initiated by re-sidents 
X initiated bv """'1'14..:1 ._.&. . 
I 
X I --:initiated by families \ 
X i . ini tia;t:ed 
. by staff 
-, . 
..... y 
.; ...... +.f .. + ... A by staff 
X initiated bv staf'-r 
. -
y 
-c .... -c"' .. _"'_..;1 
, 




initiJl+:"'~ nov ........ .fA ............ · - ...... 
I 




Meetings Between Department Heads 
and the £ollowing: 
administrative assistant 
other department heads 
his sta£:f as a group 
his individual sta£f members 
individual residents 
resident council and/or committees 
resident body 
families of residents 
Informal Communication Between Depart-
meDt Heads and the :following: 
hie sta:££ 
other departmeDt heads, and 
administrative assistant 
residents 
families of residents 
o.partment Head use of memos, news-
letters. bulletin board 
Department Head use of loudspeaker 



























Meetings Bet.aen Line Stat~ and 
Residents: aocial 1IOrkaZ's, mu:sea, 
aidea 
l~oZ'lDal CoJaaanicat:l.on betweeD line 
st~:f and zoe8ideDt. 
Meetings between BoU'd aDd Resid8Dta 
Informal Communications between 
Board and residents 
Resident Use o~ petitiona, deaoftstra-
tions 

















~ , . 
.;.~; ... w.-! ~~:P.I%.~.i¥~'b:": 
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l~re- No bowled 
qaently or , 
Nevez Used 









I ~ I 
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OPERATIONALIZATION OF BALANCE THEORY OF COORDINATION 
CHART IV - NON -EXPERT TASK - RECREATION SERVICE 
Since a recreation program is highly dependent on the active 
participation of the residents linkages are necessary which insure 
a high degree of continous contact. High scope would also be 
necessary to obtain feedback keep residents infor.med; i.e, calendar 
of events. 
Ce1l A - Administrators and residents friendly to 
each other in a rationalistic structure. 
Initiative on part of either the resident or administrator 
would not be necessary because of their mutual friendliness. 
Furthermore since this is a rationalistic structure formal 
linkages would necessarily follow. A model of linkage 
adequacy for the food service task in a rationalistic 
home where administrators and residents are friendly to 
each other would involve frequent use of meetings 
between the administrator, staff and residents because 
of the non-expert nature of the task but infrequent 
use of informal communications because of the rationalistic 
structure. Memos and other forms of written communication 
including the loudspeaker would be used frequently. 
Cell B - Administration friendly and residents.unfriendly 
in a rationalistic structure. 
Resident unfriendliness would require linkages characterized 
by administrative initiative. In spite of the 
rationalistic structure administrative use of informal 
linkages for reaching the residents would be indicated 
because of the non-expert nature of the task. 
.. 
Cell C - Administrators unfriendly and residents 
friendly in a rational.istic structure 
Administrative unfriendliness would necessitate 1inkages 
Characterized by resident formal and informal initiative. 
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Because of the non-expert nature of the task a variety of ". 
types of meetings and informaJ. contacts would be appropriate. 
A detac.hed expert such as group worker or activities 1eader 
would be he1pful here.in getting resident petitions. 
Celi E - Administrative and reSidents friendly toward 
each other in a professional. structure. 
A moderate to heavy amount of informal and formal 1inkage 
between residents, administrator and staff woUld be 
appropriate in the carrying out of this informal task. 
Since initiative is not required on1y those 1inkages wou1d 
be required that guarantee formaJ. and informal. continous 
contact. 
Cell G - Administrator unfriendly and residents friendly 
in a professional. structure. 
As in a rationa1istic structure, much resident initiative 
woUld be ca11ed for, but more in the way of informal. 
linkages could be uti1ized. Since gaining the attention 
of the administrator woUld be of primary importance 
attention getting devices suc.h as petitions would be 
appropriate. 
atins. !!twaen Administrator Me 
aD d the followincn 
professional. staff' as a group 
'total staff 
individual p~essiona1 
and/ox clapartllaDt beads 
administrative assistant 
iDdividlaa1 staff 
(other than smpervisozy) 
individUa1 residents 
residant council and/or 
comm:l.ttees 
resident body 
families o:f residents 
In:formal Communication baS!aan !be 
administrator and the :followingl 




individllal or small groups ~ 
residents 
:families of residents 
~u ~I ,. 
Administrative/use o:f memos, news-
letters, bulletiD boud 
Administrative use o:f loudspeaker 
in dining room 
. 
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Fn- OccasiOD- l~ra- No Know.' 
quaDtly ally Useel qaen'tly or ledge 

























: quently ally quently or No knowle(!gei ".: Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Betwe!D DeDartment Heads 
and the following: 
, 
: 
admiDistrative assistant X I 
other department heads 
X 
, 
his staff as a group I 
X 
~ 
his individual staff members 
X I 




resident council and/or committees ; X 
resident body X 
-
-_ .. __ .. 
:families of residents 
X 
_D.. .... ........ l"lf'lr. ___ • 
Informal Communication Between Deeart- : 
meDt Heads and the following: 
hi. staff X 
other department heads, and X administrative assistant 
residents X 
'. 
families of residents X 
'. 
.. 
\..: ... ~ ...... ,,.. 
! 
a 
~partment Head use of memos, news- I 
letters, bulletb board X 
Department Head use of loudspeaker 
in dining room X 
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he- OccaaiOD- I~n- No lcncnrle" 
quDtlsr allsr quenUsr oz 
U.ed U.ed Neve~ Ueecl 
Meetings Bebean Line Stat~ aDd 
Residant. : social _~keJ:., II1Izse., 
aide. 
X 
IDfoDtal eo..n:I.cation bet._ li_ 
staf~ and zeaidaDta , 
X 
. 
Meetings between Bo~d aDd "sident. 
X 
IDfonaal ComImaa:l.ca'tiODS 'between \ 
Board and ~.sident8 
X 
... 
Rasident U.e o~ petitiona, deaonat~a-
tiona 
X 
List ot., _III ~ cca!lOiSltion: 
. - .-_ .. , 
. ..• -
-





Recreational G~ .. . 
~l"'Y'1ee 
etiazs··!ltweeD· AdminiatzatGz-· -. Me 
an d the ~ollowing: 







(otber than supervisor,,) 
individual residents 
residant council ~oz 
COJIIDd ttees 
resident body 
families of residents 
Informal Communication b'S!aen th, 
administratoz and the followinGI 




ind1vidllal or small groups 0.£ 
residents 
families of residents 
~ ~ •• oI.U.U'" 
Administrative/use of memos, ~.s-
letters, bulletlD boud 
Administrative use o:floadS,peaker 


















Occasion- l~z.- No Know. 
ally Used qa.ently oz ledg. 
Nevez Used 
. .. . - .. 
-
. 
.. ~ - --_ . 
_ .. 
' .. ----- .. 
-. 
i 
' . , 
. 





X \ : 
\ I X 
X , , 
, i 









quently ally quently or No knowledgel Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between pepartment Heads 
arid the £ollowing: 
~41 
administrative assistant X ! 
other department heads 
X I . 
his staf£ as a group X-
...... 
his individual staff members \ X 
indivi~~al residents X ; 
resident council and/or committees I x 
.4 
resident body X I 
_ .._--
£amilies of residents X \ 
, 
_a.... ... ..d..- .61_ ...... x \ ; 
-
--
Informal Communication Between De;eart-
ment Heads and the following; 
hiG stat'f 
...... -
other department heads, and . , 
administrative assistant \ X 
residents 
_ .. 





~partment Head use of memos, news- X I 
letters, bulletu board 
. .... ~ .. 
Department Head use of loudspeaker X \ 
in dining room 
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arze- OccUiOD- I~ze- No lenowled 
qwmtly all)' quantIyor 
U •• d Used I'fevez Used 
Meetings Bene_ L:I.ae St:at~ aDd 
ResideDt.: soc:l.a1 _I"leal"e. mu •••• 
aida. X 
Intozmal. Qmaun:l.cat:l.oD betweeD l:1.ae 
eta:f~ aDd na:l.daDta X 
. 
Meeting. betweeD Boazd aDd ... :l.d.nts 
X 
Iafomal. ComImnicaticms bet_n . 
Board and zasidents X' 
.', 
Residant Uaa o~ pet:l.t:l.oDS. deIIoDatza-
tiona X 
Liet otbaE .. ans ~, COiUmue:l.s~t:l.on: 
,1- .. "~' ;. ... , ;,p: .. If· ,: " ••. ,. ". ~"... _ Ji:t;., "" !"'~': ~ ..... , ;"'" . -" •. ~. '.'" ;';.H 
--
.. ................ ~ 
. ,' ,- .. 
. .• 
.... 
;';.j.1-fo'i:~;~~:~:: . ·~Lif:t~"L~- .... 'i:·"" ... 
• • "''',. -." ........ ".~" .:.~-. , "10.: 
.... , ·· .. ···~-·l ~ 
'.·0 taU" V.. . •. ~.~.: ....... 
Recreational Service (Cell c) 
Me etinss !ltwaen Administrator 
d the ~011owin9: 
professional staff as a group 
total staf:t 
individual p~essioDal 
and/or dapaZ'1:maDt beads 
administrative assistant 
individual staf:t 
(otbezo tban supervisory) 
individual residents 
zoesidant council and/or 
cOJllJllittees 
zoesidant body 
:tami1ie. o:f residents 
l~ormal f:g='nication batwaan She 
administratozo and the :following: 




individllal or small groups o:f 
residents 
families of residents 
~M.J ~ ... 
Administrative/use o:f memos, news-
letters, bul1etiD board 
AdmiDistrative use o:f 1011dspea1ceZ' 
in dining Z'OOm 
he- OccasioD-
































quently ally quentlyor No knowle~gel Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Between DeDartment Heads 




administrative assistant X 
, 
other department heads ~ I 
-
, 
his staff as a group 
~ 
his individual staff members , 
X 
individual residents X \ 
resident council and/or committees 1 
X I 
N 
resident body X -
families of residents X I 
_ .. -..... 
j 
Informal C~mmDnication Between Depart-
ment Heads and the follo~ing: 
=-:, 0 , 
hi. sta:f'f 
other department heads, and 




tamilies of residents ~ ~ 
........ 




Department Head use ot lIemos J news- X' 
letters, bulle'tb. board 
--
Department Head use ot loudspeaker X ~ in dining room 
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Pn- Occuion- IDt'ze- No lcnowled-
qunUy ally quenUyor 
U.ed Used Naver Used 
Meetings Bet.een Line Staf~ aDd 
ltasidaDts s soci&1 workazs, marses. , 
aides X 
-
IlrtoZ'lDal CoDanication betweeD line 
.taf~ and zeeidaDta 
. 
Meetinge bat.eaD Bo~d aDd Residents 
X 
--
I~orma1 Co..anications bet_D 
Board and resident. 
..~. 
" 
Resident Us. o~ petitions, deIIonstra-
tiona 
y 
List otblE !Baal sf cohillimnisation: 
-









-~ ~':'-J c::·~ •. c~:.. -., .... ~ ..... - t': . .. 
Recreational SerYice (Cell E) 
tinss Between Administrator Mae 
aD d,the t'ollowins: 
pzo~essicma1 staf~ as a group 
total sta£:t 
individllal pJ:O:fessional 
and/ox dapartlllaDt beads 
administzative assistant 
individllal sta:f:f 
(otb.X than supervisozy) 
individUal xesidents 
residant coancil an4/ox 
coJllDlittees 
residant body 
~amilies o:t residents 
Informal Commgnication beS!aen the 
administrator and the t'ollowing: 




individllal or small groups of 
residents 
families ot xesidents 
~&.. .. I," 
inistrative/use o:t memos, _ws-
letters, bulletiD boud 
Administxativeuse o:t lO1ldapealatr 
in dining zoom 
Pxe- Occasion-



































-- - . ---


















quently ally quently or No knowledgel Used Used Never Used 
Meetings Bet!Sen DeDartment Heads 
and the following: 
~, 
administrative assistant X 
~-. 




his staff as a group X 
--
his individual staff members X 
individual residents X 
resident council and/or committees 
X. 
-
resident body X 
--
_ .. _-..... 
:families of residents 
-.X . 
..Jft-
Il1fcrmal Communication Between Deeart-
iii;nt Heacls and the :followin9; 
hie stat":f X 
other department heads, and 




families o:f residents X 
.. - . 
.. -.. ; ...... - -- '-
r 
ij 
Department Head use of memos, news-
letters, bulletb board X 
Department Head use of loudspeaker X 
in dining room 
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JZ'e- Occuion- I~J:e- No knowled· 
quantly ally quantly or 
Used Used Neve~ U.ed 
Meetings Between LiDe Stat~ aDd 
Residents: social wozokaS'., mu: .. s, 
aide. 
X 
Ia:fontal CoImIuDication bet.eD liDe 
staff and za.ideats 
X." 
" Neetings betwaeD BoaZ'd aDd Residents 
X 
IDfomal CommuDicatioDS bet_en 
Board and nsidenu 
X 
.. 
Resident u •• o~ petitions, demonstS'a-
tions 
X 
List othlE means ~ commaniSltlon: 
_I- .. ~~ 
. " 
"','.:: .J~.. 1' .. "'r' . " 
~.:.. ',: ~:'';'. ~ .~;~~~ ... ~.,: 
,,'.' ' ... ~ '; ~ . " 
\". ..' h'" J .~..' • • • . • 
. :.; .......... ··trinr'.lilll.W5"''''"I''~ , 
MI.-::- --. . ... -;:.==._ ~,-.~ . ... ~~--.-~~ 
',r-:f.~."~( . =. . ... : 
~ -': ':' Recreational. StI'V1ce (Cell (f) 
eSiess Between AdministEator Me 
aD d tba :following: 
professiGDa1 staff' as agZ'01Ip 
'tOtal staff' 
individUal p~essiOaa1 
and/oz dapaz1:IIIaD't heads 
administEa'tiva assistant 
individual staff' 
(otber thaD _peZ'Visory) 
individual Z8s1dents 
Z8sidan't council and/or 
cOlllllittees 
zesidant bod,v 
:familia. o:f resident. 
Informal COmmunication be,..en the 
administEator and the :folloEnsn 




individllal. or small groups cd 
residents 
:families o:f resident. 
~a.J &"1 '. 
Administrativa/usa o:f memos, .ws-
letters. bulletiD board 
Administrative use o:f loadspeakar 
in dining room 
Pze- Occasion-
























IDtza- No KIlo". 











; Fze- Occasion- I~re-
quently ally quently or No knowle~gel Used Used Never Used 
... 
Meetings Between DeDar1:ment Heads 
and th! following: 
, 
,. 
I administrative assistant 
X 
other department heads X. 
, 
: 
his staff as a group 
X' I 
his individual sta:f:f members X i 
individual residents 
X 
resident council and/or committees X , 
, 
resident body I y 
- - ... -~ 
families of residents X : 
~~ : 
... 
I~orma1 Communication Between Deeart-
m,nt Heads and the followins: 
: 
: 
bie staff : i X 
other department heads, and 
administrative assistant X t ' . 
• 
, residents X ! 
families of resid~nts : X I 
'.:~.- ,- I 
- I 
~partment lfead use of memos, news- X letters, bulle1:la board 
C 
J;)epartm.ent Hea~ use of loudspeaker , • 
in dining room X 
Meetings Be~an Line S~af~ and 
Rasideata: social workara, nur.es, 
aldes 
In:fozmal Comaanication beneen line 
atat~ and zesid8Dta 
Meetinss between Board and Reaidents 
Infozmal Communications between 
Soazd aDd residants 
Resident U •• o~ petitions, deaonatra-
tiona 













IDfze- No knowle6 
cpl8ntly or 
Never Used 
yoaz Dapaztiant~:~ ____ ~/~ _________________ • ______ _ 
•• ..0 .... _.... ._ 
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